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Tax Rate;

School Budget Increased By $8,300

Exterior of the Rockland Poultry Company plant with workmen shoring up the bulging sidewalls
until permanent repair* ran be made. At the right of the picture one may see spots where the wall seetion
separated. At the center, where men are placing heavy Umbers, the wall is some three feet out of true.

Thomaston's completed budget
call for the expenditure of
$120.605 26 if the recommendations
of the Budget Committee are fol
lowed at the annual meeting on
March 31.
The figure is a reduction of some
$4300 over last year's expenditures
and should represent a reduction of
possibly as much as $3 in the tax
rate. This figure was arrived at
following the final meeting of the
Budget Committee Tuesday night,
and will be the final one, barring
unexpected articles which may be
brought in before the warrant is
posted.
The school budget of $48,873.88
represents, as usual, the biggest
slice of the money to be appropri
ated. This is some $3300 in excess
of the amount raised last year and
calls for increases in teachers’ sala
ries as well as those of Janitors, a
new school bus, and the painting of

the High School building, plus some
re-mdoelmg of the same structure.
Other items in the budget are:
$2965 for town expense.
$3100 for police protection
$2360 for the fire department, of
which $1300 is asked for the pur
chase of a new compressor for the
alarm system.
Health and sanitation, $1360.
Highway Department and Winter
and Spring roads. $3600 each.
Tarring roads, $2500; special
gravel roads (Studley Lane, Kos
suth, Pine. Creek Hill, West Main
street) $2000.
The sum of $2400 is asked for a
public health nurse. The resigna
tion of Mrs. Katherine Flint leaves
the town without one and there are
presently no applicants.
Articles asking the raising of $600
each for Workmen’s Compensation
and Social Security for all town
employes are also in the warrant.

First Of Season

Dick Hill Coming

Matinicus Elects
Warren Crash
Seeks Reelection
Farm and Garden Asso. To Loan Officer Of Boston Bank
Is To Address Camden
Hold Friendship Market
ii
j
n ■
j cn -ire rv
------Raymond E. Ludwig of Hope anIslanders Raised $3.350JJn Skid On. Icy Road Injured nounces that he will seek re-elec
Conference
April 1-2
lion as Representative to Legisla
Monday Evening. Most Of
Tenant’s Harbor Woman
First time in New England, spon
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 1
ture Irom the towns of Appleton,
Which Went To Schools
Near Overlook Mill
and 2. the Maine Branch of the
sored solely by a Chamber of Com
merce, that is the Small Business
Conference which opens Monday
night, March 17, at 730 at the Con] gregational Parish House. On the
pitcher’s mound for the first inning
of this fast moving series of busi
ness meetings, is Richard D. Hill,
loan officer of the First National
Bank of Boston since 1948. His sub
ject is “Finding the Money," a
matter of vital importance to most
businessmen, if not today, perhaps
in the future.
Dick Hill will deliver some sizzling
facts across the plate next Monday
evening.
The Camden-Rockport
Chamber of Commerce is very for
tunate to have him open this Con
ference, as he was one of the out
standing speakers at the Small
Business Conference in Lewiston
last year, which was sponsored
jointly by Bates College and the
C. of C ’s of Lewiston and Auburn.
His talk will cover basic financial
Blueberry Pests
problems of small business, and sec! ondly. sources of money, how to ob
To Be Discussed By the tain financing and the standards
Growers—Wentworth Is commonly used by the investors and
lenders.
Considerable emphasis
To Speak
will be placed on ways and means
Latest in blueberry pest and weed of persuading prospective investors
controls will be heard by growers and lenders tf> undertake the neces
at forthcoming Oxford and Cum sary financing
berland County annual Spring
Hill graduated from Dartmouth
meetings.
College in 1941 and the Amos Tuck
Oxford County growers will meet School of Administration and
at 1.30 p. m. Friday in the South Finance. He served in the Navy
Paris Fire Hall, and Cumberland during World War II on the staff
growers at 1030 a. m. Tuesday in of the Commander South Pacific
the Gray Congregational Church Forces. He is Assistant Vice Presi
vestry.
dent and Loan Officer of the First
Ralph C. Wentworth, Hope, ex National Bank of Boston.
tension blueberry agent, will speak
As important as Hill’s talk, will
along with a representative from be the informal question-and-anthe Maine Forest Service.
swer period .which follows, C. of C.
President David A. Nichols points
We must follow not force prov out. Here will be a chance for
idence.—William Shakespeare
businessmen to hit back with ques
tions and facts. This give and take
PUBLIC CARD PARTY discussion will be particularly valu-

New England Farm and Garden
Association will hold its first
Friendship Market of the season,
at the Penobscot Valley Country
Club ln Bangor. Women from
farms and villages in many sections
of Maine will offer for sale the re
sults of many hours of homework
during the Winter months
The Farm and Garden Associa
tion, one of the oldest rural organ
izations for women in the United
States, is really an adventure in
friendship.
The hours of the Friendship
Market at thc nearby club will be
from 2 to 5 o’clock on Tuesday,
April 1, and from 10 to 5 o’clock
April 2.
Would-be consignors may contact
Mrs. Laurence C. Andrew of High
land street, Portland, or Mrs. Hel
en Johnson of South Penobscot for
further information.
Interior of the plant after workmen had cleared away the debris which fell from the second floor.
The second floor section which fell is at the left and rests ou precessing equipment. Power, refrigeration,
water and steam lines were broken by the falling wall and floor. Ice making machinery was at the far
end of the broken section.

Damage totaling several thous
ands of dollars was caused to tho
plant of the Rockland Poultry
Company about 1.30 a m Wednes
day by high winds
Wind? of gale force crashed in
doors ar.d windows on the Eart
side ol the woodon section of the
building and then bulged the wall
outward some three feet. The wall
falling away dropped a section of
the second floor, crashing ice mak
ing machinery to the first floor and

rupturing power, water, steam and as the "Potato Bowl."
Poust has operated the poultry
refrigeration lines.
A section of the second floor, dressing plant tor upwards of 20
some 20 feet wide and the length years, adding modem buildings to
of the building, dropped on to the rear of the plant over the years.
In the plant yesterday were some
equipment, on th* first floor, dam
14,000 chickens which were to have
aging it badly
been proceeded Wednesday and
Paekir.r cases, processing mater
today
ials and refrigeration equipment
cascaded over the flrst floor to
M Mitas** excludes revenge, irri
csuse widespread damage below.

Owner Isidore Poust has not yet
estimated the damages but feels
that it will reach many thousands
of dollars before the plant is re
BOB RANDALL
stored to operation.
And His Cowboy Troupe
Tlie section of the plan! which
was damaged was once the location
TOWN HALL, WARREN
of the Rockland Produce Company
FRIDAY EVE.. MARCH 14
Doors Open 7 P. M. Show Starts I on Tillson Avenue and was at one
time used as a boxing arena known

tability, morbid sensitiveness, but
not self-defence, or a quiet and
steady maintenance of right.—
Theophylact

Splfish men may possess tl
earth; it is thc meek only who
inherit it from the Heavenly
Father, free from all defilements
and perplexities of unrighteousness
—John Woolman

Mon. March 17—7.30 P M.
St. Bernard’s Parish Hall

RUMMAGE

AUCTION

HOME COOKED FOOD SALE

March 19th Community Building
RUMMAGE AND FOOD SALE 1:30
AUCTION

7 p.m.

ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB

Knox County men who left yesterday for the iniurtion center at Portland and entry into the service
today. Left to right are: Clayton A. Winchenbach, Rockiand; Henry Bickford, Jr., Camden; Parker E.
Wadsworth, Rockport: Joseph B. Luce, Union. In the back row are: Everett T. Harding, Camden; Howard
L. Dority, Camden; Gilbert F. Lane, Rockland; Merton R. Sawyer. Rockland and John C. Bradstreet,
i nion. Due to be inducted on April 7 are six additional men. Thev are: Warren Thomas Perry. 252 Cedar
street. Rockland: .Malcolm Arnold .Morey, 27 lulton street. Rockland: .Malcolm Avon Wadsworth, Appleton; Francis Sterling Alden, 10 Tea street. Rockland; Carol Clyde Brown, Vinalhaven; Richard Earl Ayers,
19 Belmont avenue. Camden.

Adm. 75c. Prize Each Table.
Refreshments
Aus. Catholic Women's Club

Penobscot Bay's outpost community of Matinicus elected its town
officials Monday evening with
Moderator Marion Young presiding
over the session.
Clayton Young was named town
clerk. The board of assessors is
comprised of Frank Thompson, L.
L. Young and Crosby Ames.
Mrs, Marion Ames is to serve the
coming year as tax collector and
Vernon Philbrook as treasurer.
Mrs. Emma Ames was elected to
the School Board for a period of
three years.
Frank Thompson was named
truant officer and Raymond Ames
the town constable and Leon
Young surveyor of wood and lum
ber.
Appropriations totaled $3,350. The
sum of $1,800 was alloted to schools
with an additional $125 going to
the purchase of textbooks and }500
to schoolhouse repairs. Tuition for
island students in mainland high
schools totaled $475; $25 was voted
for the superintendent of schools.
Plantation charges were $350 and
funds for cemetery improvements,
$75.

Camden and Hope. He is a memI Miss Louise Day, 46, of Tenant's ber of the Board of Selectmen of
• Harbor suffered a fractured pelvis j H°Pe' having been elected for the
j and severe shock about 7 o’clock eighteenth time at the last town
meeting, 12 as chairman. During his
last night when the car which she past terms at Legislature, Mr. Lud
was operating on Route 1 in War wig served on the Committees of
ren skidded on a patch of ice and , Agriculture, Elections and Health
went out of control. The mishap Mr Ludwig is married and has
occurred near the Edgar Ames res two daughters. He conducted a
idence
1 general store at Hope for 15 years
After skidding a distance of 75; and now operates a dairy farm.
yards the car struck a post near
-----------------the entrance of Overiock's Mill be
The Black Cat
fore going into the ditch. Miss Day [
Bv the Rovlnx Reporter
was thrown from the car. She was
taken by ambulance to Knox Hos- ; While Superior Court was in ses
pit al where she was treated by Dr. , sion the other day the audience
Frederick Dennison of Thomaston. was startled to hear a young voice
Miss Day was alone in the car exclaim: “Hello Frank!’ The salute
when the accident happened, en to Justice Tirrell came from "Skip
route home from Boston.
per" Pease, 4-year-old son of the
Sheriff. Justice Tirrell, who ls very
fond of the little folks, declared a
Police School
momentary recess and assured
•------"Skipper" that he would see him
FBI To Instruct Officers At- later.

tending Course Next
Month At Rockland

Edward Madden who wrote "By
the Light of the Silvery Moon” and
A police training school will be
"Moonlight Bay" died in Holly
held in Rockland in late April, ac
wood Tuesday. But his lilting melo
cording to Police Chief Bernard
dies will never die.
Thompson. Rockland officers, sheriffs and law enforcement officers
A Thomaston reader writes;
Lions At Camden 1' generally
from the Coastal Area will
"I always read your paper with
be invited to attend, Thompson
interest but this time I just want
gllSy Club Has Many Events ild
to say a word of appreciation for
Planned For the Near
The school has been planned the short articles, interpreting the
through the co-operation of the FBI
Future
word of God. by Louis A. Walker.
and State Police. Sessions will be
Town Manager Allen Torrey led held from 8 a. m. until 5 p. m. I hope he continues. His remarks
are not the usual ‘run of the mill’
a discussion on town topics at the daily for six days.
meeting of the Camden-Rockport J All phases of police work will be variety and often one may find a
Lions Tuesday night. Due to the j covered with experts being called in kernel of wisdom in what he has
to say.”
mean weather and an unusual j
to instruct in each instance. All
amount of sickness thc attendance
Rockland patrolmen and officers of
A flock of wild geese took refuge
was smaller than usual but the
the department will attend all ses in the Kennebec river near Rich
group participated actively in the
sions.
mond Tuesday. They evidently
discussion and the two most popu
take no slock in the groundhog's
lar topics were "New Industries"
grand, big one day affair in Cam verdict.
and "Parking Problems,” in that I
den Opera House on Friday, April
order!
From one of the points raised j 18; a series of big and fast moving One driver all of us hate to meet,
events for raising money for the A character truly dizzy.
and seemingly agreed upon by the I
,
abIe
industrial i Llons equaI1X fast’moving Charity Applies most of her make-up at the
majority
present,
an
-----------Hill will be a guest »of William
_ ,
wheel,
was appointed
to serve : Fund. First it will be the rummage
Brown, chairman of the Chamber's committee
.. club
i u and
j will
.tn consider iho
j
for
the
the , sale <W’ith a food sale byJ the Watch out for "Lipstick Lizzie."
Small Business Conference Com
,
j
„
Dandylions)
starting
at
about
11.30
suggestions made and go forward
.
.
—State Police Rhymester
mittee, while in Camden.
oo ‘ a- m- Auction and ”game party
In
if it seems wise. The committee
j
The meeting is the first of five, i“ *" T"”’"
the evening. Booths and plenty of
The Nizam of Hyderabad is re
to be held on Monday nights appointed by King Lion
_
refreshments available,
through April 14. on subjects of parairn,,ij.
rc le
_
The ..top„ committee making all puted to be the richest man in the
•lciilar interest, to businessmen, and Young, Roy M
g
t< ronsi,ts of: Game world. But he has 70 wives, which
ley.
should account for a considerable
I The club welcomed a visit from party, Frank Leonard; rummage, shrinkage in his finances.
Bill Kelley and Walter Wadsworth;
thickest where no Lion Jack Proctor in town from a
auction, Roger Converse; booths,
One year ago Winslow-Holbrookpleasures seem.—Lyman Blanchard visit North from his Winter resi Ken Libby and Al Adams; re
dence in New Orleans.
Merritt Post A. L., observed its
freshments
and
advertising,
Jim
Lion Pierce Harley. YMCA sec32nd anniversary.—Harry W. Fales,
Wl’KI PULLING TOGITHM retary reports that there are 398 Johnson. Additional assistants a former Thomaston boy, was ap
.participants in competition for the will be named shortly with pointed general manager of the St.
every one of the nearly 80 Lions
' Lion “Y” trophies.
Croix paper company's Woodland
! A new attendance committee was with a job to do. It is hoped to mill.—Troop 2 held a father and
make
this
an
annual
affair.
J nominated by President Leonard—
son banquet at the Methodist
Camden and Rockport towns
Chairman Jimmy Johnson, LawChurch —Doris Abbott was induct
j rence Tcdford and Dpug Kelley; people who always loyally support ed as president of the Lady Lions—
Lion
fund
raising
events
are
urged
$25 was voted for the Camden drive
Deaths: Owl's Head. Helml Nup
to search their attics and cellars
for the Red Cross.
pula, 53: Damariscotta, Henry I*
for
anything
sellable
and
call
any
Co-chairmen Ken Libby and
Turner of Washington; Portland,
member
of
the
above
committee
to
Roger Converse announce the big
William Healey, formerly of Vinal
U.S. DEFENSE BONDS gest event of the Lions' season—a collect the items. Books, clothing, haven; Bridgewater Mass., Edward
almost any thing a person can still
N. Lord, 76.
find use for will be welcome. Or
leave any carton of goods at
Meekness as Christ used the
Achorn’s.
CAUCUS NOTICE
word is not inert; it is energetic.
March 20 Ot the Opera House, It is not negative; it is positive.
sponsored by the Red Cross and It is not passive; it is active.—Rev.
A Democratic Caucus will be held at Knox County
the Civilian Defense Program- W. A. Cameron
Court House, March 17, 1952, at 7.30 P. M.
special movies—everybody welcome.

PURPOSE: To Elect a City Committee, Officers
of a City Committee and to transact any business
which may legally come before said meeting.
Signed:
ELISHA W. PIKE, Acting Chairman,
LENA SARGENT, Acting Secretary.

There’s a divinity that shapes
our ends, rough hew them how we
will.—William Shakespeare.

Let us to Providence trust, and
abide and work in our stations.—
Arthur Hugh Clough.

STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
So. Thomaston Grange Hall
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Woodcock’* Orchestra—US te IX
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
_____
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Sanctions Match

Kaiser '52 Today

Collie Club Of Maine To Hold
Third Annual In Auburn
Sunday

The sensational new Kaiser for
52 is having its showing tomor
row at the Drewett Garage. Route
1 in Warren The new cars—the
Kaiser Deluxe and Kaiser Man
hattan—introduce amazing new
improvements and a beauty new to
the automobile world, even to
Kaiser-Frazer's distinguished styl
ing.
The public is invited to visit the
garage tomorrow and after to see
these beautiful new models and
enjoy a demonstration.

Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]

Recreational Director Plans Baseball For

CAPTURED 14 DELEGATES
The primary election suspense is over in New Hampshire
after justifying the hopes of those who supported Gen.
Eisenhower, the Republican candidate: and Senator Ke
fauver, who rushed in ' where angels feared to tread'' as an
opponent of the Key West candidate The Eisenhower vic
tory' is all the more pronounced in view of his remoteness
from the scene of action and his refusal to take part in a
campaign Senator Taft, on the other hand made a vigorous
tour of the State, preferring charges which the General,
from his tout of duty, was in no position to answer, even if
he had been willing to break his silence. It is idle to speculate
what might have been the margin of victory if Eisenhower
liad also toured the State, but his followers should be well
satisfied with his having won the ''popularity contest" and
the 14 delegates to the Republican National Convention

Nine To Twelve Year Olds

Tuesday-Thurtday-Satufday

The Collie Club of Maine. Inc.,
will hold its third annual Sanc
tioned Match, Pian A. A.K.C. li
Just when it seemed that the co-operate in order to put the Little
censed, Sunday at the Auburn .Ar :
Little League idea would die aborn League over, and he thinks that,
mory. Hampshire street. Auburn,
ing this area, Dave Buchanan, rather than having civic clubs spon
at 2.30 p. m.
Rockland's recreational director sor teams they should be under
Fred Grover, chairman of the
comes forward with the idea that written by parents and interested
match has secured Mrs Richard
a meeting on the subject should be commercial businesses.
Collins, of Wilton N. H . as the
Buchanan feels that there need be
judge' Mrs. Collins is well known
held. He feels that there
great
to th« Collie Fancy, and has many
interest in the project that needs to no conflict between the little fel
friends in Maine, as well as being
be channeled by a more complete lows and any other sports activity,
a member of the Club.
understanding of the set-up and such as softball. He thinks a ■
suitable playing surface could be
There will be classes provided
just what is required.
for papp.es irom six months up, in
He proposes to get a film or two fixed up on the large plot of land
both sexes, and all the color var
on Little League activities to show owned by the city near the South i
GOOD ADVICE, ANY TIME
iations.
at the projected meeting so that School.
David Lawrence's daily letter to the Herald Tribune bore
The match is open to all pure
The calling of a meeting on the
those interested can see what a suc
a sensible headline—"Repu Jicans Urged To Assail Demo
bred Collies that have been regis
cess the Little League has been in subject would seem to be a logical
tered with the American Kennel
crats. Not Each Other." In the heat of a campaign when a
first step, since no one has the
other places.
Club, or are eligible for registra
nomination is being sought candidates are apt to make
It is Dave's idea that the families vaguest idea of how much interest
tion.
charges, which may or may not prove true But with the
of the young piayers will have to I citizens really have in the project.
The Collie Club of Maine takes
coming of the actual campaign, like chickens, those charges
this opportunity to invite any inter
are apt to come home to roost.
ested person to come and show
their Collie at this match.
WHO WANTS REFORM”
The purpose is to endeavor to
For months the sordid story of what politics has done
contact Collie owners in the area,
to the Internal Revenue Bureau has been unrolling before the
and to interest them in the Club,
Business College Pins First Defeat Of the
American people. Seldom have they been more outraged.
and in the betterment of the breed,
Never has a clearer pattern of corruption been tra-ed. And
t all pointed to a simple, clean-cut reform—civil service.
with the hope that they will be
Second Half On Independents
Once proposed—belatedly—this remedy was acclaimed by
come interested in being members
the public. But it now appears that neither outrage, clear
of the Club.
cause, simple reiorm, nor public acclaim will get action—
The entry fee for this match is
unless the people turn the heat on Congress.
A smart Business College team narne had not been submitted to
minimum, and entries may be
For
the
Senate
Executive
Expenditures
Committee
has
the
league
secretary
for
entry
on
refused to be impressed by the 28-2
voted to kill the proposal to place the tax-collectors under
made at the door.
the team's roster. Had the score
standing of the Independents Tues
civil service. The result appears due more to patronage than
The following is a list of the
of the player in question been
partisanship Senator McClellan, a Democrat and chairman
day night and went on to give the counted, the Elks would have a 4
officers
of the Club:
of the committee, led the fight to block the measure pro
Daniel Harris, Rockland, presi- j
league leaders their first defeat of to J win. However, in entering the
posed by President Truman but embodying recommendations
dent: Walter Mayo, Gardiner, vice
ot former President Hoover's reorganization program
the second half, a 5 to & white scores into the league records, the
The reform plan is not perfect, but the committee ap
president; Mrs. Ada Mayo, Gardi- !
league's
scorer
ignored
the
score
washing. So disturbed were the
peared less interested in improving it than in killing it. There
ner, secretary-treasurer.
made by the ineligible player, sub
may
be
valid
reasons
for
retaining
local
controls,
but
these
Indies by the ease with which the
The show commitee consists of!
stituting that of a dummy '80 per
have
not
been
made
plain,
while
the
interest
of
senators
in
Knoxmen were getting pinfall that
Fied Glover. Bethel, show chair
string*- This gave the Elks a 1 to
political plums is entirely too self-evident. Some of the sen
they had themselves "chopping"
ators who have been most vocally distressed by abuses have,
man, assisted by Mrs. Harold Rob
4 loss. The league officials upheld
the entire match and could do no
in the showdown, turned their voices against reform.
erts, Farmingdale and Mrs. Bar- '
the action of the league scorer.
better than total a 1333, their low
The House of Representatives has approved the plan.
bara Harris, Rockland.
The Elks captain refused to accept
The Senate—or 49 of its members—can overrule the com
est of the season.
Mrs. George Scully, Portland,
the decision of these officials,
mittee
and
establish
the
reform.
But
it
looks
as
if
this
will
Three of the Independents players
chief steward, assisted by Evelyn
withdrawing his team from the
come
only
if
senators
hear
in
unmistakable
terms
from
the
rolled lower totals than the lowest
people.—Christian Science Monitor.
Roberts.
league.
man on the Knox Business team
Mrs. Fay Corbett and Mis. Do
Week’s results:
and if Capt. Staples had been able
lation, the vast, flowerless waste. ris Violet both of Farmington, hos
Knox
Business
5,
Independents
0
Snowdrop Legend One of her angels was moved by pitality. Mrs. Ada Mayo, Registrato capitalize on his several spares
Knox—J. Kliewer 276, A. Melvin
lt may have been all the more hu
pity, seeing the Mother of Man t.ons and Walter Mayo, tickets.
289, Staples 283. J Smith 285. Han
miliating for the Indies.
An Angel Flew Down To kind so sorely distressed He seized
Big Earl Simmons came up with son 274. total 1407. High string,
Earth With Snowflake, upon a falling snowflake and flew 2 (3), Parker 2 (1); Begley 2 13);
a last string of 120 to give the Melvin 112.
down to earth with it. There, he Genthner 1; Brown 4 (1).
Indies
—
R.
Simmons
275,
Gray
Breathed On It
Water Co. their only point over
Stars 1331 Payson 3, Johnstone;
breathed upon it and bade it live
254,
Genevicz
270,
Fogarty
250,
the MCRR in the other match of
A Winter-weary New England and grow. Therefore, from a great, Grinnell 1; Cross 5 (3), Banks;
Gatcombe
284,
total
1333.
High
the evening. Simmons had other
patiently waits for the first har- white snowflake and the pity of Giffin 1 (D, Hoch 1 (4) Gardner
strings of 95 and 101 to total 316 string, Gatcombe 103.
binger of Spring: leaves budding an angel. came the first flower of 2 ll).
Shells
3,
Gulf
2
for the day's high.
.
_ .
Spring, the snowdrop,
Shells—W. WiUis 288, H. Carr „„
on the trees, wild geese flying
In a thriller Thursday night the
GLEN COVE
Shells and Gulf tied in their open 301, McLoon 281. E. Cook 306. F. North, the robins searching for a
Charles E. Hare and daughter
ing string with the Gulf squeezing Perry 277, total 1453. High string, place to nest, and a wee snowdrop All-Stars Whipped
Eileen were supper guests of Mr.
ing out a four pin advantage in Carr 116valiantly piercing through the cold,
and Mrs. Charles B. Hare recenty.
Gulf—Hopkins 298, Murphy 274, cold ground.
the second to take the first two
Pick Of County Schoolboy Charles Crowell and son Cedric
points. The Shells came back Colby 281, L. Drinkwater 297, Dan
ie snowdrop brings forth the
Courtmen Taken Handily of Port.mouth. N. H, were Satur
strong in the final stanza however ielson 268. total 1418. High string,
flower of Spring under the
day guesis at the home of Mr. and
with a 39 pin lead and the match coihy it*.
shelter of deciduous trees and By Waldoboro Dodgers
Mrs. Herbert Black.
total, earning three points and the
P. O. No. 1 (2), 40 & 8 (3)
shrubs. It is a small, bulbous herb
The Knox All-Stars stumbled
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wincapaw
decision
p. O. No. 1—Stewart 276, R. with two or three narrow, basal
In their match with Post Office Perry 255, T. Perry 292, Rackliff leaves and a bell-like blossom nod over the Waldoboro Dodges Wed of Warren, Mr. and Mrs. HarryNo. 1, the 40 & 8 boys grabbed lead 303, Cargill 276, total 1402. High ding on a solid stalk. Botanically, nesday night at Waldoboro and Bean and son Elden, Mrs. Lena
enough in the first string to hold string. Rackliff 125.
I it is known as Galanthus. This lost 45-33 The Dodges, working Carroll of Warren were Sunday
the edge in match total, even
40 & 8—Davis 268. Baggs 324, : word comes from the Greek and , smoothly at times, led all the way guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Win
thoigh losing the last two frames Wiggin 240, Alley 300, D. Kliewer its translation is obvious: "Milk although the Stars twice pulled capaw.
to the mailmen; the one string 295, total 1427. High string, Baggs Flower." This little token of Spring within reach but never could musMrs. Marion Waldron has been
and match total giving 40 & 8 a 123.
may also be called Candlemas Bell, ! ter the spark to take the lead. They a patient the past week, at the
3 to 2 win.
were not helped when two of their Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary in
Winter Gallant, or Firstling.
Legion (4), P. O. No. 2 (1)
At a meeting of the league offi
Once upon a time, 'tis said, this players, Ronnie Banks and Bobby- Portlannd.
Legion—Dummy 240, Harlow 270,
cers and directors Wednesday night M. Benner 282, Raymond 257. Hobb6 world was always warm and sunny. Gardner, were exiled kgr fouls in
Mrs. Fannie Sherer of Rockland
the match of the Shells-Elks on 293, total 1342. High string, Hobbs One day Pluto left his Underworld the third quarter.
was a guest of Herbert Waldron
Peb. 21 was discussed In this
Ronnie Ralph led the night's on Monday.
to come up on Earth. He chanced
117.
match the Elks used a player whose
p. O. No. 2—Ellis 243, Thomas to see Persephone gathering flowers scoring with 15 points, most of
253, Nute 238, Axtell 276, Mosher on the hillsides of Sicily. Pluto them scored on smooth left hand
28i, total 1291. High string, Axtell fell in love with this damsel's grace ) push shots from the side and for
and beauty and immediately im- the Stars Justin Cross led with 13
WEATHER THE WINTER 102. MCRR 4, Water Co. 1
plored her parents to give him her ; and played a nice game all around
hand in marriage. Zeus and De as he controlled the boards much
MCRR
—
Anderson
257,
Richard

WITH
son 284, Robinson 302. Lowell 294, meter consented, but when Perse of the time. Period scores were all
K Drinkwater 262, total 1399. High phone went down into the Under Waldoboro by 15-7; 27-17 and 33-24.
A BETTER
The Stars spurted towards the
world, the Earth became cold and
string. Richardson 115.
Water Co.—Ames 254, M. Win still. Rivers no longer coursed and close of the second quarter and
USED CAR
slow' 249, Curtis 283, C. Winslow gurgled. The lush verdure of Sum pulled into a 19-17 deficit which
263, E. Simmons 316. total 1365. mer was completely gone. Demeter was the closest they ever came.
’51 DeSoto Sedan
implored Pluto to allow Persephone The Dodges promptly pulled away
High string, Simmons 120.
to return to Earth again. He con however as Ralph and Chuck Beg
’51 Plymouth Club Coupe
Standings
sented to her departure for six ley did some timely shooting. The
Pet.
L.
W.
’51 Willys Stationwagon
months of each year. This Greek schoolboys were far below their
.800
7
28
Ind
e
P
en
d
ents
legend is an attractive, if illogical form of iast week and did as much
Boys' Warm Up
'50 DeSoto Sedan
« 20
.800
5
Gulf Oil
clowning as,playing. Score:
reasons for the Seasons.
’50 Mercury Club Coupe
.657
12
23
Shells
Jackets
Waldoboro <45i Ralph 7 (1); Lee
The legend of the Snowdrop
.543
16
19
40 & 8
'50 Plymouth Coupe
concerns Mother Eve. Up in her
.514
18
11
Knox Business
ORDINANCE NOTICE
Just slip one of these
heavenly home, Eve looked down
’50 Dodge Sedan
.500
15
15
The following ordinance had final
Am- Legion
upon a wintry world. The rivers
Jackets on your boy and
.486
18
passage at a meeting of the City’50 Willys Stationwagon
Post Office No. 1 17
were caught fast by the ice and , Council held March 10, 1952 and
"Zip'’ he is as warm as
.457
19
16
M. C. R. R.
the lands were mantled with snow. will become effective twenty days
’49 Plymouth Sedan
toast
.367
19
11
Water Co.
She wept when she saw the deso- after date of final passage unless
250
’49 Chevrolet Sedan
15
5
I. O. O. F.
Roomy
pockets
and
suspended from going into opera
033
29
1
2
Post
Office
No.
’49 Chrysler Sedan
snug fitting around the
54 96.9 tion by valid referendum thereof:
E. Cook (Shells)
"Amendment to Chapter 25 of the
flayer Averages
30 96.7
Stewart (P. O. No 1)
'49 Ford Stationwagon
waist
Revised Ordinances (Traffic'"
(96 and Over)
27 96.6
Gatcombe (Ind.)
Section
814.1
of
Chapter
25
ls
’48 DeSoto Sedan
Str Ave.
42 96.5 hereby amended by adding to the
Rackliff (P. O. No 1)
Corduroy
41 101.6
Hobbs (Legion)
'48 Chrysler Sedan
24 96.4 sentence "No such license shall be
Hodgkins (Ind.)
99.3
In red, yellow and
39
Kliewer '40 & 8)
granted
to
any
person
unless
he
96.1
51
R. Simmons (Ind.)
’47 DeSoto Club Coupe
24 99.2
p Perry (Shell >
light blue
42 96.1 shall present a valid driver’s license
M. Benner (Legion)
98
6
j
issued to him by the State of
24
’47 DeSoto Sedan
CargiH lP ° No- n
High For Week
Sizes 12 to 20,
$8.95
Maine
”
the
following
words
“
and
98.4
42
Alley 140 & 8)
’47 Dodge Sedan
Team, 3 strings. Shells 1453.
evidence that he is 18 years of age
42 98.3
Howlett (40 & 8)
Team, single string, P o. No. 1, or more.” ,
Two-Tone Satin
’46 Chev. Club Coupe
42 98
Hopkins <Gulf)
GERALD U. MARGESON.
'500.
97.7
Lined-—in attractive
42
H Perry IP- O. No. 1
32lt
City
Clerk.
Player, 3 strings, Baggs (40 & 8),
42 97.7
’52 DODGE i/2 TON
K. LeGage (Knox)
combinations
ORDINANCE NOTICE
324.
97.4
48
Raymond
(Legion)
Sizes
4
to 12,
$6.95
PICK-UP TRUCK
Notice is hereby given that the
33 97 4 j Player, single string, Rackliff,
Genevicz (Ind.)
following Ordinance had its first
Never Registered, Sold at
(P.
O.
No.
1),
125.
Sizes 12 to 20,
$7.50
33 97.1
reading at the regular meeting of
Baggs 140 & 8)
Season's High
a Liberal Discount
the City Council held March 10,
j Team, 3 strings, Shells 1529.
1952, and hearing thereon will be
Quilted Satin
GOOD SUPPLY
held in the City Council Room on
Team, single string, IOOF 540.
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY,
Trimmed with
MOST SIZES I Player, 3 strings, M Benner,' April 14. 1962 at 7:30 P. M
SELL, TRADE OR
contrasting piping
The Council of the City of Rock
i Legion i 353.
Check With Us First
land
hereby
ordains:
Sizes
8 to 12,
$8.75
SERVICE YOUR CAR
Player, single string, K. LeGage
"Amendment to Chapter 25
BICKNELL MFG. CO. )j (Knox)
142.
PHONE ROCKLAND 360
Sizes 12 to 20,
$10.75
(Traffic)”
32-tf
Chapter 25, Sec. 808.1 is hereby
This Week's Schedule
Tuesday: Legion vs. Post Office amended by adding the following
words '"without the approval of the
No.
1; Knox Business vs. Post Of City Council" so that said section
| nside-PAINTING-Outside
flce
No.
2.
(Remaining
matches
shall read as follows:
Decorating, Expert Paperhanging.
postponed due to other activity in
Sec. 808.1 No taxicab license pro
Contract or by day.
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
vided for in this Ordinance shall
building).
For Estimate Call
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
Thursday: League meeting of the be assigned or transferred without
W. W. JUDD
the approval of the City Council.
SOCKLAND
team captains and officers at Com
R O f HI Q M
GERALD U. MARGESON.
1116-W alter 6 P. M.
M Q
f
29*34 munity Building.
32-lt
City Clerk.

ties at Sullivan to cut and pro
the peat for sale ln packages
Richmond Peat Mines, Inc., al
ready ptepares peat fonsale in car
load lots, bales and cartons across
the nation.

To Work For Peat

Mining Outfit To Tackle a
125-Acre Bog In Sulli
van

In addition to the traditional use
as fuel, peat also lias been used as
fertilizer and stable litter.
Peat, usually cut up and shaped
into bricquets for fuel, is a sub
stance more or less midway in the
natural process that converts veg
etable matter into coal

Charles Levin's mining outfit will
work the old sod at Sullivan for its
peat. *
Purehase of the 125-acre bog, one
of New England's few commercially
valuable deposits of the ancient
Irish turf fuel, was announced byLevin from the Lewiston office of
Richmond Peat Mines, Inc.
Workmen are setting up facili

A political party’s publicity agent
is in fact a claim agent.

.....

STUDENTS UPSET LEADERS

S

PIPE

MILLER’S
GARAGE

(!)1

Poultry your Best Buy!
Head ...Ho
Feet... No Waste**
It's All Ready
For You!
No

It's a waste cf your valuable time to wait while poultry is
cleaned .
a tedious job ior you to remove pin feathers And
A5P doesn't see why you should. That's one reason AdP’s
poultry is fully dressed v/hen you buy it.

Here's another: The sooner waste is removed, the fresher ana
better poultry tastes And we want you to enjoy our poultry at
its best because we're so proud ot its quality. Every plump,
tender bird is Grade A'*.
When you add up all these advantages, we think you'll agree
that you can't judge value by price per pound alone.

^klf^lrOVtC Native, Drawn, Ready-to-Cook
CQC
\.niCX6flS
2’/4 TO 3 LBS—FRESH
LB
<
Equivalent to a 3 to 4 pound round dressed at 43c a pound

Z-

Customers'

Air •

Corner
“Our A mbnssador

I rirna EauiI drawn' Ready-to-Cook
wrge lOWI Fancy Milk-Fed 3’/a-4»A Lbs

cqc

LB 3 •
Equivalent to a 5 to 6 »ound round dressed at 43. a pound

PILGRIM, Drawn, Ready-to-Cook
7C”
FANCY 10 TO 13 POUNDS
LB < *
Equivalent to a 13 to 17 Ib round dressed at 59c a pound

Turkeys

ol Good W ill

Ever meel anyone who w as pet feci ? We haven I
And though youi AiP ine» to he the perfect

plhce to shop, we admit we can always learn
So if ever you have a complaint, a criticism,
or an idea on how A&P can heller serve yon.
tell1 ’your A&P manager—lie's our ’’ambassador
of igood wdr-and he'll love »o listen Further
more, he'll do his best to see that you arc satis
fied But if vou have something on your nnnd
you don't tlnnk your manager can “set right,

BROILER, Drawn, Ready-to-Cook
70^
BELTSVILLE 4 TO 6 LBS
LB ' '
Equivalent to a 5 to 8 pound round dressed at 63c a pound

Turkeys

rQ

DRAWN, READY TO COOK

Ducklings

2'

FANCY MASS. 3 TO 4’/* LBS LB
Equivalent to a 4 to 6 pound round dressed at 43c a pound

OCEAN SPRAY

FOR FRYING & STUFFING

• Bread Crumbs

Cranberry
Sauce

JANE
PARKER

’“22

OZ

10

15c

CAN

please write

Lamb Legs

CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.

A&P Food Stores
I2O Lexington A.enue. New York 17. N Y

Regular
"Suoer-Riyht" iB79c
Trim LB 69c Oven-Ready

Hamburg

ALL BEEF
FRESHLY GROUND

Smoked Picnics
JOIN ASP'S
OUTSTANDING

19c EVENT!

Large Pink Shrimp

5OJ9
5OZ

MAYONNAISE

8OZ
JAR

lftC

19c

SWEET PEAS

1 LB3 0Z
CAN

19c

STUFFED OLIVES

2OZ
JAR

19c

THANK YOU BRAND

ASPARAGUS

IO’/jOZ
CAN

19c

Oranges
Cabbage

DOZ

Fla Valencia—Sue 216's

One Price Only
FLA.-SIZE 70's

ONE PRICE ONLY

2
4

DOZ

65c

FOR

25c

NEW GREEN
MED. HEADS ONE PRICE ONLY

b6c

SNOW WHITE-MED.

ONE PRICE ONLY
MAINE—SIZE A

Potatoes
ONE PRICE ONLY
fArn FRESH-FLORIDA-GOLDEN
vom
one PRICE 0NLY

LB

10 LB
BAG

j

1

EARS

49c
55c

39c

3 VARIETIES-2 1 LB 7 OZ CANS 29c

COLDSTREAM ALASKAN

PINK SALMON

69c

SIZE 252 288

Mushrooms

SULTANA MANZ.

7flC
LB''

LB

One Price Only

Grapefruit

LIBBY'S

44c

CALIFORNIA NAVEL

19c

ANN PAGE

LB

Oranges
5»c

HERSHEY'S

CHOCOLATE BARS

65c

Dill Dam(I "SUPER RIGHT" SHORT 7" CUT
nlunoasi Trimmed of Excesl Bone & Fat

NESTLE'S

CHOCOLATE BARS

LB

1 LB
TIN

49c

Beans

*ANcNf

4

LB
CANS

15

LB
PKG

SUNNYFIELD LARD
SILVERBROOK BUTTER

39‘

LB

79c

55
IARGE EGGS
STRICTLY FRESH
DOZ
1 LB
NABISCO RITZ CRACKERS
PKG 31c
SUNNYFIELD
25 LB
FAMILY FLOUR
BAG 1.69
ALL-PURPOSE
TENDER
1 LB 1 OZ
IONA PEAS
2 CANS 23c
SIFTED
1 LB 12 OZ
OVEN-BAKED
B&M BEANS
2 CANS 49c
ALL VARIETIES
FROZEN-SUNSHINE
12OZ
STRAWBERRIES
OR BLUE TOP
2 PKGS 65
FROZEN
6OZ
ORANGE JUICE
B 'nW
2 TINS 25c
JANE
PKG
HOT CROSS BUNS
OF 10 29c
PARKER
SUNNYBROOK

Ann Page Syrup
Herb-ox Bouillon Cubes
Baker's Colon
Nabisco Tiiangle Thins

Krispy Cracken

SU"SM"

W 02 Ml

PKG

23C

OF 5

J*

’*«11<
W> 02 FKG 25'
1 LI

FKG 2fcC

Prices shown in this Ad are guaranteed thru Sat., March
15 end effective in this community and vicinity.

Tuesday-Thursday.Saturday
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Knox Pomona Grange will meet

Page Three

PORT CLYDE
Saturday for a day meeting with
Ifs Seal Month
Mr and Mrs Clarence Hupper
White Oak Grange. North Warren.
are motoring to New York to meet
The host Grange will furnish three
Mrs. Hupper's brother who is ar By Buying the Little Easter
numbers on the program, and there
The Ingrahams Hill Mothers will be degree work if there are |
Stamps You Aid Crippled
riving from Fance. He will return
Coming Events
: club will meet tonight at the home
home with them for a visit
Children
candidates.
March 9-15—Spring Flower Show , ol Mrs. David Knowlton, Ingra
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wallace
Watts
and
Gov
Frederick
G Payne has des
by Massachusetts Horticultural hams Hill at 7 39
Everett Blethen of Owl's Head
Mr ad Mrs. Wendell Wood have ignated March 13 to April 13 as
Society, Mechanic's Building,
was guest of the Kiwanis Club
been on a trip to Boston
Boston
Easter Seal Month in Maine
Penobscot View
Grange and Monday evening at the club's week
March 13-14 — "Journey's End,”
Mr and Mrs Herbert Dodge and | In his annual proclamation is
Rockport-Rockland Extension Asso ly dinner. The popular Owl's Head
Community Budding
-on Bradley called on Mr and Mr.- sued from the Executive Offices
March 14—Educational Club meets ciation will sponsor a public sup artist entertained with sketches of
Clarence Thompson Sunday.
here the Governor said that our
at Unviersalist Church.
per at the Grange Hall in Glen the members.
Mrs. Erud Monaghan has been right to aid the crippled is a priv
March 14-15-16—St. Patrick's Play Cove on March 20 Mrs. Laura
very ill the past week.
and Concert at St Bernard's
ilege that should be "guarded and
Gregory, Mrs. Carleen Nutt, Mrs.
Baraca Class of Pratt Memorial
Parish Hall.
Fred Harvey of New Jersey «us exercised fully,”
through such
March 16-21—At the North Ha ' Gladys Orff, Mrs. Nellie Andrews Methodist Church met Monday
guest of the Clarence Thompson- j means as support of the Easter
ven Baptist Church. Bible Preach 1 and Mrs. Lois Anderson met at tf,e night at the home of Capt. and
recently, visiting his mother. Mrs. Sea! Campaign
ing Mission. Rev. Gerald W. j home of Mrs. Margaret Maker on Mrs John Stevens. Rockland street,
Jennie Harvey.
He urged that the public give
Beales. Topsham, guest preacher. Monday evening to discuss plans with 25 present. These new officers
Capt. Earl Field, Sr., has been ' greater support than ever to tlas
March 14—Rubinstein Club Guest for same.
were
elected:
President,
Ralph
U.
Evening Farnsworth Museum. 8
very ill the past week.
year’s drive in order to meet inClark; vice president. Mrs. Ernest
o’clock.
Harold Thompson of Rockland creased costs and to provide serHenry Ulmer was severly burned Buswell; secretary, Miss Eva Rog
March 16-22 —National Wildlife
visited Mr. and Mrs Alvah Thomp- ices for more and more crippled
Week.
when a can of compound caught ers; treasurer. Mrs. Herman Stan
son Monday.
children.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day
fire from a blow torch. Ulmer ley. A social evening was followed
March 17 — Community Concert,
grabbed
the
blazing
can
with
pliers,
by refreshments served by Mrs.
Denis Harbour. Bass-baritone.
but the bottom collapsed, and he Stevens, assisted by Mrs. Ernest
Camden Opera House
March <7—Rockport Town Meet received second degree burns on his Buswell. Mrs Frank Horeyseck,
ing
right hand, and on the fingers of Mr: Mildred Achorn and Mrs.
HERES VALUE SHORT SHANK LEAN
-a'*
March 18—Rebekahs meet at IOOF his left hand The flames also spat
Ger-hom Rollins. Mr and Mrs.
Hall for degree work.
FRESH—4 to 7 lb. ave.
New officers of Huntley-Hill Post Veterans of Foreign Wars who were elected last evening. Left to
March 20—Annual Banquet, Rock tered on his face. At the time of Perley Simmons were welcomed as right are:
Frank Worthley, junior vice commander; William Bodman. commander; Walter Abbott, retiring
land Fire Dept, at Central Fire the accident Ulmer was splicing a new members.
commander, and Fred T. Walker, senior vice commander. Installation ceremonies will be held on April 13.
government cable off Owl's Head,
Station.
Other officers elected were: George Bodman. quartermaster: Donald Lakin, chaplain; Douglas Starrett.
March 20—Annual Firemen’s Ban working for A. T. Thurston A Co.
An item appears in the coming surgeon and trustees. Walter Abbott, Milton Lawry and Michael Roman.
quet, Central Fire Station.
During the past season he had been events column today which will
March 20—Emblem Club meets at
working on Ellsworth's new school- bring genuine pleasure to manyCAPT. HOLLIE HARRINGTON
Elks' Home. Annual meeting.
Municipal Court
readers. It is the announcement
Marcl. 21—Methebesec Club meets house.
Capt Hollie Harrington, died
ROCKPORT
that the annual School Band Jam
Eunice H. Winslow, 334 Limerock
—SERVE WITH A TOUCH OF SPRING
in the Farnsworth Museum.
March
4. at the age of 82. after a
Rev. James Dagino, the newly boree will be held May 1 at Com 6treet paid costs of $2.70 TuesdayMarch 22—Cavalcade of Scouting,
MRS. NANCY I. COMPTON
Community Building.
Ccrrespondent
elected pastor of the Littlefield munity Building under the direc morning in Municipal Court for long illness, at the residence of
March 29—At Warren, Finnish- Memorial Baptist Church will lo
Tel. Camden 2050
Mrs Thelma Jones, Thomaston,
tion
of
Vere
Crockett.
The
con

failure
to
display
1952
registration
CELI.O
American Dance auspices Warren
cate in his new parish March 18. certs of the combined school bands tags while driving on Park street where he has made his home for
P T A.
BAG
March 31—Thoma ton Town Meet coming from Cape Neddick where have become so highly thought of the same morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cash and
the past 16 years.
he has been preaching.
ing.
that a full house is certain May 1
He was born in St Oeorge. July daughter Carol and Cyrene Andrews
March 31-April 3—47th Annual
Mrs Everett R Noble. Thomas
Cleaned Ready For Your Pan
at Community Building.
24.
1869. son of William R and were in Portland Saturday. Carol
Farm and Home Week, at the
An Elk’s ladies party is scheduled
ton, a veteran of eight years volun
and Cyrene Andrews were in Port
University of Maine.
Loretta
Giles
Harrington
for Saturday night, beginning at 8
The date of the Tyler PTA Fair teer service with the Maine
April 4—Tyler P T.A Fair at
He was a master mariner of the land Saturday. Carol and Cyrene
Cole Slaw.
pkg. 16c Spinach ^lkh pkg. 25c
o'clock, and the participants are has been changed from March 28 Cancer Society, and a field repre
Tyler School.
sea;,
u 59-year member of Orient attended the reunion of Camp Ce
urged to wear a bit of green in to April 4 courtesy of the South sentative the past three years, has
April 13—Easter Sunday
dar Cove. Girl Scout Camp, they
honor of St. Patrick. The Northeast End PTA which has arranged an been appointed Knox County corn- Lodge. F.A.M.. a member of Henry
Salad Bowl, with Cain's French Dressing pkg 23c
April 19—Patriots’ Day
April 30—Film Council meets at Orchestra will furnish music. Buf affair at the Community Building J mander for the third year. Mrs. Knox Chapter, a life member of attended last Summer.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth Merriam
Farnsworth Museum.
Ali Fresh Daily Arrivals—See Our Display
fet lunch.
on March 28. The entertainment Noble is an Industrial Service in the Eastern Star, a 53-year mem
May 1—Big Band Jamboree at
terviewer; a member of the Order ber of the Boston Marine Society, is a patient at the Camden Com
at
the
Fair
will
be
put
on
by
the
Community Building.
Republican State Committeewo- second grade pupils under the di of the Eastern Star and a charter Boston, and a life member of the munity Hospital.
May 11—Mother's Day
The Senior Class will serve din
May 17 — Ea tern Maine Music man Mrs Louis R. Cates attended rection of the Tyler teachers. Mrs. member of the Activity Club, Mars Knox Club of Thomaston
In 1890 he was married to Jennie ner Monday at the Masonic Hall.
Festival at University of Maine. the meeting of the Maiqp Federa- Pauline Gray and Mrs. Maynard Hill. She is vice chairman of the
June 13-15—Annual Encampment ticnof Women's Republican Clubs Wiggin are co-chairmen of the Knox County Red Cross Motor Hastings of Thomaston, who died
A band concert will be held Mon
of VF.W in Rockland.
at Columbia Hotel in Portland cooked food table. They will be as Service, and was Motor Service cap several years ago.
day night by the Rockport High
June 14—Flag Day
Tuesday. She continued on to Bos sisted by Mrs. Madge Fifield and tain six years. During World War
He is survived by one brother, School Band at the Town Hall.
June 15—Father’s Day
II she served as War Bond Drive Ralph Harrington of Brewer.
June 22—State of Maine Day at ton Tuesday night for a few days' Mrs. Charles Rowling.
Try-to-Help Club will postpone
Masonic funeral services were
visit at the flower show. She was
Braves Field, Boston.
chairman in Thoma-ton.
their meetings for two weeks.
HOME OF VALUES—EVERY DAY!
A
representative
of
the
radio
July 4—Independence Day
held. March 7. at Davis Funeral
accompanied from Portland by Mrs
Word
has
been
received
of
the
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea Elsie Mank. Republican State Com- program "The Voice Of America”
IN MEMORIAM
Home in Thomaston, with prayer
foods Festival.
death of George Oliver, 91, of
In loving memory of Henry A by Rev. H. F Leach.
FROM PETE EDWARDS FARMS
mitteewoman from Lincoln County. has approached Thomaston Town
Manager Harold Putnam regarding Marr, who passed away March 13,
Burial will be in the Village Wakefield Mass. Mr. Oliver spent
many Summers at the ’ Birches" in
The Weather
Motion pictures of the Miami the taking of pictures for the pro 1951.
cemetery in the Spring.
Father
Rockport.
FRESH
gram
at
the
town
Republican
and
convention
wil
be
shown
at
the
Farewell Dear Father, Life’s cares
March has lhe reputation of be
DAILY
Lost A Coal Chute on Keag to
Mrs. Neil Brown was honored by
are over.
ing a very breezy month, and cer weekly meeting of Wmsiow-Hol- Democratic caucuses Friday night.
Your
willing
hands
will
toil
no
Spruce
Head
road.
Reward.
Rock

However,
at
press
time,
no
definite
brook-Merritt
Post
American
Le

a
stork
shower
Thursday
evening
tainly ran true to iorm yesterday
more.
word could be learned about it, ex
land Fuel Co.
32-lt by members of the Wesleyan Guild.
when Main street pedestrians nav gion this evening.
For us you always did your best,
cept that it is known that one of God grant your soul eternal rest.
The many gifts were presented in
igated that thoroughfare in the
There will be a game party at a pink and blue cradle
BORN
AND IT'S GROUND FRESH MANY TIMES A DAY
their photographers will be in the You had a cheery smile and a heart
face of a living gale. May have been
the OAR. Hall at 2 p m. Friday
Wolfe—At Sukeforth Maternity vicinity Friday.
of gold.
some of the surplus New Hampshire
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Carroll
and
Home, Vinalhaven, March 8, to Mr.
The dearest father this world could sponsored by the Civil War Me children of Waterille were guests
oratory. The shrinking snow drifts and Mrs. Kenneth E. Wolfe, a ;on
hold,
morial Association.
104-Th-tf
IN MEMORIAM
will shrink even iarther today if Kenneth Michael.
Sunday of his parents, Mr. and
In memory of my mother. Helmi Kind and thoughtful, ready to aid.
the temperature lives up to last
Geary—At Knox Hospital, March Nuppula, who jiassed away March No better father, God ever made. !
Mrs. Walter Carroll.
zarana
11, to Mr and Mrs. John Geary, 13, 1961.
night's radio prediction;.
Father you often said we would miss
Mrs. Gilbert Osmond and chil
IT S 100',
Jr . of Belfast, a daughter.
you,
"Loving memories never die."
dren
were in Togus Sunday to visit
Ulmer
—
At
Knox
Hospital,
March
ATTENTION
Sam Savitt of Savitt's Inc. is ar
PURE BEEF
Sadly missed by your daughter Your words they did come true,
POUND
Mr. Osmond, a patient at the Vet
Wc lost our best and dearest father.
ranging and will stage the style 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ulmer, and son-in-law.
ELKS!
a daughter.
erans’ Hospital.
The day that we lost you.
Philip and Evelyn Kalloch,
show which is to be a feature of
Rider—At Knox Hospital. March
Mr. and Mrs Sam Beaudry. Mr.
Sports' Night- will be held Friday
32*lt
Due to Dining Room
Rockpcrt High -chool's annual 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rider of
and Mrs. R. E. Royer.
32’lt
evening at the gym.
Seaside Wonderland Carnival the Waldoboro, a son.
Alterations
CARD OE THANKS
Doris Richards will represent
PURE PORK
last of the month. Rockport High
IN MEMORIAM
We wish to express our sincere
29c
MARRIED
SLICED
Rockport at the Foul Shooting Con
ST
PATRICK
S DANCE
In loving memory of Ellis C.
girls will model Spring fashions
thanks to our friends, neighbors
Perry-Uordeiro—At New Bedford. and relatives who helped so much Young, who died March 14, 1949.
test at South Portland Saurday.
from the store.
POSTPONED UNTIL
Mass., March 9, Douglas N. Perry, in our sorrow, for the flowers, Memories are treasures no one can
FULL
Mrs. Ellen Bohndell is visiting
I formerly of Rockland and Miss cards, and for the use of their cars;
steal,
SLICES
SATURDAY,
MARCH 22
Mr. and Mrs. Vinie Davis at Ells
OPS
cardooard signs now Vivian Cordeiro of New Bedford.
especial thanks to Father Kenyon, Death deaves a scar only God can
32-33
worth.
available at fhe Courier-Gazette
heal
EKESII
Dr. Haskell, Mrs. James Caven,
DIED
office- .'our for 56 cents. Get them
Some
think
you
are
forgotten
now
Mrs. Edward Nason, Mrs. Lauri HyPeople
have
lots
of
things
to
Warren—Af Vinalhaven. March vari and also the bearers.
in tbe front office
76tf
you are gone.
worry about—but very few lose
10. Samuel Warren, age 78 years.
Mrs. Edward G. Haskell, Mr. and But I shall always remember, no
LEAN
MARITIME'S
Marsh—At Rockland. March 11. M: George W. Haskell.
sleep when the newspapers report
matter how long.
32-lt
GAME PARTY
BEEF
Eva M. Marsh age 76 years. Fu
counterfeit $100 bills in town.
32-lt
Wife and family.
neral services were held this morn
EVERY FRIDAY
IN MEMORIAM
ing from Burpee Funeral Home.
--------CARD OF THANKS
One explanation
of
today’s
At 7.30 P. M.
In loving memory of Helmi NupInterment in Achorn Cemetery in
I wish to express my sincere
puia.
who
passed
away
March
13,
TOWER ROOM
troubles is that the average man's
COLD
ROOMS DRIVE PEOPLE
the Spring.
thanks
to
all
who
called
to
see
me.
COMMUNITY BUILDING
sense of responsibility has been re
TO DISTRACTION,
Liddy — At Togus, March 11. 1951
those who remembered me with
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Phillips’ Delicious
placed by a sense of importance.
Thomas John Liddy, age 65 years. Some may think you are forgotten. gifts and cards while a patient at
HEAT WITH OUR OIL
I6-T*Th-tf Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from Though on earth you are no more,
Chicken Noodle Soup
2 tins
Kncx Hospital. Special thanks to
FOR- SATISFACTION
Burpee Funeral Home. Interment But in memory you are with us.
the nurses, to Drs. Alien, Brown
As
you
always
were
before.
in Sea View Cemetery.
and Dennison, for their kindness
Lovingly remembered^by
Premium Crackers, NBC
Ib.
Marie. Bill and Gerald Nuppula. and excellent care. It was greatly
32* lt appreciated.
Owl's Head.
Ralph T. Clark
Spaghetti
w7h cS^
2 tins
32* lt
dj
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Henry A. Marr,
Red Salmon
'pK"nte
tai! tin
CARD OF THANKS
444 Maio Street
who passed away March 13. 1951.
We wish to express our sincere
feelings in a way
Rockland, Me.
When the evening shadows are fall thanks to the members of Grace
Macaroni
3 Ib. pkg.
everyone under
ing,
Chapter. O.E.S.. and the Masons,
CHEESE!
And we are sitting all alone
also to Mrs. Minnie Post and other
stands.
Prescriptions
Jello, all flavors
3 pkgs.
In our hearts there comes a longing friends during our recent bereave
Carefully Compounded
If our loved one could come home. ment. Especially do we thank Dr
CHEESE!
Do not ask us if we miss him
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee Dinner pkg.
Dennison for his faithful services.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Oh there's such a vacant place
1-tf
32*lt Thelma and Louise Jones.
CHEESE!
Oft we think we hear his footsteps.
And see his smiling face.
A resolutely happy person soon W^DIL COMPANY
Oft and oft our thoughts do wander becomes a tiresome companion.
A full shipment of New
DEGREE-DAY^t£ix?uZ4_
To the grave not far away,
York whole milk June
jgjaizf2jzrararafaJHJaraiaJZfg!a
Where they laid our loved one,
114 PARK JY, KOCKZAND
A lot of people who clamor for
Cheese—If you like “good
A year ago today.
equal
rights
really
mean
they
are
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
Never to be forgotten by his wife,
Cheese’’ you'11 love thisRUSSELL
Augusta and family.
32*ft eagar to get a living without work.
PT.

TALK OF THE TOWN

V.F.W. Staff Elected Wednesday Evening

SHOULDERS^
DANDELIONS
BEET GREENS

THE

Perry Markets

HAMBURGER
65c
HERE’S MORE BUDGET VALUES!
ib.

BACON
PIG LIVER
FRANKFORTS

Fuel Kidj

LENTEN FOOD VALUES!

THE

PERRY MARKETS

©MARITIME-

MORE EVERY DAY VALUES!!

NOW!

Come in and try a sample
—It can be used in so
many Lenten dishes!

Funeral Home

K

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

Bgfgjzrararafzrzfarzjzrajgiajzn.;

<4 ~ BETTER
Here are two superb hearing aids by
makers of world famous Zenith Tele
vision. Radios. FM Only Zenith Hear
lng Aids have exclusive new. patented
permaphone that assures excellent per
formance under extreme heat and hu
midity- Come in now '

r£NITH

ROYAL and SUPER ROYAL
HEARING AIDS

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

i-tf

CHEESE
lb. 63c

for less money!

Bone Conduction Devices
Available at Moderate
Extra Cost

Coma in for FREE Packet of
Emery Board Contact Cleaner*

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
4OR MAIN ST_ ROCKLAND. ME
10-DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE

SMALL’S - Upper Park Street
Veal Chops

Rib Steak

Ib. 65c

Ib. 65c

Fresh Beef Liver

Lge. Native Fowl

Ib. 69c

Ib. 39c
6 lb. ave.

Corned Beef

Boneless Chuck

Lean, Boneless Brisket

Pot Roast

Ib. 68c

Ib. 75c

T-Bone or Porterhouse

Steak
Ib. 75c

Pork Chops

MAZOLA OIL

KARO SYRUP

PINEAPPLE JUICE

Bot.
“o°tZ

STRAWBERRY PRESERVE 12JA°RZ
CRISCO

BLEU

CLOROX

65c

34c

46T°Z

TOMATO KETCHUP

DOMESTIC

CHEESE Ib.

BOT.
BLUE
LABEL

BLACK PEPPER

“N 32c ™
qt. bot.
SLADE'S
2 OZ. TIN

JUST REDUCED!!!

MADE FRESH DAILY FOR OUR MARKETS

CLOVERBLOOM

HOME-MADE DOUGHNUTS

lb. 79c

BUTTER

Mrs. Wotton's CIL^°PKO

Center Slices 89c

FIRST QUALITY

Boneless Ham

Chuck Roast

Cube Steak

Best Center Cuts

Top Round Steak

Ib. 55c

Ib. 90c

Ib. 69c

Ib. 90c

TOP QUALITY

lb. 79c

30c

CHOCOLATE ECLAIRS 3 (or 29c
APPLE TURNOVERS

6 (or 39c

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, Maroh-13, 1952

PagiPour

The Western Grebe
WARREN

The Blue Veil Now Showing At The Strand

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
AdverUwmenta ln this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
for 54 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
Is a line.
Special Notice! AU "blind ads" so railed, 1. e. advertisements which
the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand; cast ti cents additional.

Charles Hysler is a patient at the
Dennison Nursing Home Waldo
boro. to which he was moved from
Knox Hospital recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Hutchins of
Norway were recent guests of her
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hills.
Ne classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no bookThe Rug Club was entertained
will be maintained for these ada
1 Friday night last week by Mrs.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
j Bruce Cummings.
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular Be
Mr and Mrs. Willis Berry and
lts with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.
son, Rodney are locatedl at West
1 Haven, Conn., where Mr. Bern- has
©Notional Wildlife F.d.ralion
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
employment.
Wettorn Grebe
Miss Joan Maxcv returned Sun
TWO New Electrolux Vacuum
DODGE IS-ton long wheel base
If there were Olympic Games1
Cleaners for sale. Excellent buy. Truck for sale; new engine Job. for birds. Western Grebes would be day night to Westbrook Junior
Contact WILLIAM R. HOPKINS, $250. LEWIS SPICER. Bath. 31*33
College, Portland after a week-end
strong contenders for the gold
Worth Haven. Tel. 78______ 32-34
qqoK Stove with oil burners for
passed at her home here.
medals in water sports. The big,
KELVINATOR Refrigerator for \ sale, also Philco Cabinet Radio,
long-necked birds can swim and ! Lee Calderwood will arrive home
aale. excellent condition. ARTHUR Bedroom Set. Table ar.d Chairs: 3
Friday from tbe New Bedford,
32'34 Oil Brooder Stoves. EBEN WAL- dive with the best.
WEBBER Tel 1415-W.
Almost as quickly as they leave I Mass., Textile Institute, to pass a
------------- —-------------------------------LACE Waldoboro.
32'34
FOR SALE
-------------------------------------------------- their eggs, young Grebes take to 1 Spring vacation of ten days here
30 Windows. $1.25 each: 15 |
■ the water. So it isn’t because they' with his mother, Mrs. Freda Calframes, $200 each; 4 squares Paper
, can’t swim that the baby birds! derwood.
Shingles, $6 a square. 5 Storm
MERCURY CLUB COUPE \ often ride on the backs of their j Mrs. Donald Mathews was guest
Doors. $150 each; 500 feet Boards.
$20 8"-10”-12" Shelving. 6c a foot.
U949
parents. The young Just enjoy tra- Thursday last week of Mrs. Harold
Stairs and Steps, also 400 Brick '
veling the easy way, says the | perry at waidoboro.
FOR SALE
National Wildlife Federation.
Miss Margaret Penny is ill.
31'33
•orner of Valley View St.
GOOD CONDITION
From the very beginning. the
Mr and Mrs. James Kinney reONE OWNER
J Grebes spend their lives on or near ! turned home Sunday night from
Radio. Heater. Directional
the water. Though awkward on < Patten, where they had passed the
Signals. Undercoated,
Three Spare Tires
land, they show grace and skill week.end with her parents. Mr. and
FOR SALE
when gliding along lakes and Mrs wait^r Cunningham.
CALL 1137
Milking Machine and Pump.
9.00 to 5.00
. P°ndspfc. Alfred Wilson, formerly of
Two Milking Units. Two Milk
Coolers, 1 new 6, 1 used 8. Hay
32-tf-1
At the flash of a gun or the snap Warren, in training at Fort McLoader. Mercurv Tudor Sedan.
of a stick, they dive to safety. phfrson
Qa waj
1942. 50-60 Bottle Cases. Mis
A
™
ohav
for
«le
RAH
LeBV
‘
ng
&
night
guest
Monday
of Mr. and
cellaneous Small Items.
1941 4-DR Chev. for sale. RAH surface they can stay underwater
, .
............
•
—
v-“J1
’
Mrs. Raymond Borneman while on
!
signal
lights,
good
condition.
In

Raymond L. Reed quire 146 Main St.. Thomaston. for long6 stretches of, time.
, , ,
, . .
. . , .
,
a furlough during which he visited
While this trick helps them to!
32*34
WEST MEADOW ROAD
TFT, 240-12 after 5.30
.. .
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
escape from some of their enemies,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1333-M
FULL-Size Bed. complete with it did not keep many thousands of j Wilson in Fisherville, Mass.
31'32
innerspring mattress for sale, $20;
Miss Myrte Haskell of Camden,
Daveno Bed. and chair $30; also Grebes from being killed in years and friends from New York City,
gone
by.
Before
they
were
given
not type heater. TEL. 623 32-lt
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
the protection of game laws. West
1946 OLDSMOBILE. Model 6.
GOOD Pontiac 4-dr.. 1941 for sale.
Roland Starrett.
Club Sedan for sale. Can be seen Interested? TEL. 8120 or 12 Sum- ern Grebes were eagerly sought for
Mrs. Helen Searle. president of
at Miles Weston’s Garage, Thomas mer gt
32*34 their silky white feathers. Ruthless
ton, Maine. Reason for sale, wife ------------------------------------------------- hunters bagged them without the Warren Woman’s Club, and
and two smal children of G. I. wish
DOUBLE Bed with new mnerMrs. Roland Starrett, Mrs. Clara
« ffor
to Join husband in Japan. For de spring
iring mattress
for sale. m
TE£ mercy, Just t0 satisfy the demands Leach and Miss Doris Hyler at
tails. call at the GARAGE.
395-W after 1 p. m.
tended the meeting, Tuesday after
! ladies’ hats.
__________________________ 31-33
I For a time there was danger that noon of last week, of Friends-InREAL ESTATE
1 the slaughter would wipe out the Council, at Camden, to which the
THIS BUSINESS
MAKES MONEY EAST'
NEWLY-Built SmaU House for colonies of Western Grebes in all Warren Club had been invited.
All the time: completely equipped sa]e. insuiatedi electricity, situated ’ North America. But demands to
REAL Food Values are offered at
pay for Hs°e.f iffnure“tkevain
ni“ “^warrenTll^-^ COnSerVe WlldliR
S°°n
the Thomaston Red & White Super
less than 1 yr. Good reason for ~ -Uage._____ ■
_________ •______ enough to save the birds.
See advertisement on
soiling at only 53950.
TREAT
HOME on Marble Ave. in Wal- , Today the Grebes Uve in widely Market.
Page
Six.
,
32‘Tt
i doboro for sale; 8 rooms and bath. 1 scattered places along the western
j building large enough for 1400 part Qf Qur continent. Winter and
1941PLYMOUTH. 4-doorSedan. 1 broilers. Garage and 4 acres of „
they are found from from three to ten large eggs which
9375; Upright Piano. $50;Wine Ve- land
EBEN WALLACE. W£do- Summer.
^y
are blush white, cream, or olive
lour Chair. $25: Hall Table, $10;
brown in color. The eggs produce
-----------------------------------------!
est
weather
there
are
more
of
them
Thayer Baby Carriage, $25, and
FOR SALE
tQ the SQUth while in the warmer young which are covered with down
90-piece Set of Dl.-hes. $15 ELSIE
rXRandebik?T“ b^i 6 months they P-h _^her/orth. |-^gray above and white un
J. WALLACE
Tel. Warren 56
Their favorite spots are lakes.; derneath.
31-33 acres of land (garden and woodWhen they grow up, the Grebes
lot); a nice retirement home for Near the water, or on a floating
raft of plant material, they build are 22 to 29 inches long, with a
$5500.
At Spruce Head, a lovely home their nests. In May the female lays three-inch bill and a short tail.
with all improvements and fire
Their necks are long and slender.
place; 3 sleeping rooms; modern
; The top of their heads, and their
bath and kitchen, $8500.
WANTED
broad backs are black. Their
In central location, Rockland, a
A HOME outside of Rockland i checks, the front of their necks, and ■
good 6-room house with bath and
wanted, in an adult family for a their under parts are pure, glistencemented basement. $4500.
Prescription Service
In Rockland, a 6-room House uery
handsome
thoroughbred ing white. Their bills are yellow.
Drugs - Sundries
with barn. Pretty water view, cocker spaniel (spayed female) two
According to the National Wild
$3000.
years old, answers to the name life Federation, the birds eat fish
TEL. 1204
A few miles outside, a 7-room “Peecv ” She is very healthy and
373 MAIN STREET
house with bath and central heat; genUe and affectionate with adults. and other small water creatures,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
good water supply; garage, $4900.
Children have teased her until she beetles, and seeds.
92-Th-tf|
About 15 acres with 6-room ls unwilling to have them around
Interesting inforation or, other
house; hot and cold running water. her. She is not at all vicious, but wildlife species may be obtained by
Good location in coastal section, I do not intend to let her be made writing to the National Wildlife
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales $3500. See F. H. WOOD, Court so, and it is for this reason only, Federation, Washington 10, D. C.
31-32 that I am willing to give her away.
Service and Repair. Write or Call House.
269 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770.
Anyone, who would love a good
FOR SALE
Marriage should improve the
14U
call MRS. RICE, after 5
Nine-room House for sale; few dlog, can
“at TO-M“~Ito^’the~d*y j human species, becoming a barrier
from Rockland: new oil fur p. m.
FORD 1950 Custom 2-dr. Sedan miles
nace; new modem bath, complete I at 663
32*lt against vice, a protection to womfor sale Good condition—low mile
with shower; new linoleum on four I CEDAR Posts wanted 7 to 10 \ an' strfngth
man, and a centre
age. PHONE Rockland 179-JK
___________________________ 30*32 floors; floors newly re-finished: two inches, 4-6-8 ft. lengths. Buoy for the affections.—Mary Baker
fireplaces; garage attached; garden I stocfc MIKE HILT, 7 Otis St. Tel. ! Eddy.
’41 OLDS 6, for sale. Priced for spot; ideal for children. If inter- \ 538-MK
32*34
■quit* sale. Inquire 94 MECHANIC ested write: G. R., % The CourierCHAMBERMAID
wanted.
Api
ST.. Rockland
30*32 Gazette.
TO LET
29*37
ply IN PERSON to the housekeeper ----EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale.
TWO-APT House at 49 Park St. at the Thorndike Hotel._______ 31tf ’ ROOM to let, in Bicknell Block.
ALBERT DIRION, Union, Me Tel. for sale, occupied at present. Price
OFFICE Desk, ln good condition, , 501 Main St.. Apt. 1. Kitchen privi14-6.______________________ 27*32 right. Inquire WALDOBORO GAwanted. CALL Thomaston 74.
lege If desired. Call at 491 or 501
95tf
31*33 ' Main St. TEL. 931-M.
32*34
BURROWES ALL ALUMINUM RAOE. 118 Park St Tel 475
SELF-STORING COMBINATION
FIRST-Class Carpenter and re- j FURNISHED Apt to let 3 large
STORM WINDOW and SCREEN
EGGS & CHICKS pair Work wanted. Small jobs. | rooms, flush. JOHNSON, 111 PleasNo Ladders. No Tools. Good for
32tf
CLARENCE DEAN. West Rockport. ant St.
Life. Reasonably Priced. Cash or
BROILER
Chicks,
Red-Rock } Tei camden 8915.
31*33
TWO-Room and three-room fur
Terms to Suit.
Cross Cockerels, $6 per hundred
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
CARPENTER
Work
wanted. nished Apts, to let. Bath, adults
113 Camden St.
Phone 1503 delivered. Aso, a few thousand Last call on Winter prices on in- only; 57 PACIFIC ST.
32*34
Black Cross Pullet Chicks for best
, , side carpenter work and painting,
SIX-Room flrst floor Apt with
egg production, sWl^available^for ! KitchenCupboards a specialty. Call
April and May. WILMOT DOW, 10 LOVEJOY ST, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. bath to let at 12 DUNN ST, Thom
aston. Available May 1.
31’33
Maine Farms Hatchery, Rt. 1, I
31*33
THREE-Room Unfurnished Apt.
Waidoboro. Me. Tel. 91-2. Open !
to let; electric lights and hot water
Sundays.
29-34 j
FOR DEPENDABLE
included; automatic steam heat; 67
CLEMENT CHICKS — Hardy
TALBOT AVENUE.
31*33
LIGHT TRUCKING
“Maine-Bred” Chicks can help in
FOUR-Room
Unfurnished
Rent
crease your egg or meat profits
and SERVICE
to let. TEL. 286-M after 530 p. m.
We offer Red-Rock Black Pullets,
DAY OR NIGHT
31-33
Leghorn Red Crosses. RJ. Reds,
CALL 1315-W
TWO-Room Furnished Apt. to let
New Hampshires. White Rocks, and
26’Th*32 over baker shop, Main St. TEL.
Barred Crosses. Maine-U-S. AP939
31tf
ROVED PULLORUM CLEAN. Or
WOODWORKERS, Boatbuilders.
der Clements Chicks now. Write
CONCESSIONS
to
reliable
adults,
CLEMENTS BROS FARMS, Route Carpenters wanted, with boat yard new, modem, priv. bath Apts., un
experience, with tools.
Steady
33, Winterport. Maine. (1)
work, defense plant. LUDER’S MA- furn., 2 and 3-room Rents, to let.
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale, 5c RINE CONSTRUCTION CO., Stam- i
IoS • 87 N*
st"
Cam31*33
31-33 den 2853.
each, every week. Pullet Chicks ! ford. Conn,
sold
out
for March.
Few
WANTED
t THREE-Room furnished Apt to
open dates in April. Inoculated
Resort help for Summer season.
C°°r. Newly-decorated.
for Newcastle if desired. BYRON New York Berkshire Hills: Maids, Apply 12 WARREN ST.
32-34
MILLS, Waldoboro, Me. Tel. 51-3. Housemen, Bar Tender, Yardmen,
TWO-Room Furnished. Heated
18tf Gardener, Watchmen, Waitresses Apts, to let; 1 four-room unfur—
19tf
SEX-LINK Pullets, Cockerels or and hostess; 10 week season, trans nished Apt. TEL. 402.
straight-run Chicks for sale, from portation, good wages, good living
CENTRALLY located 2-room
conditions.
Apply
In
Person,
only,
some of the best combined meat
Fum. Apt. to let. Apply In Per
and egg Pullorum-clean, Maine- . to
. MR
„ .or MRS.
—_ STULTZ,
.
„ Thomas. ,
son, 11 JAMES ST.
24tf
US.
Approved breeding stock
CaJe’ Thomaston. No phone
FOUR-Room
Unfurnished
Apt.
available in the East. Can be in- , calls please-________________ 30-35
to let; private bath; heated, hot
oculated for Newcastle disease if
JUNK CARS WANTED
and oold water included; also twodesired. Lowest prices. DUTCH MORRIS
GORDON & SON, 6 T room furnished Apt., lights, heat
NECK HATCERY, Melville Davis. street, Tel. 123-W.
2®tf ed, hot and cold water includ
Tel. 122-23, Waldoboro, Me.
8tf
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work ed; bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO, 14
24tf
at the Mend-It Shop, 102 Elm St.
MISCELLANEOUS done
Union 8t„ Grove St. entrance Tel.
HEATED and unheated furnished
1680. EVA AMES.
28*33 Apts to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
NOTICE
Tela. 8000 or 1234 ltf
DONT discard your old
or Park St
After this date, I will not be re
SANDING Machine and polisher
sponsible for any bills contracted antique furniture. Call a JOHN
by any person other than myself. NEWMAN for restoring and re- to let. Also a Wadi Paper Steamer.
finlshlng; 49 Maaonlc BL
Tai. Inquire at SKA COAST PAINT
March 8, 1952.
1106-M.
ltf CO, 440 Main St.
ltf
31*33
Arthur Wooster.

CROSS’
PHARMACY

Mrs. Earl Benner, Mrs. Mildred
Abbotoni, Mrs. Phillip Cohen were
Portland visitors Tuesday.
Mrs Maude C. Oay who is pass
ing the Winter in Portland Is in
town for a few days.
At the meeting of Wiwurna
Chapter. OES. the degrees were
conferred on Mr and Mrs Law
rence Nadeau.
Mrs. Kenneth Weston will en
tertain the Bridge Club Thursday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Vivian have
returned from New York.
The KPG Club will meet with
Mrs. Clyde Vannah Friday night.
Mrs. Fred Bell and daughter Joy
of Windham have been spending a
few days with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs John Burgess

The remarkable story of a wo
man’s devotion is told in "The Blue
Veil,” the new Wald-Krasna pre
sentation with Jane Wyman, Joan
Blondell. Charles Laughton, Rich
ard Carlson, Agnes Moorehead,
Don Taylor and Audrey Totter in
starring roles; opening its local
engagernent on the screen of the
Strand Theatre today.
Uniquely presented in several
episodes that form an integrated
whole, the plot revolves around the
character Miss Wyman portrays,
that of a World War I widow who
loses her baby at birth and leaves
the hospital facing the problem
of earning her own living. In a
temporary job she becomes a

*

nursemaid for a motherless young
ster. and much to her surprise she
finds real happiness in being of
service to the children of others.
The color of her costume as a
nursemaid gives significance to the
title.
“The Blue Veil” boasts of no
less that eight academy award
winners
participating
in
its
making. Most prominent of these,
of course, is Jane Wyman who
brought the world to its feet a
couple of years ago with her stel
lar performance as “Johnny Be
linda." Critics are already pro
claiming Miss Wyman’s perform
ance in this film to be topping her
past performance.

The local engagement
Blue Veil” will continue
Saturday night with
shows at 2, 625 and 8 35

This amount
collected, included
advance gifts received from faith
ful Summer residents.
A Republican caucus meeting will
be held at the High School Build
ing. Tenant’s Harbor tonight at
7.30 p. m.
Additional Red Crass workers wild
have joined the energetic St. George
group are: Mrs. Hartford Cook,
Tenant’s Harbor. Wallston road;
Mrs. Dorothy Rackliff, Wheeler’s
Bay Section; Mrs. Everett Watts,
Tenant’s Harbor; Miss Harriet
Long, Tenant’s Harbor and Mrs.
John Sawyer of Martinsville. Al
though unable to solicit the house
to house canvass this year, are still
acting as mediators in different
ways.

of “The
through
complete
daily.

ST. GEORGE

Townspeople will be pleased to
learn that they did their part in
the Knox County General Hospital
Drive in the Fall of 1951
Mrs. Charles Leach, the town
chairman gives a most gratifying
report of the St. George area.
At the end of the year 1951 with
the wholehearted co-operation of
REAL Food Values are offered at
her associates, there was collected the Thomaston Red & White Super
$1255.25. a substantial increase in Market
See advertisement on
the same territory two years ago. Page Six.
3B*lt

__

_

First showing
’52 Kaiser^^
Introducing...

tlie

car with thc

Teer

i Ono* '

Cdi-oer

'*■•*//■«/ Z-A*
f

Exclusive in the new '52 Kaiser... America

B orld'tt Safexl h roni Senl !

<1

hardtop, pnred

nd-wili Wrej

eatzo

moitt advanced car!

At last, you and your family can drive with

of any sedan ... largest Panoramic

real peace of mind! For, thanks to

one-piece windshield .. .

Kaiser’s advanced Anatomic Engineering,*

Supersonic power ...

you now can relax in the

safest front seat

thriftier new
luxurious new

“custom” interiors—plus Kaiser’s handsome

1. Slant-bark corner posts — narrower no
“blind spots"!
2. One-piece Safety-\1minted Hindshield —

ever created for an automobile!

new “hardtop” styling at sedan prices!

Safety engineers... doctors ... insurance

So.. .“take off ti e blinders” and look

designed to push outward upon severe impart!

experts will acclaim this brilliant safety

new *52 Kaiser—your

3. Safety-Cushion Padded Instrument Panel!
4. Hight hand emergency brake!
5. Recessed instruments — no protrusions!

6. Extra front Icgroom — you sit in a safer
position!
7» Safety-level seat balances you more safely!

feature —one of many great Kaiser
advancements for 1952! With it are Kaiser’s

smoother new Flying Shadow Ride...
lowest center of gravity... easier new
Curve-Master steering...largest glass area

at the

safest buy today!

tnginttriiifi

*Kaiter't -tnatomir fdna-TOM-ic)
the principle of engineering thc anatomy

of thc car to suit the ieed-< of human anatomy!

Ark your Kaiser-Frazer dealer for
a demonstration now!

Today... See the car with the irorld's safest front seat al these Kaiser* Fraser dealers

DREWETT S GARAGE
Route 1_________________________ Warren, Maine

T uesday-ThHrwtoy-Saturday
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The afternoon was gaily passed Who extend to them congratula
AT KNOX THEATRE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
with toys and games, Leeanne tions on their long and happy mar
VINALHAVEN
Healey winning the prize in the ried life and best wishes for many
MRS ALLIE LANE
donkey game. Refreshments of ice more years together.
Correspondent
cream and two birthday cakes add
Samuel Warren
Telephone 85
ed to the joy of the party. Eileen
Samuel
Warren, whose death oc
received many nice gifts. Present
curred here Sunday March 10, was
were
Billy
Mills,
Johnny
Haskell,
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross made
born at Vinalhaven 78 years ago,
a week-end business trip to Port Leeanne Healey, "Bartie Hopkins,
Nancy Tolman and Dicky Whit the son of Charles and Mary Delano
land, returning here Monday.
Warren. He had lived here all his
Miss Ida Wiggin of Rockland is tington. Eileens grandmother Mrs
life where he was well known and
the guest of her sister and broth Florence Pendleton, her aunt and
had many friends. He is survived
er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mrs. Ethel Wooster and cousin Joel
Kalloch
Wooster of North Haven and her , by three sons, Vernard and Ricty
of Vinalhaven, Elmer of Rockland,
The Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible baby sister were special guests.
a sister, Mrs. Sarah Maker of
Class held the monthly meeting
Miss Robbins 95th Birthday
Rockland and four grandchildren.
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Miss Esther Robbins who is the Funeral services were held Tuesday
Mrs. Edith Newbert. After the
oldest person in Vinalhaven ob afternoon at the Headley Funeral
business meeting lunch was served
served her 95th birthday March 6, Home Rev. W. S Stackhouse offi
and the remainder of the after♦ noon devoted to sewing on projects at the home of her niece, Mrs. ciating. Floral tributes giving evi
I Harvard Burgess on Mountain dence of affection and esteem. The
for the Class Fair.
, street. Miss Robbins received a bearers were Henry Wall. Newman
Eileen's Fourth Birthday
I large shower of cards, many fine Walls, Lyford Warren and Fritz
Eileen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs ' gifts and beautiful flowers, which Swanson. Buriel was in Bayview
Maynard Pendleton celebrated her did much to make a Happy Birth cemetery. From out of town to at
fourth birthday March 9, by enter day.
tend the services were Elmer War
taining a group of young friends
ren of Rockland and Mrs. Fran
Observe
54th
Anniversary
at her home on Pleasant street.
ces Smith of Worcester. Mass.
Janet Leigh can’t make up her mind as to which man she want®—
Mr. and Mr.,. Laurence Murch
impetuous and extravagant Peter Lawford. or serious and down-to-earth
Town Meeting Notes
quietly observed their 54th wed
Richard Anderson. It’s all part of the fun of M-G-M’s happy new ro
ding anniversary, Sunday at their
In Article 68 in the warrant it mantic comedy, “Just This Once.” now on view at the Knox Theatre.
home. Calderwoods Neck. Having was voted to raise $5',-0 for the Pub
I
as dinner guests their niece and lic Health Nursing Service
Studying Moose
In Article 69 it was voted yes to
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Francis An
UNION
I FRENCH F thony, Dallas Anthony and Rose establish a public health ordinance
(Cai'n'W*
mary Brown. Mr. and Mis. Murch that only pasteurized milk and pas State Is Trying To Learn
Mr*. Florence Calderwood
DRESSING, are lifelong residents of Vinalha teurized milk products may be
Correspondent
’QOAITTYA
All About the Big
Telephone 10-24
ven and have many friends here marketed in Vinalhaven.

(sfMP(.£AS4-B-C'
Ww1
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“Critters”

Public interest in Maine's moose
,
4 8 » IS B S M S S H z .
population is understandable. In
land Fisheries and Game officials
believe
"The Moose" recently said Wil
bur L. Libby, Vanceboro, "is the
largest member of the deer family.
It always seems to impress us as a
Pinasl - Wnole Segment*
surviving link in the chain of
16 oz
CANS
huge, prehistoric mammals."
Libby, a biologist with the Game
HP
Tender, Medium Size
Division of the Department, is un
LB I oz
der Pittman-Robertson Act funds,
CAN
a law that returns to the State from
the federal gavernment 75 percent
Finait - Assorted F-uits In Extra Heavy Syrup
of the cost of such game studies.
I LB 14 oz
Closely akin to the European elk,
CAN
moose such as are found in Maine,
•*
Richmond Cling
Ha ves or Sliced
are larger. New Brunswick game
L9 13 or
authorities believe their moose are
CAN
increasing. In other parts of Can
e
ada and from Alaska come occa
sional stories of moose invading
frontier towns, holding up trains
by standing on railroad tracks and
New Pack F'oiida
even charging into trucks. Such
I QT 14 fl
occurences are accepted as rare but
OZ CAN
even in Maine, autoists’ cars have
■i'i
been dented by bull moose in the
IS .,... S. SI ■ 1
Fall of the year when the big mam
mals seem reluctant to give ground.
MM ftKKT
Game Warden Roy Gray, Rangeley,
recalls meeting a moose face-toface along a narrow, closely hedged
in game trail a year or two ago.
OJhftifVt.-O.’Mri. Meat Italuei
"I climbed onto a windfall and
stood perfectly still,'' Gray says.
Tender, Light, Soft Meat
Celebrated in al our
“The big bull came right up and
stores March 13 - 22
sniffed my clothing. The hair stood
t-lorida
abi Juice
Tree Ripened - Medium Six*
up on the nape of his neck and he
pawed the ground a littel but fin
Heavy Western Steer Beet
ORANGES
: ; 29c
ally he turned around and ambled
Florida
Juice Fil’ed - Large Size
79c
LB
Rih ROCSt
7 Inch Cut
off. I don't think a moose would
actually attack anybody. I wasn't
GRAPEFRUIT
4
°"29c
Corn Fed Heavy Western Steer Beet
particularly afraid.”
Cahforn'a
'sweet - Good Sue
LI
Warden Amos Steen. Patton, last
75c
Chuck Roast
eon* '•
LEMONS
4
23c
year believed there were about 40
moose in the Traveler mountain
Northern Broad rreasteo Mealy 10-14 LB Ave
Native Baldwin - Tasty
section of Maine.
LB
59c APPLES
Turkeys
3
29c
It is the job of Wilbur Libby, the
DRAWN READY FOR THE OVEN L6 75(c
Tender Sweet Flavor'u
Game division moose project lead
er, to compile as much actual in
Tender Young Pork to Roast
CARROTS
2
19c
formation—as many statistics—on
Lb
Fresh Shoulders
45c New Green nm Heads
{ the moose in Maine as possible.
MASTER SHCULtERS - Exira laan Lt 55c
Plane flights this Winter are to
CABBAGE
« 7C
be made into each region where
Native Yeung Plump
Fresh C o
ascai
_
1 ■•
DRAWN READY
moose are known to exist. Such
LGE DBL
Ll 59c
CELERY
DUCklinSS
FOR THI OVEN
tUNCH
data as this will be compiled: Where
moose or tracks are seen; sex and
fresh Ground Lean Beef
age; distance traveled since last
&12
J?/xecta£/
LI
Hamburg
65c
snow, or before, if possible; the
timber type and classification.
Chocolate Chip
Flights also wall be made to seek
Ite Cream wifh Pistachio
out suspected moose areas and to
LB 23c
Mackerel
F*nc’
Molded Shcmrock Center
record data if moose are found
Detailed information is desired

£ canned food vaujes/

■ GRAPEFRUIT

RORONR ’FAS

! FRUIT COCKTAIL

PEACHES

ORAKG!

JUiCE

tqris

Citrus
Jcmboree

u 69c

LAMS LEGS

35

c

Cod Stealcs

2

53c

1 a>t- ■

f Wm

Cloverdale - Pine Tab’e Quality

Margarine

CTN

22c

Y«r

£ cans

Evangeline

79c

2

Finast - Pea Seans, Yellow Eye, Rod Kidney

Baked Beans 2

19c

German Co
6 oi
CANS

25c

ti'io-o-iiide.
PRESH NATIVE

Sliced Cheese

EGGS

LB

-GRADE A
lARGi SIZE
SIZE-GRADE

Shortening - for All Your Belong Needl

79c

002

57c

Ka&fct#. Valued.
ALMOND BUNS

ZS«

Pure Almond

PKS

Flavoiing

of 6

29c

Special Price

WHITE BREAD
_

Betty Alden

I LS 2 oz

Fine Even Textured

LOAF

on such facts as the date and snow
condition of moose localities; dis
tance normally covered by moose;
general habitat description; browse
sjiecies present; browse species be
ing consumed, in order of prefer
ence; whether or not it would be
feasible to determine a quadrate
measurement of food consumed.
All reports of sick moose will be
investigated as soon as possible,
the biologist indicates. If the ani
mal is alive, and it can be accom
plished, it will be taken to Orono
for research observation. Other
wise, its behavior will be studied,
and parts of its carcass sent to the
University of Mame, should the
moose die.

God's plans, like lilies pure and
white unfold. We must not tear
the close-shut leaves apart. Time
will reveal the calyxes of gold —
May Riley Smith.

HERE’S THE BIGGEST AND BEST

Hot Cereal News

Married

Camden, Jan. 26: Alexander C
Dority and Miss Gertrude E Ben
nett, both of Camden.
Born

Warren, Jan 26: To Mr and Mrs
R Ellis Watts, a daughter.
Warren, Jan. 25: To Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Smith, a daughter—Phyl
lis Muriel.
Vinahaven, Jan. 27: To Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Polk, a daughter—'Mary
Janet.
Camden, Jan. 31: To Mr. and
Mrs. Earle Dyer, a son.
South Weymouth, Mass.. Feb.—
to Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Hopkins,
formerly of South Thomaston, a
son.
Camden, Feb 1: To Mr and Mrs.
Roy Allen, a son—Basil Russ.
Hartford, Conn., Feb. 3: To Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Hall, formerly of
Rockland, a son.
Rockland, Jan. 25: To Mr. and
Mrs. John Hurme, a son—Herbert
John.
Rockland, Peb. 7: To Mr. and
Mrs. Fred E. Harden, a daughter—
Dorothy Evelyn.
Union, Feb 2: To Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Brooks, a daughter.
Wheeler's Bay, St. George, Feb.
11: To Mr. and Mrs. Harry D Al
lard. a son—Theodore Harry.
Waldoboro, Feb 10: To Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Storer, a son.
Rockport, Feb. 13: To Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham, a daugh
ter—Nancy Caroline.
Rockland, Feb. 13: To Mr. and
1 Mrs. H. Judson Philbrook. a son—
i Robert Judson.
Rockland, Feb. 11: To Mr. and
Mrs. Altti Lehto, a daughter.

Mrs. Frances Ann Ruggles, 88
died in Thomaston.
Edwin C. Lord, 73. died in Cam
den.
The auditorium of the Rockport
Methodist Church w-as being re
paired and renovated
Beulah Drew was installed as
matron of Marguerite Chapter,
OES. Vinalhaven.
Fire damaged the Egerton house
on Brooklyn Heights.
Mrs. Dana Smith was installed
as matron of Ivy Chapter, OES
in Warren.
Mrs. William F Teague, 82. died
in Warren.
Isaac E Upham of Rockport died
in Camden.
Mary A Metcalf, 76, died in Bur
kettville.
Winifred Proctor was installed
as ndble grand of Golden Rod Re
bekah Lodge in East Appleton.

FRIENDSHIP

The Ganders widened the margin
of their lead over the other teams
in the Cascade Alley League last
Monday night, when they scored a
5-8-pin victory oveer the Pirate®,
bowling a team average of nearly 91
as against a team average of ap
proximately 87 for the Pirates. Har
old (Tiny) Arey of the big 6 foot 3
inches Captain of the Ganders
really his his stride and emerged
as top man for the evening, the
first time this happy circumstance
has happened to Handsome Har
old this season
Shields started off in a big way,
his 110 In his first string being high
single, but he went down hill in
eaoh succeeding string, finishing ln
second place
With four out of five on the Gan
ders' team taking the measure ot
their opponents it was a foregone
conclusion as to how the match
would come out. The only Pirate
to "beat his man" was Bickford,
who shut off "Sparky" Adams' elec
tricity with a 29 pin defeat so that
"Sparky” emitted very few sparks.
At this writing it looks as if the
Ganders are the best bet to take
top honors, as the team has im
proved steadily since the "big shift"
that broke up the Ducks' winning
team earlier in the season.
Ganders—Ada ms 223. Smith 280.
Rae 286. Loveless 281, H Arey 291,
total 1361.
Pirates—Bickford 252, Johnson
for Williams 245, Peacock 246. Pet
erson 271, Shieds 290, total 1303.

The Ouild met Tuesday night
with Mrs. Erma Benner.
Mrs. Nellie Thompson called on
Mrs. Lizzie Thompson one after
noon recently.
The firemen are having a supper
Wednesday night, consisting of
fish chowder, as the mam dish fol
lowed with pie and coffee. The
Auxiliary is invited to the supper.
Those attending
the Flower
Show in Boston Tuesday were Mr
and Mrs. Carlton Simmons, Miss Eda
Lawry. Mrs Adelia Jameson. RevKathleen Weed and Mrs Bertha
Orne.
Sumner Carlson spent the week
A Goose For A Duck
end in Milton, Mass. with his par
The Ducks swapped a Duck for
ents, Mr and Mrs. G W. Carlson. a Goose last Wednesday night and
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Morse have it was a good swap for them, for,
returned home after spending the while the Goose did not do so
most of the Winter in Mew York.
much on the alleys he seemed to
Rev L. B Davis of Friendship bring enough luck with him, so
and Connecticut was a guest Mon that the Ducks took oyer the lowly
day, March 3, of Mr. and Mrs. K. Worms by some 53 pins.
E. Thompson. Mrs. Davis owns
With Captain Ducky Haskell out
Harbor Island.
I of town, the Goose was pressed into
The BP-8 Club met Friday March service as a subs titute, and although
7 with Mrs. Mary Carlson on Gar his 255 was way down from his pre
rison Island where a covered dish vious performance, circumstances
dinner was enjoyed.
j were such that what he got was
Cornelius Morse Sr., is in New sufficient.
York, visiting his son, WiUiam and
Poole was again the star perform
brother. Frank Morse.
er, his 118 for single and 328 for
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Standish and total accounting in a great measure
I family of Kennebunkport were for his team’s margin of victory.
Saturday guests of her father, Wil
The Ducks were able to make a
liam Osier.
four-point swap for the first tim®
Mrs. Evelyn Heath of Summit, N. in many moons, and if they can
J, was at the home of Mr. and repeat this for the next match or
Mrs. Charles Stenger last week-end. two they will be right up there
Her son Tony who is attending U. with the Ganders.
of M„ was also a guest of the StenDer Cap Grimes took it on the
1 gers.
chin again from Ted MacDonald,
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Orne visit who gave him a 14-pin licking,
ed his sister in Franklin, Friday. leaving a bad taste in Der Cap's
mouth, which he happily managed
Newlyweds Feted
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Nash, who to eradicate with a free cigar on a
were recently married were feted side bet from "PNf." Drew.
“Doc" Mills seemed to show a
to a miscellaneous shower at the
VF.W. rooms at East Friendship flash of his old-time form for the
with an attendance of about 80 struggling Worms, but they will all
friends from Cushing and Friend have to show a little more "get up
ship. Music was furnished by Mis. and get" to hit the top bracket
Wilson and Wellman Hupper. A
Captain Wymie especially has had
duet by Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Pen a bad season, and whereas he led
der “Tia the old time religion" by the league in pinfall last season is
request was greatly enjoyed as down several notches from the top
were the declamations by Mrs. this year.
Gladys Davis. Mr. and Mrs. Nash
Ducks—MacDonald 236, Drew 257,
opened and showed their many Nelson 251, Poole 328. The Goose
lovely and useful gifts, also a few 256, total 1327.
joke gifts which caused much mer
Worms—Grimes 222, Johnson 250,
riment. Delicious refreshments of Mills 275. Sanborn 258, Wymie 269,
sandwiches cakes and coffee were total 1274.
served.
The vox populi, through the prov
Successful achievement usually idence of God, promotes and imis the measure of fame, but occa liels all true reform; and, at the
sionally someone establishes a best time, will redress wrongs and
niche for himself by pulling a rectify injustice—Mary Baker Eddy
great honor.

Hardening of the arteries, one of
the main causes of heart disease.
W’as thought at one time to be a
natural result of aging. Physicians
today know it can occur at any age,
• » ♦ •
but are still seeking why. The
Mrs Lemuel B Miller, 43. daed Heart Fund may help them find
at Pleasant Point.
the answer.
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BIBLE PREACHING MISSION
North Haven

flavor treat.

Baptist Church

Try Maypl Oats today!
It’s inspired by your
old favorite — hot cereal
served with maple syrup.
Maypl Oats Ls a quick
cooking Oat Cereal with
the maple syrup right
in it! You’ll love its ap
petizing bouquet and
delicious flavor. Sweet
enough for most without
adding sugar.

Rev. George R. Merriam
Pastor
Sponsored by the United Baptist
Convention of Maine

REV. GERALD W. BEALS
OF TOPSHAM, MAINE

GUEST SPEAKER
Sun. through Fri., March 16-21

A

PRODUCT

OF

THI

MALTEX COMPANY

STORES

B B Reed, Jr., mangled one of
his hands badly when he caught it
In hoisting gear while fishing
Allen Bowler of Ingraham HIU
feU, injuring one of his ankles
Miss Ethel Crie was elected di
rector of athletics at the Kirksville
College of Osteopathy and Surgery
Herbert Simpson was painfully
injured when knocked down by a
motor car.
Lloyd Daniels returned from
Manchester. N H . to make his home
in Rockland.
The newest dance, "The Black
Bottom" was introduced ln Rock
land.
Charles 8. Hall who had been
salesman for the John Bird Com
pany, entered the employ of the
Public Service Company of New
Hampshire.
Elmer S. Bird was elected presi
dent of the Knox County Fish &
Game Association
Flounder fishing was flourishing.
The trustees of the Congrega
tional Church organized with E. L.
Brown as chairman.
Fred Swift of Thomaston feU
from a staging at the South Rail
ways, injuring his head badly.
The Rockland High School girls
lost their first basketball game ot
the season, being defeated by Cas
tine Normal School 25 to 23 The
Rockland girls were Flanagan
Perry, Fales, Griffin Webber, Par
sons and Legage.
Sheriff Frank F. Harding's depu
ties were Leslie D Ames, Camden;
Orrin H Woodcock, Cushing; Earle
C. Ludwick, Rockland; Granville
N. Bachelder. St. George; and War
ren J Billings. Vinalhaven
A new corporation was the
Rockland Trading Company with
Frank A. Tirrell Jr., as president.
Donald H. Fuller, motoring FlorIdaward shed his fur coat in Dur
ham, N. C.
Mrs. Mary B Cooper was elect
ed president of the Civil War Me
morial Association.
G. W. Wiggin was elected com
mander or Anderson Camp, S. of V
L. W Benner bought the Levi
MitcheU house.

And the Wheel Of Fortune
Turns Up a Victory For
the Ducks

a brand new, grand new

I3C

We keterve tbe Right to limit Quantities

A Review from The Courier-Gazette of Happenings Which Interested
Rockland and Vicinity During the Corresponding Period of 1927

IN YEARS!

Get Maypl Oats next time you shop!

S 1? —

Grocery Prices effective at 115 Main St.,Thomaston—12 Central St., Rockport—29 Main St„ Camden

FIRST

Woman’s Community Club

Woman’s Community Club held
its meeting Tuesday afternoon at
the home of Florence Calderwood
Twenty four members and three
visitors were present. A dessert re
freshment hour was held previous
to meeting. Hostesses serving were
Marion Calderwood and Marie But
ler. A short business meeting was
held. Mrs. Ethel Creighton present
ed the progTam on Life of Stephen
Foster, parts being read by Aubyne
Hawes, Martha Fuller, Christine
Barker. Margaret Gleason and Ann
Calderwood.
The group sang several of his
songs and Mrs. Frances Lucas and
Mrs Agnes Creighton accompanied
by Mrs Inez Cameron at piano,
sang two duets, “Beautiful Dream
er" and "Jeanie With Lhe Light
Brown Hair" by this composer. A
very enjoyable afternoon for the
club members.

For oatmeal lovers here’s

I LB 12 oi
CANS 1

White, Co'ored, Pimento

Marvo

Cieen Peas 'S

ORAr»U[ JUICE

Recommended Por Infant Feeding

Milk

Stolen

Mrs Ruth Leonard held a party
at her home Monday night
Kupples Klub of the Methodist
Church will meet Friday March 14
a 8.30 supper followed by program.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Fuller will en
tertain the Friendly B Club mem
bers and husbands for supper
Saturday March 15.
Remember the game party to
night at Masonic dining room for
benefit of Heart Association Cam
paign.

Ganders Gain

25 YEARS AGO

III I L I N OI ON,

VIRMONT

Mr Beals Will Speak and Sing at All the Services
SUNDAY, MARCH 16—
Sunday School, 10 A M.
Worship Service, 11 A. M.
Song and Worship Service, 7.30 P. M.
WEEKDAY EVENINGS, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY AT 730 P. M.
Inspiring Addresses and Fine Singing!

EVERYONE IS INVITED

»-»

1
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Red Cross Party

Evening Grosbeak

THOMASTON

CAMDEN
• Continued from Page Seven)
MRS
KENNETH HERRICK
Mrs Mary Duff, Mrs. Louise Cro
Correspondent
zier. Mrs. Corinne Hughes, Mrs.
TEL. 2197
Flora French. Mr. Archie Bowley.
Mrs. Thomas Iott, Mrs. Ruth Har
Alfred Ludw.g is a patient at tht Connon of Rockland, at Mrs. Con- rington Mr Dorothy Gordon Mrs
A cordial invitation is extended
non's home on Brooklyn Heights. Barbara Moulaison. Mrs. Ida to all Iriends of Rev and Mrs
Knox Hospital with pneumonia.
Melvin Dorr. Jr. and the parish of
Mrs. Lois Harjula entertained the Invited guests were, Mrs. Marion Kerschner, Mrs. Barbara Call
Ward Four. Mrs. Sybil Orne. Mrs. the Chestnut Street Baptist Church
B. H. Club Tuesday night at her Connon. Mrs. Mae Perry. Miss Lu
cille Connon all of Rockland. Mrs. Evelyn Goodnow chairmen; Mrs. to attend a reception honoring
home on Main street
Cpl. Walter A. Robertson of Mary Fales, Mrs Marguerite Jor Adelbert Clark. Mrs. Frederick H. their tenth anniversary of service,
Camp Drum Watertown, N. Y. is dan, Mrs Barbara Fernald. Mrs Bird, Mrs. Leonard N Harlow. to be held at the church Friday
spending a 14-day leave with hLs Ruby Hall Mrs Ida TYiornton, Mrs. Mrs. Ellen Prescott, Mr Oram R. evening. March 14. at 7 30
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil Elizabeth Grafton and Miss Judy Lawry. Jr . Mrs. Charles McIntosh.
Mrs Eva P beach has returned
liam J. Robertson and his aunt Connon. Miss Connon received Mrs. Harold Halligan, Mrs Geof- to her home after spending several
Miss Rebecca Robertson Gleason many lovely gifts. Miss Lucille fey Hemphill. Mrs. Carl M Stil months as a patient at the Osteo
street. He has just participated in Connon and Mrs Marguerite Jor- phen. Mrs. Beatrice Gherardi. Mrs. pathic Hospital in Portland.
the exercise maneuvers "Snowfall.” : dan assisted Mrs. Connon in serv Robert W. Hudson. Mrs. Ruth
The Friday Club will meet at the
The Fourth of July celebration ing the refreshments.
Ames, Mrs. Harriet Emery. Mrs home of Mrs. Mary Buchanan.
Evening Grosbeak
committee will meet tonight at 7.30
Gilberts Jordan. Mrs Ruth Jordan.
We Two Club Meets
The monthly meeting of the Fish
at the Legion rooms.
Ward Five. Mrs. Lucy Suomela
The We Two Club met Monday
and Game Association will be held
Evening Grosbeaks travel in little
Candidates for queen of the St. night at the Federated Church with and Mrs. Inez Ames, chairmen;
Friday night. March 14. at 7.30 p m. flocks of eight or ten birds. Never
Patrick's Ball sponsored by the a 6 33 supper. The committee was Mrs. Ada Koster. Mrs. Ruth Fogarty.
at the club house. Movies will be staying long at any one spot, they
Thomaston High School are: Ro Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jeffreys. Dr. Mrs. Belva McClure Mrs. Ar’.inese
shown after a short business meet come and go at unexpected times.
berta Mayo, Joan Edwards. Jane and Mrs. E. R. Moss and Dr. and Mills. Mrs. Daisy Nichols. Mrs. Es
If the feeding is good, they remain
Ifemy, Pauline Keizer and Faus Mrs. Laurence Shesler Other mem ther Novicka. Mrs. Vera Johnson. ing.
Mr. and Mrs H.irold Corthell and for several days. Then they are off.
Mrs. Nancy Snow, Mrs. Eleanor |
tina Gushee.
bers piesent were: Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mr Clyde Marriner left perhaps not to return for a long
Mrs. Fannie Howard and Francis
Horace Keizer. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fairweather. Mrs. Velzora Plourde. Sunday for a trip through the time.
Tillson attended the funeral ser gar Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mrs. Leonise Delano. Mrs. Berniece
Always they are looking for
Southern States.
vices of Mrs. Dorothy Stevens at
Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone, Jackson, Mrs. Doris Delano, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Robibins seeds Their favorites grow on box
Topsham Baptist Church. Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lawry. Mr. Leola Hyland. Mrs. Nina McKinney, and Mr. and Mrs. H. Robert Mun ciders, but they also like the seeds
day.
and Mrs. Robert Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Georgia Emery. Mis. Ralph roe were in Boston Sunday, where of pine, cottenwood, locust, wild
The Democratic Caucus will meet
cherry, spruce, birch, maple, ash.
Mrs. Laurence Carroll, Mr. and Stone and Mrs. Otis Fogg.
they attended the Flower Show.
Friday night at 7.30 at Watts Hail.
Ward Six, Mrs. Geraldine Mcdogwood, apple, hawthorn and ce
Mrs. Warren Knights, Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert
Laite,
Jr
.
a
student
at
The Beta Alpha met Monday eve
Albert Harjula. Mr. and Mrs. Irving Conchie. Mrs. Dorothy Dowling, co- the New England Insitute of Anato dar. Sometimes, too, they get their
ning with Mrs. Beth Walsh with Bracy.
chairmen; Mrs. Marion Lindsey,
my and Enibaiming, Miss Karen meals from poison ivy, Virginia
about 30 present
Mrs. Ardrey Orff. Mr.s. Pearl Studcreeper and ragwood.
John McLain is a surgical pa Cheerful Homemakers Entertained dey, Mrs. Richard Ames, Mrs. Etus- , Hein of Boston, Parker Laite of
A good way to attract the birds
Maritime
Academy,
Castine.
Leon
B
Mrs.
Philip
Seekins
entertained
1
tient at the Maine General Hospi
sell Richardson, Mrs. Peggy Dow
is to put out sunflower seeds.
Stone
and
son
Donald,
and
Mrs.
I the 4-H Cheerful Homemakers af- ling, Miss Marian Ginn. Miss Naomi
tal, Portland.
Although you can't count on your
i ter school Monday night at a deli- Withington. Mrs. Leona Phillips. , Austin Joy af North Haven were fpeding station to keep the Evening
Wedco Club To Dine
recent guests ot Mrs. Dorothy
i cious supper. The table setting was
Grosbeaks around constantly, they
The Wedco Club will meet at the ! in keeping with the 4-H colors. The Mrs. Dorothy Jones, Mis. Jennie Laite.
v
Witham.
Mrs.
Diane
Merrill.
Mrs.
may return again and again for
Baptist Church vestry, Friday. The
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley MacLeod of
cooking girls present were Diane Ella Cates. Miss. Hilma Bradstreet
their meals.
supper which is being planned by
Boston
were
week-end
guests
of
Brazier, Donna Carroll, Patty Mil and Mr- Beatrice Robinson.
There are several ways to iden
chairman Benjamin Smalley. Dar
her parents, Mr. and Mr-. George
ler, Connie Keyes. Mildred Young.
tify them, says the National Wild
Ward
Seven,
Mrs.
Doris
Abbott,
old Hocking, William Vinal and
Ruth Ludwig, Arlene Sabien, San Mre. Dorothy Baxter and Mrs. J H. Thomas.
life Federation. The male is a large,
Peter Larsen will be served at 6.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young of
dra Seekins ana Judy Connon. Do Madlene Jackson, co-chairmen;
chunky bird, about the size of a
A program under the direction of
ris Stone and Daniel Clark. Mrs. Mrs Ruth Mazzeo. Mrs Kenneth Somersworth. N. H . were week-end starling. His body is yellow, and
Otto Irvine after the supper. Each
Seekins demonstrated making quick Carroll, Mrs. Richard Harden, Mrs j guests of their parents, Mr. and his wings are black, with ty.o large
one bring own eating utensils.
yeast rolls. The supper consisted of Edward Noyes, Mr.s. Charlotte Mrs. Johnson Talbot and Mr. and patches of white. His tail leathers
Virginia Connon Honored
fried chicken, mashed potatoes, Flint, Mi s Elizabeth Sawyer. Mrs. Mrs. Bernie Young
are black, too, and he wears a
string
beans, celery and tossed sal Robert Burns. Mrs. Edith Leven- j Mrs. Dorothea Young was honor black cap. His bill is large and
Mrs. Vivian Connon was hostess
guest at a _tork shower recently- light.
to a miscellaneous shower Monday- ad, dessert, ginger bread and seler, Mrs. Margaret Simmons, Mrs >
held at the home ol Mrs. Esther
The same colors appear on the
whipped
cream.
The
ginger
bread
night given to honor Miss Virginia
John Mazzeo. Mrs. Arthur Bowley,
Dearborn.
Those present were: female, but they are harder to see.
was brought by the cooking giris Mrs. Lucien Dean. Mrs. Ethel Hoop
and others brought salad mix. Dan er. Mrs. Harold Engelson and Mrs. Mrs. Elzada Cookson. Mrs. Marion Almost hiding the brighter hues
Littlefield. Mrs. Bunny Whittier. is a covering of silvery-gray. But
iel Clark brought cranberry sauce. Clayton Bitler.
Mrs. Marie Connell, Mrs. Frances enough yellow, black and white
The
sewing
girls
entertained
R. C. A. Specials
Grindle. Mrs. Edna Bennett, Mr.s. show through to let you know who
by the cooking girls were Norma
Sira Arey, Mrs. C. Dearborn. Mr, she is.
$70.00 FOR YOUR
and Rae Clark, Dolores and Doro
Bertha Youn?.
Both the male and the female
thy Whitten, Alfreda Benner, Do
OLD RADIO
Mrs. Kenneth Dickey spent Tues are about the same size. They are
ris, Shirley and Faye Seekins. Spe
day in Waterville.
A special promotion by
from seven and a half to eight
cial guests were Mrs. Eleanor
veTE SANS DISABLED IM
The
Camden
Extension
Associa

ano
a half inches long. Their wingR. C. A.
StSVZE SINCE JUNE 27,1330,
Clark and Mrs. Leona Shibles.
tion will hold the monthly meeting spread measures nearly fourteen
Philip Seekins and sons Wayne and
Allows Us To Sell for
ARE NOW ON THE SAME BASIS
at the Megunticook Grange Hall inches.
Philip were also present at the sup
AS WORLD WAR H VETS FOR
$129.95
Friday, beginning at 10.30 a. m. The
When flying, the Evening Gros
per. A 4-H meeting was held after
FREE
EDUCATION
OC
JO8A Radio Combination
subject will be "Best Health Buys beaks seem to be bobbing up and
the supper. Plans were made for
TRAININGTO OVERCOMETHE
on which the regular
For Your Food Dol ar,” with Mi - down, as though they were floating
the Cooking Exhibit in April. AU
HANDICAPS OF THEIR
Winifred Ramsdell. home demon on gentle air currents. If the sun
price is 199.95
girls having funny books and jig
iDlSASlLlTiES
stration agent, conducting. Dinner ' light shows them up clearly, the
saw puzzles bring them in for the
will be served at r.oon with Mrs. : white patches on their wings can
Another Model at
Knox Hospital.
Luella Tuttle Mrs. Rita Johnson, I be seen at a distance.
$169.95
It is possible to find them in- the
Mrs. Mabel Durgin and Mrs. Eliza
REAL Food Values are offered at
instead of 259.95
Summer near the northern fringes
beth Morton in charge.
the Thomaston Red & White Super
of the United States. But that is
Market.
See advertisement on
Fernie Dell Barton
about as far south as they come
And you may save 100.00
Page Six.
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Fernie Dell Barton. 60, of Isles during the nesting seasons. Most
on the best model at
boro, husband of Josephine Smith of them build their homes and
The public official who works
Barton died March 6 at his resi raise their youngs in Canada.
$189.95
hard and conscientiously in the
dence. Born at Appleton, May 1,
Their nests, made of sticks and;
service of the people is playing
1891, son of Willie and Agnes Sul rootlets, are placed at least ten feet
STUDLEY
good politics.
livan Barton. He had been a resi off the ground, and sometimes
For lull information rontnrt your nearest
HARDWARE CO.
dent of Islesboro the past 40 years. higher. In this dwelling, the par
Reformers are persons who knowVETERANS ADMINISTRATION olbce
He was a wharf builder. He is sur ents raise a brood ol three or four I
MAIN ST.,
TEL. 20
just how the world could be made
THOMASTON, MAINE
For social items m The Courier- vived by his widow; three daugh young which are hatched from
better through changing the ways
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf ters, Mrs. Geraldine Dodge, Isles- greenish eggs blotched with pale
of others.
brown.
By November, the flocks of Even
ing Grosbeaks are ready to move;
southward, though not away from,
cold weather. Many of them stay
in southern Canada and in our
northern states. Others go as far
down as Missouri. Kentucky and
Ohio.
They are always welcome visitors,
because they add a touch of cheer
ful color to dull Winter days as
they flit about, looking for seeds.
When they stop to perch, they
sing a short, warbling song.
Interesting information about
other species can be obtained by
writing to the National Wildlife
Federation. Washington 10, D C.
Neva and Saelal Items, Notices and Advertisements may he sent
tr telephoned to
MBS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-S

VicVettayj

Thomaston High School with the
HARLAND CREAMER DAVIS
Rev. Hubert F. Leach, pastor of class of 1941
He started his work lobstering
the Federated Church at Thomas
ton conducted funeral services the ! when he was 16 years of age, and
afternoon of Feb. 21, at the Davis also engaged ln taking out deep sea
Funeral Home. Thomaston for the fishing parties from Pleasant Point.
late Harland Creamer Davis, 30. of ■ He was successful in his business,
Pleasant Point. Cushing, who lost in which he was on the way up
his life Feb. 17, when his 30-foot having had completed in April 1948
boat foundered off Old Man Ledge, a 21 by 134'4 foot wharf at Plea
in Penobscot Bay He was on his sant Pcint, Cushing, equipped with
way back to Pleasant Point from a derrick and with a 26 by 15 foot
Tbe Right of Way
Monhegan. with a load of lobsters, float and four foot wide runway.
In England the fox, the hounds and was accompanied by a lobster
He also had but a few years ago,
and hunters have the right of way
over trains during the hunting sea buyer, James B Haigh of Ports bought a 30-foot boat, built, by the
son. A few seasons past the en mouth, N. H., who also lost his life Hodgdon Brothers of Boothbay
gineer of a fast London train fumed In the same accident.
Harbor, which he used in his loband fretted for eight minutes,
Pall bearers were friends of the ter and fishing parties business.
watching his schedule go to pieces, deceased, Irving Bracy. Gordon DeThis boat was a total loss In the
while the Belvior hunt—fox, hounds
and horses—crossed the track. Wolfe and Alpheus McLain of accident that Sunday.
He leaves a widow, Mrs. Alice
However, this ‘‘right" is seldom Thomaston. Donald Crute of Cush
ing, Harvey Patterson of Skowhe Church Davis, of Pleasant Point,
exercised.
gan and Millard Creamer of Waldo now of Waldoboro, a step daughter,
Super-Sensitive Barometer
boro. The profuse floral offerings Carolyn Church also in Waldoboro,
American Paulin System, 1847 S. were a silent testimony to the high his parents, Mr and Mrs Riley W.
Flower Street, Los Angeles 15, regard in which Harland was held
Davis of Pleasant Point, a sister,
Calif., has introduced an aneroid
barometer with etched graduations by all who knew him, and bore to Mrs. Henry D Tinker of Rockland,
reading to 1/1000 inch of mercury the surviving relatives, a tender his paternal grandmother, Mrs. Su
and accurate to one graduation. sympathy in the tragic loss of one sie Davis of Pleasant Point, an
The barometer has a range extend in the peak oi his manhood.
uncle, Everett M Davis of Pieasant
ing from 24.80 inches to 31.00 inches
Interment will be made in the Point and two aunts, Mrs. Frank
and is designed for ships, airports, Spring at Pleasant View cemetery,
A Crute and Mrs. Lester Lufkin
weather stations, laboratories and
Pleasant Point, Cushing.
both of Cushing and several cou
similar uses.
Harland was born at Pleasant sins.
_______________ t
i
Point, Nov. 29, 1921. the only son
Be Prepared
"Why?” is the question that ' of Riley W and Eva Creamer Davisdrives most parents to distraction
He attended schools at Pleasan*—but, according to child guidance Point and was graduated from
experts of Childcraft books, you can !
WALDOBORO—TEL 100
be prepared for what's to come. Re- '
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
suits from a survey of children's in- !
Camden Theatre
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.
terests indicate the leading inter
ests of children from kindergarten
LAST TIMES TODAY
LAST TIMES TODAY!
THURSDAY, MARCH 13
to sixth grade are topics of nature
Van Heflin. Patricia Neal
such as animals, plants, weather
First Area Showing!
Gigi Perreau in
and the sky.
Dana Andrews
“WEEKEND WITH FATHER"
Steubenville, Ohio

Fort Steuben was built in 1786 on
the Ohio River about 4b miles below
Pittsburgh, and was named alter
Baron von Steuben, "drillmaster” of
the Continental Army. The town of
Steubenville was planned about
1797 at the site of the Fort. Iron
making furnaces were built in the
town about 1852. Today. Steuben
ville has capacity for nearly 1.5 mil
lion tons of iron, and about the
same steel capacity.

WALDO

Dorothy McGuire and
Farley Granger in

Small Ratio

Finding a needle in a haystack is
the daily task of workers in the
South African diamond sorting cen
ters, according to the World Book
Encyclopedia. Of all the ore that is
dug from the mines, only one part
in thirty-five million is diamond.

_ _ _ _ “l_WANT YOIT_ _ _ _
STARTS TOMORROW
Big Double-Hit Program
Richard Greene, Loretta Young

“KENTUCKY”

Dead Level Track
In Technicolor—Plus
The world's longest stretch of
straight track on a dead level is on
“ROAD BLOCK”
the Ferrocarril Nacional General ------------------------------------------------i
San Martin Railway of Argentina.
This stretch of track extends 205
miles between Junin and MackenFRIDAY AND
na without the slightest curvature
to right or left and with the eleva
SATURDAY
tion remaining constant.

Lillian Webber Pomeroy

Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MARCH 14-15
Double Feature:
Koy Rogers and Trigger in
“PALS OF THE
GOLDEN WEST”
also on the program
Sally Forrest, Lionel Barrymore,
Lewis Stone in
"BANNERLINE"
STARTS SUNDAY

"FLAME OI ARABY

See It You’ll Love It
"JUST THIS ONCE’’

Steel Is Prepared

In 1950, the steel industry shipped
approximately 71.5 million tons of
steel to consumers, only three
per cent less than was used for di
rect war purposes during all of
World War II.

H e was a millionaire
playboy... She was
appointed guardian of

his bankroll. He couldn’t

Orphan Turtles

All turtles are orphans at birth.
Mother turtle lays her eggs and
leaves them. Hungry newborn tur
tles head immediately for the near
est body of water, where a first
meal of insects and tadpoles awaits
them.

live on her allowance . • .
/

so he moved into her
spare room!

Big U. S. Coal Reserve
The U. S. Depariment of Inte
rior estimates that the nation’s
reserves of recoverable coal total
one and one-fifth trillion tons—
enough to build a coal pile five
miles high and fifty miles in cir
cumference.

M-G-M

presents the brightest comedy of the year!

Peter
L WFORD

Janet

OME”

Lowest Ever

The lowest official temperature
on the North American continent
was recorded in Feburary, 1947, at
a lonely airprot in the Yukon called
Snag. It was 82 degrees below zero
there one morning.

1
!
I
|
I

That For You!
Planes of a U. S. air force in Ko
rea strewed millions of large steel
roofing nails on roads behind Com
munist lines and flattened the tires
of enemy supply trucks.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette I

LEWIS STONE • MARI LYN EPS! NE • RICHARD ANDERSON

Today—“Another

Man’s Poison”—Be«e Davis

On Stage—Trenton Hull and His Texas Rangers
2.00—-6.36—8.30

^Knox
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SATURDAY

T'he Portrayal... T'he Cast...
The Drama of the "Year!

boro: Mrs. Barbara Hamilton. To
peka, Kan ; Mrs. Gwendolyn Mur
ray, Islesboro; a sister, Mrs. Ethelbert Grinnell of Camden and six
grandchildren.
Funeral services
were held at 2 p. m. Tuesday from
the residence. Interment will be in
Maple Grove Cemetery. Rev. Anson
Williams will officiate. Bearers will
be Gerald Pendleton. Robin Quimby,
LeRoy McCorrison and Curtis
Speed.

Mrs. Lillian Webber Pomeroy,
wife of Seth Pomeroy, died Monday
in this town. She had been a resi
dent of Camden the past 32 years.
Surviving is her husband. Services :
will be held at 2 p. m. Thursday j
from the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home, Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.,
officiating. Interment will be in
Mountain View Cemetery.

THEATRE

The ever-to-be-remembered
star of Johnny Belinda
in another great

role

that

only --he could play.

JERRY WALD and NORMAN KRASNA

JANE WYMAN
in THE *
BEUE VEIL
co-sla rring

OHARLESLAUGHTOH-JOANBLONDELL-RICHARDCARLSONACNESMOOREHEAD

DiiToramonra

4

Tutday-Thursday-Saturday
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J A Mu±al skit ! MRS. AKERS LADY LIONS HEAD

Mr. and Mrs John Cordeiro of
New Bedford. Mass. are announc
ing the marriage of their daughter
Vivian, to Douglas N Perry, son of
Mrs Frances H Perry of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia have and Neil S Perry af Winthrop,
retur ned from Boston where they. Mass
The marriage took place Sunday,
attended the Gift Shows at the
Parker House. Mrs Gonia remain March £•. in a charming home wed
ing an extra day to attend the ding. Ihe bride. who was given in
marriage oy her father, wore a
Flower Show
ballerina length gown of white sa
Mrs. J McConchie Williams and tin with net over-skirt and lace
Mrs. Fred L. Allen of South Thom bodi.e She wore a white hail-hat
aston are attending the Spring of crepe and tulle and carried a
Flower Show in Boston this week. bouquet of white orchids with
While in Massachusets they will be shattered carnations
Her maid of honor. Miss Sallyann
guests of Mrs J. P Norton in
Brighton and Mrs Beryl Pierson in Silva, wore a gown of pink net over
Wollaston. Tlie flrst of the week taffeta with pink flowered head
they Will journey to New York City dress and carried a bouquet of pink
and be guests at the Waldorf As gladioli. The best man was Man
toria for a few days. They will re uel Cordeiro, cousin of the bride
The bride's mother wore a dress
turn home March 20.
of black organdy with corsage of
van-colored roses. The mother of
MATINICUS
the groom wore a dress of rose
Miss Eileen Ames returned to crepe with corsage of vari-colored
Simmons College Saturday after roses.
spending several days with her
Following the double-ring cere
mother, having been called home mony, a reception for 200 friends
by tne death of her father, W. L. and relatives was held at the bride’s
Ames.
parents’ home.
Ths bride is a graduate of New
Miss Lillian Corrao has been
spending several days in Vinalha Bedford High School and has held
a secretarial position in New Bed
ven. .
Mrs Jessie Philbrook and Mrs. ford for the past four years.
The groom graduated from Rock
Grace Ames are on the sick list.
Mr Dorothy . Bunker and daugh land High School in the Class of
ter, Diane, have been visiting rela 1942 end from OberlinCollege,
Oberlin, Ohio. After a weeks hon
tives in Winthrop, Mass
Mr. and Mr- W B Young. Mr eymoon in New York, the couple
and Mrs. Harold Bunker, and Mr. will reside in Ludlow, Vt. where
and Mrs Norris Young went to the groom is employed as a field
organizer for the United Electrical
Rockland Friday and attended tl.Radio and Machine Workers of
Flower Show in Boston over the
America.
week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ames kept
house for Mr and Mrs W B 3rd at the home of his grand
mother He received many nice
Young, while they were away
gifts also money and three birthday
The Sunbeam was here over the
cakes, one made by Miss June
week-end, leaving for Rockland
Thompson one by her mdther and
Sunday night after church serv,
one by her grandmother. Those
ices. Mr and Mrs John Mitchell,
present were Miss June Thompson,
C. B. Young, and Mr Ida Baker Russell Thompson. Mr. and Mrs
made the trip with them to Rock Kenneth Ames, Sr., Mrs. Dorothy
land.
Teel, Mrs Lyden McNeil and son
Charles Coolbroth was called Austin and William Cake, ice
tome to Tenant's Harbor the past cream, sandwiches and punch were
week, by illness in the family.
served.
Mrs Mary Campbel! was taken
ill Sunday night and the Sunbeam
Tip to motorists: Winter brings
came Monday morning and took added driving hazards—take it
her to Rockland, where she entered easy on the highways.
Knox Hospital for treatment She
The mechanical lie detector will
was accompanied by her daughgter.
never be as successful as the one
Mrs Esther Young.
Miss Lillian Corrao is staying made from Adam's rib.

Social Matters

Mrs. Virginia Barton lias re
turned from Maine General Hos
pital, Portland, where she has been
a patient for several days.

Mrs Alton Brown of St. George
and Mr and Mrs Guy Martin of
Pemaquid Point are attending the
Gift Show in New York this week
George Ryan was down town yesa week's confine
ment to the house by illness

0 terday. following

The Rubinstein Club will me-1
at 8 o'clock Friday night in the
Farnsworth Museum for a program
of Irish music prepared by Mrs
Harriet Frost. Scheduled to take
part are Miss Dorothy LawTy, MrNathalie Snow, Mr Doris Lind
quist, Mrs. Mary Hudson, Mrs
Sybil Orne. Mrs. Mildred Havener,
Mrs Nettie Frost. Mrs Beulah
Ames and Mrs. Maybelle Strong.

William Seavey has returned
home after spending two months in
West Palm Beach. Florida He moa tored north with his son-in-law and
~ daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Fales who have been on a three
week trip to Florida, having gone
down the East Coast and back by
the way of the West Coast

Page Seven

Students Ot the South School
Display Talent At PTA
Meeting

Ninety-One Of Them At the
Cong’l Sunday School In
February

Students of the South School
Olee Club presented a musical
skit entitled "Upon Old Smokey"
at the South End P T A. meeting,
Monday night The setting for the
musical being a Dude ranch some
where in the West. Murals were
painted by Charles Fairweather.
The skit was written and produced
by Roger Dow. assisted by Mrs.
Robert Hobos.
Those taking
speaking parts
were
Fred
Robinson, Robert
Coakley, Richard Sayward, Sylvia
Sulides, Judith
Rackliff Mary
Boyd. Carol Fairweather. Yvonne
Salminen. Soloists Included: Rob
ert and Pau! Coakley, vocal num
bers: Kathy Kunesh, toe tap; San
dra London, Yvonne Salminen and
Charlene McAuliffe, vocal trio; a
jump rope tap, Madoiuia Fogg One
man band, Robert Lord; tap dance,
Brenda McKinney; vocal solo, Ju
dith Rackliff; square dancing by a
square dance group.
Stage workers were: Walter Mos
ley, Paul Fairweather. Roaert Mc
Graw and Melvin Phillips Other
members of the Glee Club were:
Kathleene Vasso. Marie Smalley.
Constance Beal, Dorothy Lewis.
Marler.e Axtel, Susanne Barstow.
Yvonne Withington, Beulah Ott,
Judith Childs, Judith Maloney,
Lynn Duncan, Patricia Mitchell,
Roberta Boothby. Caroljn Snow.
Dana Merrill,
Richard Trask,
Katherine Mallard Dorothy Naum.
Flora Wooster, Margaret Oliver,
Mary Willey, Roland Achorn, Vin
cent Carr. Alfred St. Clair, George
Achorn, Joseph Anastasio. Robert
Sayward and Douglas Powell.
At the PTA business meeting
with the president Mrs. Louise
Billings, presiding, the following
were appointed tlie nominating
committee Mrs
Florence Post,
chairman Mrs Thelma Parsons
and Mrs. Beverly Boothby. The at
tendance banner was won by Mrs.
Robert Hobo's room with Mrs. Flo
rence McLellan’s room second. The
basketball trophy which was won
by the South School was on dis
play.
Refieshments were served under
direction of Mrs. Marion Skinner
and Mrs Ruth Foley.

Ninety-one pupil' had perfect at
tendance at the Congregational
Church School for February.
Nursery Department

Mrs. Robert Anderson Mrs. Wal
ter Gay—Robin Allen, Charles
Barstow Paul Barton. James Bur
gess H. Dorothy Campbell. Ruth
Ann Knowlton Mary Susan Rice.
Marie Staples. Mark Young.
Mrs. Nelson's Class — William
Butler, Connie Farrell, Judith
French, Rosalyn Gay, Gail Jillson.
Patty Jones. David Knowlton. H,
Rebecca Kwapiszewski.
Mrs Sackley's Class — Beverly
Congdon. William Dean. John Karl.
Jr
Mrs. Sleeper's Class — Gloria
Chase, Dennis Halligan, William
Karl, Loraine Tinker.
Primary Department

Mrs Glover s Class—Linda Brew
er. Deborah French, Brian Harden.
Richard Harden, Donna Haskell.
Robert Kwapiszewski, Alan Kunesh.

B. *
Mrs. Doris Abbott, retiring head of the I.adv Lions, left, was
honored at the ilub'a charter night banquet Wednesday with a surprise
birthday cake. With her is Mrs. Jasper Akers, incoming head of the
service club auxiliary.

The second anniversary of the
Lady Lions charter night was cele
brated Tuesday by the gathering
of 48 members and husbands and
18 guests at the American Legion
Home for a turkey banquet. A St.
Patrick's Day theme was used for
the banquet table decorations with
a centerpiece of Jonquils and iris
adorning the head table Arrange
ments and reservations for party
were made by Mrs. Katherine Akers
Following the banquet, retiring
Queen Liones. Doris Abbott, was
presented a decorated two-tiered
birthday cake by the clulb hospi
tality hostess. Mrs. Esther Novicka.
while the group sang refrains of
“Hap-py Birthday.”
At the business meeting, Queen
Lioness Doris Abbott called upon
secretary Lucie Suomela, and treas
Pure Nylon, plain colors. 45" wide
urer Martha Senter for their an
98c per yard. The Remnant Shoppe,
And pleasure is no crime except nual reports, which revealed a most
200 Main Street
32-lt
when it strengthens the influence su.cessful year financially and soof bad inclinations or lessons the ' daily. A review of the Lions Club
PUBLIC SUPPER
activities of virtue.—Mary Baker Auction scheduled for Wednesday,
with the Mitchell children during
The St. Patrick's Dance sched Eddy
March 19 was given. The baked
G. A. R. HALL
the absence of their parents.
uled for Saturday, March 15 at the
food sale with Mrs. Ruth Gold. rrrith
j
Saturday. March 15
Blessed are the meek: for they und Mrs. Mary Demitri as coBirthday Celebrated
Elks Home has been postponed un
’
5-7 O’CLOCK
shall
inherit the earth—Christ chairmen and the rummage sale
til
Saturday.
March
22
due
to
Master
Kenneth
Ames.
Jr
.
cele

(Auspices Anderson Auxiliary)
32'33 Jesus
brate.! his fifth birthday on March dining room alterations.
i with Mrs. Ida Clark and Mrs. Genie
[ Annis co-chairmen will open at 1.30
•'.*& •ZJ46<'
p. m. at Community Building, while
' e auction with Keith Goldsmith
.
fa. .id William Koster, co-chairmen
and refreshment booth with CharI lotte Coffin and Doris Abbott, cochairmen will start at 7 p. m. Ar
ticles for the auction and parcel
post sale have been gathered from
' far and near, so will guarantee ev
eryone of a good chance for some
lun With a word of thanks to her
fellow officers, committee mem. bers, and the entire club for their
help in the past year, the retiring
Queen Lioness turned the gavel
over to Mrs Katherine Akers, the
new Queen Lioness.
After thanking the group for
her corsage and for their support
in this forthcoming year, Mrs.
Akers welcomed her new officers:
Mrs. Calvin A Sherman, Jr., was
completely surprised when a group
of club friends recently trooped into
her new home at South Thoma
ston to give her a housewarming.
They presented her many lovely
and useful gifts. Refreshments
were served by the group which in
cluded: Mrs. Sue Clark, Mr Louise
Carroll. Mrs Frances Kirk, Mrs
Olive Qilbert, Miss Celia Kirk,
Mrs. Shirley Bodman. Mrs. Mar
guerite Knowlton and Mrs Joyce
Curtis of Rcckland: Mr Lorraine
Brown and Mrs. Carolyn Marshall
of Camden; Mrs. Eleanor Nash and
Mrs. Priscilla Monroe of South
Thomaston, Mrs. Ccrinne Kinney
and Mis., Joyce Barnes of St.
George and Mrs. Dorothy Freeman
of Glen Cove.

Lifef Savers

SUITSH®
What's the news in Coastal Maine's fash
ion circles? Senter-Crane's great second
floor! This fine old store, noted for giving
at least a dollar’s worth of value for every
dollar spent, has turned its skilled hand
to fashions! Great news—not for a long
time has Senter-Crane’s made so many
new friends.
Come see for yourself how we fairly
sparkle. Come eye the newest creations
on our second floor where more and more
smart young women are discovering fash
ions that ranqe in price from $5.95 to
$79.95. You'll fall in love with the younghearted, lightly-priced clothes in our junior
sizes. You'll find many best known brands
in our famous Corset Shoo, and Spring is
blooming all over in our Hat Shop. You’ll
discover a great fashion collection of
Suits and Coats on our newsmaking second
floor.

New Merchandise Arriving Daily
SHOP This Modern Department Store
$13.98 to $79.95

Sen ter- Crane
I fs
ALTERATIONS ARE FREE AT SENTER-CRANE S

Red Cross Party
Will Be Held At Legion
Home March 25, Mrs.
Akers Announces
Mrs. Jasper D Akers announced
today that the annual Red Cross
card party would be held at the
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Ameri-

SENTER-CRANE’S

§

COLUMBIA’S LATEST
RELEASES
HAMBONE

Frankie Laine and Jo Stafford
A GUY IS A GUY
§

Doris Day^
A ROUND THE CORNER
*.
Jo Stafford?
SILLY DREAMER
Tony Bennett

?I'LL SEE YOU IN MY
?

§
§
§
|
§
\
?
§
\
A
?
§
\
f•
?

DREAMS,

§

Doris Day?

H’s Fun
To Buy Records at
Senter Crane’s

?
§
§

Large, comfortable audition?
booth.
§
Newest high-fidelity demon-c
stration players.
?
Competent, courteous person
net.
Large land growing larger) i
selection of records—All 3;
speeds.
We solicit orders for unusual
records.

§ SENTER-CRANE’S |
,

Record Dept.—Basement.

a

? Mail Orders Promptly Filled,
\w**»wwwve*v****s*****»****»**»'
»» '•

V

Vice president, Mrs Genie Annis
secretary, Mrs. Virginia Campbell,
treasurer, Mrs Ada Koster; tail
twister, Mrs. Ruth Fogarty. She
then reported on the Red Cross
benefit card party, sponsored by
the group and of which she is
chairman. The party will be held
Tuesday. March 25. at the Amerioan Legion Home with several spec
tacular prizes being donated by the
Lions and Lady Lions. It was an
nounced that the next regular
meeting will be at the home ol Mrs
Sue Nelson. March 24. at 8 p. m.
with Virginia Campbell, Bernette
Hardy. Inez Harden and Martha
Senter assisting hostes-es.
Before turning the meeting over
to the entertainment chairman,
Mrs. Akers named as her Ways and
Means Committee: Phyllis Grant?
Inez Harden and Sue Nelson; Pub
licity Agent, Doris Abbott and Hos
pitality Hostess. Esther Novicka. A
lovely Lions emblem bracelet was
given Mrs. Abbott by the club as
a token of their appreciation for
her efforts this past year.
Mrs. Genie Annis introduced the
entertainers for the evening: Miss
Jackie Kaler, and Paul and Robert
Coakley, who brought thunderous
applause from the group for their
skilfuil renditions of various musi
cal numbers. Roger Dow furnished
accompaniment at the piano.
At the close of the evening. Lion
Toivo Suomela announced plans
for the forthcoming minstrel show.
Commttees have been apponted and
Otis Lewis has agreed to help out
on the production of the show,
w'hich, at this writing, promises to
be as big a success as ever. Steer
ing committee for the show is Jas
per Akers, Wilbur Senter and Toivo
Suomela.
Guests for the evening included:
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Studley and
daughter Jody, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Savitt, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask.
Mrs. Helen Harris, Mrs. Vera War
ner, Mr. and Mrs. Coakley, and
Mrs. Charlotte Kaler

John Lamb. Neil Allison Novicka.
Mrs. Farrell’s Class—George Ross.
Jr.. Barbara Knowlton. David Palm
er, Nancy Falmer, Ralph Post, June
Ranta, Linda Richards. Richard
Sallinen. Carolyn Staples, Geraldine
Thompson, Robert Tinker. Marcia
Wasgatt.
Mrs. Haskell’s Class — Douglas
Knowlton Jr
Mis. Richardson's Class—Marion
Knowlton. Ruth Ami Loker, Bar
bara Mayo. Frank Post. Ralph
Thompson.
Senior Department

Mr
Newcomb's
Class—David
Barstow. David Gamage. David
Harden. Edward Mayo, III. Charie.Monteith, Jr., Dennis Skiru.er.
John Stratton. Charles Wasgatt.
Gary Winchenbaugh.
Mis. Huntley's Class—Carol Ann
Bicknell, Trudy Crane, Ruth Ann
Jackson, Janet Plummer
Mr Harden’s Clas.-, — Edward
Crane. Charles Huntley, Peter
Karl. Robert Plummer, Woodbury
Post, Rowland Wasgatt.
Mrs Jaynes' Class—Paulette Bar
ton, Donna Brewer Jeanne Call.
Gloria Esancy. Pamela Gay, Debo
rah Hary. Lenda Mae Jackson.
Cynthia Karl, Kathryn Kunesh,
Elaine Winchenbach.
Mrs. Jackson's Class — Deanna
Allard, Carolyn Bird, Carol Rice.
Mrs. Campbell's Class—Suzanne
Barstow, Kennedy Crane, III. Lee
Dyer. Hartford Foster. Jr , Delma
Mills. Cynthia Palmer. Joan Scar
lott. Fred Varricchio.

For Hairdressers
Luncheon Me'etina At De
Witt Hotel. Lewiston.
Next Sunday

Jackie Hupper

The above photo is of Jackie
Hupper, 17-year-old son of Mi and
Mrs. Colby Hupper of Martinsville,
for whose benefit Comity Circle of
the Univer'alist Church is present
ing a concert in the church audi
torium the evening of March 26. at
8 o'clock.
The latest report of Jackie's con
dition is that he is showing slight
improvement. He is now a patient
at Mae Murray Nursing Home, in
Camden, previous to which he was
a patient for six months at Knox
Hospital.
Jackie is very homesick and
anxious to return to his Martins
ville home If he is returned home,
it will mean the services of one or
more nurses. It is hoped that per
haps the receipts from this con
cert, and public donations, may
make this possible for Jackie to be
returned home
Anyone not planning to attend the
concert and wishing to 'help this
cause, may mail their contribution
to Mrs Hugh M. Bennei 558 Mam
street, Rockland, Maine, secretary
of Comity Qircle.
The following artists will irrpear
in this benefit concert, giving free
their time and talent; Mrs. Marion
Lermond. Warren; Mrs. Florence
Rendell Cross, Augusta . Miss Char
maine Hurd, Tenant's Harbor;
Keith Monaghan, Tenant s Harbor;
Paul E Snow, Rockland: Robert
Laite, Camden; Dorothy Lawry and
Nathalie Snow, Rockland; Beulah
R <kes Ames. Rockland; Carl Gray,
, Rockland; William T Smith, Jr.
of Thom a ton, and Alan Hynd of
* Cushing.
Mrs. Martha Senter, and Mrs.
Gertrude Jordan are in charge of
soliciting candy to be sold the eve
ning of the concert.
No tickets are being sold, and no
business firms being solicited for
advertising, a silver collection will
be taken the night of the concert.

Meekness cannot well be counter
The Maine State Cosmetologists feited. It is not insensibility, or
Association will hold a luncheon unmanliness, or servility; it does
meeting Sunday at 1 p. m. at the not cringe or whine. It is bene
DeWitt Hotel Lewiston. Chairman, volence imitating Christ in pa
tience. forbearance, and quietness.
Mrs. Flora Jackson.
Feature of the afternoon will be —William Swan Plumer
Mr. Angelo, stylist. Rilling Co.. N
Burdens become light when
Y. An added attraction will be a cheerfully borne—Ovid
movie on Bermuda bound.
Make luncheon reservations early
with Mrs. Flora Jackson. 2"6 Main
FOOD SALE
street Lewiston.
At
Newberry
’s 5 & 10
All hairdressers are invited to
Sat., March 15—11 A. M.
attend.
Aus. Owl’s Head School
Mrs. Alvce Coffey
Improvement League
can Legion Post Home on Maverick
Puolic Relations
street Tuesday night. March 25.
Mrs Akers' committee for the big
event includes Mrs. Fred Harden,
Jr, Mrs. Russell Abbott. Mrs.
Christy Demetri, Mrs. Jasper
Hardy. Mrs. Charles Drysdale Mrs.
Arthur Jordan, Mrs. Neil Novicka,
With One Of Our Many New Suits
Mrs. Gerald Grant and Mrs. Ray
mond Fogarty.
• All Wool Worsteds
In connection with the Red Cross
fund drive in Rockland. Mr? Ar
• Sharkskins
thur Jordan has announced the fol
• Gabardines
lowing list of workers:
w
Ward One, chairman, Mrs. Mich
ael Leo; Miss Josephine Sulin,
Kingsridge
Mrs. Christine McMahon, Mrs. An
Custom Fabric
drew Weymouth. Mrs. Eleanor Bau$65.00 - $68.00
danza. Mrs. Donald Huntley. Mrs.
June Witham, Mrs. Velma Belyea,
Mrs. George Emerson, Miss Vita
Lombardo, Mrs. Frederick Scalise.
Botany 500
Mrs. Bertha Daggett, Mrs. Millard
Tailored by Daroff
Cole. Mrs Myra Eaton. Mrs Pearl
$65.00 - $68.00
Vanorse, Mrs Dana Cummings.
Wart# Two. Mrs. John Karl,
chairman; Mrs. Ada Small, Mrs.
Clothcraft
Mabel Barnard. Mrs. Otis Albee,
Mrs. Diane Curtis, Mrs. Ermine
By Joseph & Feis
Trenholm, Mrs. Norris H. Young,
$45.00 - $49.50
Mrs. Norma Schofield. Mrs. Charles
Lake. Mr? Hazel Rollins, Mrs.
Leonard Campbell. Mrs. Charlotte
OTHER FINE SUITS
Newhall, Mrs. Thelma Stanley. Mrs.
$29.50 to $55.00
Mabel Greene. Mrs. Arlene Orcutt,
Mrs. Millicent Rackliff.
BUY NOW FOR THE WASHINGTON TRIP
Ward Three. Mrs. Eleanor Glover
OUR TAILOR SHOP
and Mrs. Phyllis Grant, chairmen;
AT YOUR SERVICE
Mrs. Alice Call, Mrs. Katherine
Karl, Mrs. Winona Gay, Mrs.
Katherine Joyce, Mrs. Margaret
Haskell. Mrs. Mary Eurenius, Mrs.
Della Black. Mrs. Dorothy Mac
MENS
AND
BOYS
CL'OTHING
pherson. Mrs. Carl Jensen, Mrs.
FURNISHINGS SHOE'S AND UNIFORMS
Alice Bicknell. Mrs. Gladys Rokes,
J89 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND
ME
Mrs. Joan Estes. Mrs. Sue Nelson,
(Continued on Page Six)

Be

Ready

For Spring

VW/'JM
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WHERE "BLACK GOLD" FLOWS

Talk On Missions

The Swollen Clams

Mrs. Brown’s Paper Fea Vice President Morse Profit
ed By An Early Lesson
Meeting Of the Hard
Howard Brown Tells the Romance Of tures
Of Hearing Society
In Dishonesty
Oklahoma's Redemption
Lipreading practice given by Mrs
In the small fishing hamlet
If—being blown hither and yon
can be called rest Grass was better
than ever and wheat really did
yield. At harvest time two years
after the dust storms a field of
gold color really was a field of gold
of the country.
The land was soon again bought
At that time this was a part of
imostly In sections' put into wheat
the great "Dus: bowl!” A rough and
Many of the wheat farmers be
rugged part lt was too. Those times
came immensely wealthy The cat
were really tough here Many cat
tle were no longer skin and bones
tle starved to death and. many
but purebred Hereforcs. fat and
others were bought and killed by
sleek and the best beef on earth
the goverenment to keep them
The country really prospered as it
from starving.
had never pro-perca before. Jeeps,
Seems to me now that such pro- |
tractirs, trucks and high-powered
cedure was needless waste as on y !
automobiles became common and
a few hundred miles east of us
rapidly replaced the horse on the
they were plowing under wheat ana
wheat and cattle ranch Big fine
smal! grain that made 25 bushel to
houses replaced the old dust eat
the acre.
hon e And these home modern too.
Seems to me it would have been
It seemed that prosperity had
better policy to ship the starving
livestock there and feed to them reached its height But no! The oil
the gTain that was being plowed prospectors came in and went to
under and paid for by the govern- j work! And they struck it rich too!
ment. However. I did not start out ’ Today, only little more than an
here to write you a letter on gov airline mile from Beaver, "Black
ernmental waste, either—past or Gold" is frowing from the earth.
present, but to tell you of the great Derricks over wells in the process
and to we here almost ubellevabie of being drilled are many and well
change that a few years time has scattered oer this county. This
strike is ln the opinion of oil men
wrought here.
I came to this part of Oklahoma or.e of the largest ln the history of
with my parents as a small boy the otl Industry.
A few years ago I saw land sell
when it was "Yet." "No Man’s
Land" belonging to the United for $2 an acre the other day sold
States but to no State. At that t .me one half royalty interest for *1,000
every man was a law unto himself per acre Much land that was once
It was not until 1967 when Okla thought worthless is leasing for oil
homa became a State that "No at from $100 to $205 per acre.
Man's Land" found a home It
Opportunity has always been
then became a part of Oklahoma. gTeat in this section of the country
I have seen the country turn and today it seems even more so. It
from a few large ranchers to a land is said that "a bachelor is one who
of small ranchers and farmers never embraced his opportunity."
(160 A' and they managed to make Here, a poor man is one who has
a living on that quarter-section too. never embraced his opportunity.”
Stayed there three to five years Well. I am a bachelor and a poor
when the government gave them a man too!
deed to the land.
Beaver, is only a small town but
Howe-.er, as soon as they had ob is budding fast but it has a long
tained a deed many sold out to the way to go before lt can take care of
larger ianchers and it again became all that goes with an oil field. "Oo
cattle country to quite an extent. West young man!" can well-be ap
(There are still many large cattle plied to this section today.
ranches here.)
No, I have no oil stock to sell. I
Then a lot of them with a section am not a real estate agent or an
or so of land went to planting royalty broker; As a matter of fact
wheat. They made a few good crops I have nothing to sell. Guess I Just
and some money at it. Then came like to let the other fellow know
the years of depression and our what is happening In my little
dust storms here. These storms part of the world. And several years
lasted over a period of years and ago you did publish a letter from
the country became brown, bare me telling about this country and
and desert-like.
its then terrible duststorms.
But few livestock were left in
Therefore, I thought you and
the country and they were only a readers might be interested in
rack of bones covered with a wind knowing how lt all turned out.
blown and dust beaten hide. Many
Howard H. Brown
of the once fairly well-to-do people
Box 222
were reduced to extreme poverty
Beaver, Oklahoma
and left the country- Land values
sank to practically nothing. A sec
High Steppers
tion of land could be bought for a
song; and few were they that were
able to even sing the song- Many Contrasting the Horse and
a house that had only a few short ;
Buggy Days With the
years before been a happy home was
Present
left to the mercy of the wind and ,
dust and many of them were almost
In horse and buggy days. New
completely buried in dust too.
Yorkers averaged 11.5 miles an
Even the jackrabbits starved and i hour. Today, they average six. Tn
the coyote finally depaited for bet- ' every city the story's much the
ter hunting grounds. The country same
was a dry desolate windswept des
We remember the days of the
ert left to we few who remained surrey. Then Uncle Jake and Aunt
here. Then it looked like it would ■ Nell rode into town at a merry clip,
take 10 years of normal rainfall to their horse prancing, his head
bring the land back.
high. Red tassles on the harness
Finally the rain did come! Seem fluttered.
ingly the country sprang back to ! Hoofs cracked against the street:
a2x>ve normal. The land had clip, clop, clip. clop. Make way for
benefitted from the long rest. the surrey with the fringe on top.
Beaver, Oklahoma,
March 4.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It has been several years since I
wrote i your paper i of this section

PRICES ARE LOW AT

BOBILL’S
Store Hours—Open from 8 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays

Cloverbloom Butter

Ib. 84c

Pure Lard, Armour's

Ib. pkg. 16c

Oleomargarine

Ib. pkg. 20c

Yellow Eyed Beans

2 lbs. 35c

Bobill's Coffee

Ib. 81c

Stokeley’s

Honeypod Peas

Rib Corned Beef

2 cans 35c
Ib. 45c

Pig's Liver
Bacon, sliced

lb. 29c

Hamburg Steak

lb. 59c

Ib. 43c

Native Fowl, Pete Edwards' Ib. 44c
CHECK OUR OTHER PRICES

BOBILL’S MARKET
MAYNARD THOMAS, Proprietor

Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

Gladys Thomas was the keynote of where I spent my boyhood, there
the meeting of the Rockland Hear was little chance of earning money
ing Society at the home of Mrs. as.de from the small paper route
Nancy Brown. Thursday. Lipread I had In order to earn some extra
ing is the foundation on which or cash another boy and I formed
ganizations for the hard of hearing sort of a partnership to dig and
are built, and clearly emphasizing sell clams, which we would peddle
its importance is the excellent ar
ticle by Dana Pettibone Knotts, year Father Serra is buried at SanMy Silent World Is Golden," ln Carlos Mission. 1770. the 2nd mis
the March issue of “Coronet," re- sion in the chain. San Carles is
pr.ntec. from “Today's Health."
one of the loveliest of the missions
Greetings were read from Mrs. and ls beautifully located high up
Bessie Hewett, who celebrated her above the sea at Cannel
85th birthday. March 8. with a
One of the best preserved of the
party given by her daughter. Mrs. Spanish Missions is Santa Barbara
Robert M Pierce of Milton. Mass. founded in 1786 It was destroyed
Ro kiand was represented by Miss by an earthquake in 1812, but re
Heien Fuller. The mailbox held built in 1315. It is called the
me sages from Mrs. Ellen Dyer. Mrs "Queen of the Missions." Its origi
Julia Marley. Gardiner, and Mrs. nal sanctuary light has neer been
Evie Hennigar. Vinalhaven.
dimmed and has burned continu
Miss Dora I Gay cf Waldcboro ously for over 150 years. On a hill
and the Friend-hip delegation was overlooking the city, and the sea.
warmly welcomed and Miss Gay it is one of the most beautiful of
told a humorous story pertaining the missions. The old garden of
to her recent birthday.
the San Fernando Mission, 1797,
Mrs. Thomas gave her impres on the outskirts of Los Angeles,
sions of the Foreign Students' pro oontains flowers and shrubs from
gram at the Farnsworth Museum. all the other missions and ls called
The interesting young men par Memory Garden
ticipating in the program repre
The founding of the missions fur
sented India. Pakistan. Burma. nished an epic in history, and the
China and the Philippines and are missions stand as monuments to
students at the University of Maine. the years of patient labor and
A paper on California Missions, heroic sacrifices of their founders.
with pictures illustrating them,
Miss Maude Marsh will entertain
was given by Mrs. Brown Twen the society April 3. at the home of
ty-one missions were established by Mrs. Velma Marsh. Broad street.
the Franciscan Brotherhood from
17S9 to 1823 and were the result pf
an order by King Ganlos in. of
Spain to form an expedition to ex
plore and claim land for the Span
ish crown.
To Father Junipero Serra. Fran
ciscan priest, and his Franciscan
brothers, goes the credit of estab
lishing the chain of missions that
linked the California coastline from
San Diego to Sonoma The first
mission was founded at San Diego
in 1763. and this mission marits the
beginning of El Cajnino Real, the
Highway of the King. The high
way. dotted with missions, a day's
journey apart, is called the most
beautiful 600 miles in America.
Other missions followed San
Diego in swift succession and thou
sands of native Indians were con
verted to the Catholic faith. The
!
fathers not only cared for their
spiritual welfare, but also taught
them many things. As a result, the
missions grew strong and wealthy. I
Dolores, the mission at San
Francisco, founded in 1776. and
around which the city grew, is
practically as it was from the be- j
ginning, although most of the mis
'
sions are restorations of the origi
nal. Services are still held in many j
while others serve as museums with j
valuable collections of Spanish
treasures. Two are in ruins.
World famous because of the
swallows' arrival each year on 1
March 19 and their departure Oct.
23. San Juan Capistrano. 1776. holds
special interest aside from its nat
ural features. Sar. Buenaventura
at Ventura was the 9th and last
mission established by Father
Serra.. A cross on Mission HiU in I
back of the mission was planted
by Father Serra in 1782 and marks
the site of the first mass. Easter
sunrise services are held here each

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

among some of the residents
fewer lapees, a greater persistency 1 velopment Tests may be taken by men of ability as above stated can
The work was hard but good for and a long-time profit and, far applying to any State Board of and would give ua back the free
dom we ha\e a right to enjoy.
! both of us. We were doing very from least, we will have that real Education.
I sincerely believe that Oen. MacSgt. Houston will be in the Rock
well, but! one day my erstwhile satisfaction that comes with serv
land Employment Office every Arthur as President with a Cabi
partner learned from a city chap ing well.
Lasting success is built upon the other Wedesday from 1 to 2 p. m., net of his choice is needed today,
J ihat we might even do better. He
as badly as Mr. Lincoln was in the
was told that by putting same com good will of those whom we have beginning March 26.
war between the States.
mon baking soda into our keg of served. The better we serve, the
We are still working for Rock
shucked clams the night oefor? we inure we profit. We must each of us j Ambassador Freem
land and all of Maine. While here
marketed them, the clams would decide, and abide by the decision—
j in Florida, we are visiting the difswell so much that we could like whether we shall practice deception 1
and iail, as did my boyhood clam Still Sticks To MacArthur— i ferent Chambers of Commerce to
wise swell our profits.
Taft, Warren or Stas . ee how they do things here. Our
We tried it and sure enough on ' business, or practice honesty and
1 local Chamber in Rockland. Maine,
succeed.
—
W
W.
Morse
sen For V. P.
market day we had several more
needs the help of every citizen,
pints of clams than formerly. We
Editor Courier-Gazette:
i ome on neighbors, join this outfit.
had our biggest days profits.
New Requirements Rockland, Maine.
Let's all pull together to make
But on our first call the follow
Thanks for space in our Courier Rockland what it should be.
ing week, an older lady, who had
Freeman S Young.
been a good customer in the past, For Women Enlisting In the for my predictions of the future
Box
214.
Rockledge.
Fla.
Armed Services: Recruiter political picture. However believe
said:
"Those clams I bought from you
I
am
not
a
rival
to
Pearsons
as
Here Wednesdays
were yellow and sour. I don't want
you mention. Rather would like to
Play Previewed
A
recent
Department of Defense be an Ambassador for Maine and
any more."
Several other customers gave us order has changed the education- . my home City—Rockland
Journey’s End Cast Showed
practically the same report. We lost a! requirements for the enlistment - I believe Gen. MacArthur is the
Six Scenes At Rockland
our customers and our business of c: Women in the Air Force and in man of this age to bring this coun
Assembly Tuesday
selling clams for home consumption the Women's Army Corps.
try of ours out of a wilderness of
dwindled so much that it was no
despair.
He
undoubtedly
has
a
S S .t Mar,. C. l.ouston o.' the
The members of the cast of the
longer profitable.
' usta Army nd A.r Force re- I keener knowledge of foreign af
The time spent in building a good .-liltin' station explained tht ..ev fairs than any man today. So. DrMola- p'.ay “Journey's End" pre
business was lost because of that racr by pointing that fo.merly,! here is my slate for leadership to viewed the show for Senior High
single act of dishonesty. This exper female applicants weie required to. represent these United States and Tuesday morning. Almon Cooper
ience with the swollen clams has possess a high school diploma, in why: Gen. Douglas MacArthur. explained the scenes.
Those taking part were Richard
been worth a lot to me ln my busi order to qualify for enlistment. President. Herbert Hoover, Secre
ness career.
Under the new regulations, appli tary of State, Both of these men Burby. Robert Annis. Bruce Lon
I have learned, as new and older cant will be accepted for enlist to my mind have been crucified don, Dale Knight, Arthur Doherty,
men wall inevitably learn, that there ment who possess either a high without a reasonable cause. For Leroy Philbrook, Milton O!ad, Ben
can be no lasting gain from decep school diploma or a State certifi Vice President, either Taft-War- Perry and John Bird Members of
tion. We must never promise more cate confirming satisfactory com ren-Stassen. Either will do a good the cast who did not appear are
John Anderson and Arthur Adolph
than we can fulfill. When we sell pletion of a High School General job.
sen.
one of our programs in any form, Educational Development Test."
A Bit Of History
The scenes were expertly done by
we must fully elucidate the exact
Always when driving South we
Sgt. Houston went on to say “the
coverage. Making clear Just what new ruling makes possible the en do love to stay in Hanover, Va.. these high school students and en
protection the new policyowner is listment of many worthy applicants long enough to visit the house of joyed by all.
getting pays all ways.
David Bird made the announce
who. for one reason or another I Burgess, where Patrick Henry made
In following this procedure, we have been unable to finish high 1 his famous speech, "Give me Lib ments concerning the ticket sales.
will build a flrm foundation, have school."
erty or Give Me Death.”
more boosters, more reference calls,
State General Educational De- 1 Therefore is my thought that Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

FIRST and FINAL

On FALL and WINTER

DRESSES and COATS
Top Quality MERCHANDISE Called In From All The
BELL SHOPS Stores For This

,

Friends waved as the folks jogged
( by. “Hi Jake," "Hey NeU." Some
rig ya’ got."
Down the street they went.
Today we whiz toward town at '
60. We hit traffic and slow to six. I
Red lights command. Horns blare.'
Officers
blow
their whistles.,
"Dontcha know where you're go
ing?” "You can't turn here.” Keep
moving, bud."
Down the street we creep
We’ve made progress in the last!
half century. MiUions of cars. Power to burn. Endless streets.
We've progrersed from 11.5 miles
an hour to six —Exchange

Weak, Run-Down
Men and Women!
There’s Positively Nothing
Better Than FERRIZAN—

to pick you right up and m^e you
feel that Life is worth living again
—when your condition, as is so
often the case, is due to need of
more essential vitamins, food iron
for building up your blood with
Iodine for the ductless glands.
FERRIZAN is a true Recon
structive dietary supplement for
those who may so sadly need its
benefits. It is especially valuable
in simple blood-iron deficiency
anemia, which can be manifest by j
tiredness on exertion, lassitude, an
"aU-gone" feeling of "no account- I
ness,” yet when nothing seems
wrong otherwise
Give FERRI
ZAN a chance to pick you right
up. increase your appetite, give
you more energy from richer, red
der blood. FERRIZAN is sold on
a positive, Money-Back Agreement ;
if, after a 30-day trial, you do not
deem it has done real wonders for
you.
Get genuine FERRIZAN today
at
GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

SMASH HIT SALES EVENT!

TOP QUALITY COATS

TOP QUALITY DRESSES
Values to $14.95

Values to $35.00

SPECIAL-THIS SALE ONLY

SPECIAL-THIS SALE ONLY

$4

$15-$18-J20-$r

First And Final Call On Another
BELL SHOPS Smash Hit CLEARANCE

SALE STARTS TODAY - THURSDAY
Biggest VALUES Of The Winter — Limited Supply
COME EARLY

The BELL SHOPS, Inc.
400 MAIN STREET

TEL. 870

ROCKLAND, MAINE

*

Tue$tfay-TtiuPs9av-Satur3av
find that this Is a great need for
this sei lice here
My other field of active work is as
Pellicani Would Organize placement manager for the Abso
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby lute Employment Agency of 154
Maine Club of New York Nassua street. NYC I do the con
tact work with organizations in pro
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— curing their job-listings and pro
To: State of Maine College Grad viding them with good qualified
applicants. Our ads appear in the
uates, and state of Mainers
I want to take this means of New York Times as does my school
ad from time to time.
telling of the plan that is now in ■
Please let me know or your al
progress, wherettt' the four Maine
Colleges, the alumni associations of umni unit about the club idea. And
New York City and the State of j If we can be of any assistance to
Maine Society of New York are you with our services it will be very
very much interested in organizing I deeply appreciated by me.
a Bates - Bowdoin - Colby - Maine j I do want to add that my con
Club of NYC’ a very necessary and j nection with tiie NYC Club project
is just as a 'catalyst.' I do not want
worthy project.
Some sort of headquarters Is1 any medals or bouquets. The various
needed to organize meetings, din- ( alumni units of NYC will take care
ners, give information, provide as- j of all detaids of organization. I
sistance to Maine people and those personally feel that we should have
interested in our schools. If other such a club don't you?
colleges can have a club or head
Vincent J. Pellicani
quarters set up, there is no good
Bates Class of '40
reason why four colleges can not
do the same. It is hoped that soon
MARTINSVILLE
more information ean be given to
Mrs. Lelan Hart, who has re
alumni of metropolitan New York
cently spent two weeks in Rock
on the progres-s that is being made
land at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Your pledge of support and in
Merton Anthony, has returned to
terest is needed, and your opinions
the Harold Hupper's where she is
and ideas are needed. It has be
passing the Winter months.
come very apparent that more at
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Watts were
tendance at alumni functions is
necessary. Otherwise, the purpose guests of their daughter and sonin-law. Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Wood
of alumni unit loses its value.
I am tire director of the Vincent of Augusta for a two days’ trip to
School, which gives personalized Boston this past week
instruction and educational guid
Eugene Allen has returned home
ance to the student who is physi after spending three months in va
cally handicapped, emotionally dis rious parts of Florida. At a chance
turbed. intellectually retarded, and meeting in a Fort Myers restau
to the precocious I have been in rant. he saw Mr and Mrs. Howard
educational work since 1940 and Phinney, who are passing a very

Our Four Colleges

*
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ROCKLAND GIRLS IN RUSSIA
First Hand Impressions Of the Soviet
Republic Given By One Of Them
(By Mary Hall)
T.sarkoye-Selo remains exactly
as the Ro manoffs left it in August
1917, when Nicholas and his fam
ily left by a door into the garden,
never to return. It was a tragic
sight and I almost felt ashamed
to look. We saw the Czar’s private
suite of rooms, his desk covered
with family photographs, and his
calendar dated July 31. 1917.
The Czar's and Czarina’s bed
room gives some insight into their
minds: Tables, walls and cabinets
are hidden under photographs, 150
of them at least, mostly in cheap
wooden frames. It seems strange
that the apartments of the rich
est couple in the world should have
two ordinary brass beds, cheap
wash stands with bowl, pitcher and
slop jar.
Behind the beds were some 800
ikour. Even the Czarina's dresses

pleasant Winter at Port Myers.
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper attended a
special meeting of the Extension
Association at Newcastle last Fri
day. The subject of the meeting
conducted by Mr.s Esther Mayo was
"Feeding Many In An Emergency."
John Holley, who at pre ent i
employed in Boston, was in town
for the annual town meeting. Mr. I
Holley has preciously been the
first selectman ol St. George.
1

the Great. It is a pure joy with
its fountains playing in the sun,
and is much smaller than Cath
erine's Palace, but also in the
baroque style. It ls very' gay Many
think it is the loveliest in Europe
As all the furniture is there, the
picture is complete.
There is a beautiful all-white din
ing room The gardens are full of
fountains that run day and night.
Overlooking the sea is the little
house. "Mon Plaiser," a gem of ele
gance where Peter loved to retire.
Not far away we saw the two cars
of the Czar's private train in which
he signed his abdication, while re
turning from the front in 1917
In the old days It cost a fortune
to run the place as it took over
3000 persons. Of course they had
to feed them all, furnish them with
uniforms, and pay them salaries.
You need not tell me that, those
same Russians were not much hap
pier then than now.
Then they had security, now they
live in fear and almost starve at
times. In those days the Czar
needed twelve million a year to
maintain the five big palaces be
sides the smaller imperial resi
dences
He had 1200 servants.
While still heir to the throne,
Nicholas II received two million
from his great grandmother. It
was all gone in three years. There
was nothing left on the day of his
abdication. Had he reached Eng
land he would have had to work for
his living.
(To be continued)

were hanging there for all the world
to >ee. We saw an elaborate slide,
where the royal children played and
the toy automobile of the little
Czarvitch.
As we went through the halls we
half expected to meet the Royal
Family. They were happy there.
It was their refuge where they
could have peace It was the Sum
mer Paace, the Versailles of old St.
Petersburg.. The Alexander Palace
was built in 1796 and since 1906 it
was the residence of Nicholas II
He was arrested and held under
guard with his famiy until they
were sent to Tobolsk.
Next, we visited Catherine's
Palace, built in 1759. She lived in
gittering splendor amid her forty
drawing rooms, walled with amber,
with silver and with priceless
murals. She dined in her banquet
hall of jade and lapis-lazuli. I
think it is the most gorgeous palace
in all Europe. It was the favorite
residence of Catherine the Great.
The lapis, cobalt and gold chapel,
the ball room with its scones of
1500 candles, the amber room, the
Chinese music room and Cather
ine's bedroom and boudoir entirely
Need of good business sense in
made of white and colored glass
government was never more acute.
are all exactly as they were.
Then we came to Peterhof, the
As far as pocketbooks are con
favorite Summer Palace of Peter cerned this will be an open Winter.

Page Nine
Bangor Auto Show
A Big Parade Will Mark
the Opening Day
March 19

FINAL COMMUNITY CONCERT

A parade is to be held in con
junction with the opening of the
1952 Bangor Auto Show, sponsored
by the Bangor-Brewer Lions Club,
March 19th through the 22nd. It
will be held at the Bangor Audi
torium with 26 new cars on display
The 1950 show attracted 15,000
people from all over Maine. Jimmy
Joyce, will be back this year, along
with six stage acts, and music by
Norman Lambert at the Hammond
organ Prizes valued at 11.000 will
be given to members of the audi
ence.
The parade under consideration
will follow a route that leads down
Main street to the auditorium,
starting from Penobscot Hotel at
1130 a m. It will contain most of
the new cars that wiil comprise the
display at the Auto Show
Two stage shows daily will be
presented, and the doors will be
open at noon each day.

Three-quarters of a million
deaths in 1950 were caused by dis
eases of the heart and circulatory
system. Contributions to the Heart
Fund will help find their cause and
prevention.

Everybody likes to tie to a guy
w'ho looks successful and is bound
to be.
A psychologist says one way to
avoid apoplexy is to tell the truth
—but if everyone told the whole
truth it might give others apoplexy.
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Denis Harbour

Denis Harbour, Bass-Baritone, Will Be

Heard In Camden
The third and final cone ert in i church choir. He planned a career
the Knox County Community Conlaw and entered the law school
certs series will take place Mon. University of Montreal after
day. March 7. at 8.15, at the Cam- he had taken his bachelor's degTee;
den Opera House, when Denis .• winle he was still a student, the
Harbour, bass-baritone, will be the Montreal radio discovered his voice.
: featured artist. The opportunity to His initial appearance took Canad
hear this artist who has been high ian radio listeners by storm and he
ly acclaimed by critics is eagerly w as immediately engaged for a
anticipated.
regular program—"Denis Harbour
Denis Harbour fi: t came into ■ Recital"—which continued on the
the spotlight when Toscanini chose j air for over three years. He apv : ist on practically
him for the leading bass role of i
King of Egypt in the Maestro's ra- ail of the Canadian network musi
, dio-television broadcast
of t^e | cal programs and was a favorite on
! complete opera
Aida" in April Victory Loan programs. Recital and
1949. This distinction was followed orchestral engagements throughout
quickly by recognition from another Canada followed.
At the suggestion of Wilfred Pel
quarter. Over a field of nine hunI dred other contestants. Harbour | letier under whose direction he had
was chosen winner of the 1949 Met appeared as soloist with the Symropolitan Opera Auditions of the hony tie Montreal. Harbour went
| Air.
0 New York to study. He toured
During the 1949-50 season at the in opera lor one season, visiting
Metropolitan. Harbour sang 26 per- J some 67 cities in the United State*
formar.ces of seven operas includ- . ,md Canada. It was on his return
it he v. as chosen by Toscanini
ing thc American premiere of |
Moussorrsky's Khovanchina.” both for the "Aida” broadcast and that
t in New York and on tour. Between J hi was se.tcted as winner of the
operatic performances, he filled' Metropolitan Opera Auditions.
many engagement as recitalist and
He possesses a richly sonorous
as soloist with orchestra, including . bass-baritone, which he uses with
the Boston Symphony under con- j artistry ancl dramatic skill. He has
' ductor Charles Munch. Later, in his an extensive repertoire ranging
operatic debut in Montreal, he irom slyly humorous songs and
scored a tremendous hit as Mephis- i folk melodies though art song* to
topheles in Faust” opposite Elea- | arias.
: nor Sts ber.
Attention is called again to the
Harbour is a native of Oka. a announcement that the concert will
small town near Montreal, where: be held in the Camden Opera
his father was director of the House.

High Prices.”

ORFF'S CORNER

Refreshments of coffee and
The Oldsters Celebrated
doughnuts
were served ad a social
William Wing observed his 86th i
birthday March 9. The day falling j hour enjoyed.
on Sunday, Mr. Wing attended j
church as usual and also his place I A lot of folks are not able to get
in the choir. Mr. Wing was remem- 1 started on a train of thought un
bered with gifts and a shower of til their engine runs into an open
switch.
cards.
Other spry old folk in this com- j
munity include Mrs. Amber Childs 1
who is well past her 85th birthday,
lives alone and enjoys community
activities such as Grange, Church,
Extension meetings WSCS etc.
Another is Thomas Skidgel who
had his 82d birthday last month,
falling on the day that a new great
grandchild was born in Ruth, Ne
vada to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel j
Collins.
Mrs. Rosa Hall observed her 87th '
birthday on Sunday March 2.
The day was spent quietly with j
members of her immediate family I
which included a four generation
Here’s a sure sign of travel at its
best. Only Greyhound offers so
group. Mrs. Hall's daughter, Mrs.
much dependability, convenience
Albert Elwell and grandson Calvin |
and comfort—at such low fares!
One Way Rd. Trip
Elwell and great-grandson Steven1
BANGOR ...
S1.75
S3.15
Elwell.
BOSTON
............ 4.50
8.10
Mrs. Hall received gifts from her NEW YORK CITY .. 8.40
15.15
MIAMI
....... 33.50
60.3*
family and a shower of cards from !
i neighbors and friends.
GREYHOUND
On Sunday March 9, Mr. and
TERMINAL
Mrs. Charles Merry celebrated their
468 Main Street
Tel. 563-R
158th wedding anniversary spend
ing the day quietly at their home
The Merry's were remembered by GREYHO
their many friends with gifts and
cards. Congratulations.

TICKETS
Tax Included
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An English War Play In
3 Acts

by R. C. Sheriff

A Sign to Go By!

Directed by
Almon Cooper

ROCKLAND

■»

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Thursday-Friday, March 13th and 14th

Kidney Slow-Down

Extension Association

An extension association meeting I
was held Tuesday at the home ot I
' Albert Elwell with 15 men and ■
women present.
The County Agent, Gilbert Jaeger
I was present and gave an interest
ing talk on "How to Live With

May Bring
Restless Nights

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
Islesboro
TeL Dark Bbr 74-1

65-tf

I

When kidney function slows down, many
folks complain of nagging backache, head
aches, dizziness and loss of pep and energy.
Don't sutler restless nights with these discomforts if reduced kidney function is get
ting you down—due to such common causes
as stress and strain, over-exertion or expo
sure to cold. Minor bladder irritations doe
to cold or wrong diet may cause getting op
nights or frequent passages.
Don't neglect your kidneys if these condi
tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild
. • . .. bs ......lion* for
over 50 years. It’s amazing how many times
Doan’s give happy relief from these discom
forts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes snd fil
ters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills todayl

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
FIRST GAME IN NEW GYM FRIDAY

McLAIN SCHOOL NOTES

Camden Honors

ton where he attended the Ice Fol
lies He also told of his trip to My
erstown Pennsylvania where he vis
ited the second largest open iron
ore mine in the world Robert
brought some pieces of iron ore to
class.
John Peters attended the Ice Fol
lies also. Dennis Pelletier has
moved to
Seattle. Washington.
Robert Fowler and Dennis Halli
gan have charge of our weather
chart.
Our room won tf,e PT.A attend
Grade 1, Mrs. Leach
Mary Glover, Scott Grant and ance banner again this month.
Jerry Pease represented our class
Grade 2, Mrs. Gifford
at the Kippy Karnival Court, the
Harold Simmons has returned
former as crown bearer and the from Florida.
latter two as pages
Janet Jordan and Charles Bick
Ann Ladd and Aliene Gaines nell are celebrating birthdays this
played piano solos Friday after month
noon.
Betty Lee Clark is serving as li
Richard Steeve’s from Mrs. Hall’s brarian for the week.
fourth grade has brought us sever
Grade 3. Mrs. Clark
al colored scenes, combined with
We
are
pleased to have two FTA
clay objects and has explained the
members visit our rocm and help
scenes to the class.
us with our work. They are Sharon
Grade 2, Mrs. Merrill
Robert Perry gave an interesting Kimbali and Barbara Boynton.
Daring the month of February
account of his recent visit to Boswe learned many interesting facts
about Abraham Lincoln and George
Washington
Interesting
stories
and poems were brought to class by
Gloria Esancy. Martha Grossman,
Charles Monteith and Sheila Vinal.

Top Roles At Graduation
Both Won By Girls From
Lincolnville

Grade 1, Mrs. Rhodes

Birthday congratulations to Rob
ert Robbins and Martha Sleeper
Jane Segal and David Cooper
brought records to school for their
classmates to enjoy.
Anne Ladd and Aliene Gaines of
Grade 2 visited the class Friday
• afternoon and entertained the
[ group with piano selections.
, The girls and‘boys of Grade 1
! have adopted the slogan "Neater
Papers for March.

Union Entertains Vinalhaven Boys and

Girls To Christen Playing Surface; St.
Patrick's Ball Monday Night
Union High will lose no time in
making use of the new Thompson
Memorial gymnasium which was
opened to the public only last Mon
day for town meeting.
Games with the Vinalhaven boys
and girls basketball teams have
been scheduled for this Friday night
and on Monday night the Senior's
are sponsoring a St. Patrick's Day
dance to raise money for their
class trip next month. The two
events will be the first of their
kind to be staged in the new build
ing.
Union is heavily favored in the
basketball games as Vinalhaven is
in its first regularly scheduled sea
son in the sport and lacks experi
ence Their seasonal record to date
is 5-12 but one of their losses was

to "S" class state champion Beals
Island last week and another to
the Bangor High JVs. so the Island
ers have by no means picked their
spots this year
Union tied for the Eastern Bul
wer League title and won it in a
play-off with Rockport, following
which they dropped the game with
Erskine, the Western title holder,
by two points.
This may be the Union fans' last
chance to see their favorites in ac
tion this year, which, considering
the fact that they went through
the season without a gym. has been
on the whole a sucessful one.
The Union girls wound up sec
ond in their division, losing only
to the crack Rockport Whizz Kids
They, too, shared the handicap of I
no home practice surface.

CASTS FOR WONDERLAND CARNIVAL

Seventy Invited
Maine High Schools Asked
To Attend Music Festi
Grade School Pupils Selected, Assigned
val May 17
More than 70 Maine High
Parts In Rockport's Annual Show
Schools have been invited to
attend the Eastern Maine Music i
The Rockport Seaside Wonder
Festival which will be held at the
University of Maine Saturday. Mav land Carnival is fully underway
now. Following is the Grammar
17.
Invitations have been mailed to School program, excluding the Sev
the principals and music super enth and Eighth Grades. Also all
visors by Prol. Lewis Niven,head outside schools.
of the music department at the
Starting Thursday afternoon,
university, who is host chairman there will be "The Farmer in the
for the university.
Dell” by the First and Second
The Festival will include the Grades of the East Side School.
usual divisions: band, choral, en This consists of Erwin Sprague as
semble, orchestra and solo audi the farmer. Bobby Berry and Mau
tions, and parade and consort.
rice Watts are his helpers. Others
In order to qualify for partici
in this act are: Arleigh Berry and
pation in the Festival, supervisors
Shirley Carleton, milk maids; Da
must hold membership in the
vid Farley, rooster; Rene Gagne
Maine Music Educators Association
and Billy Wood, crows; Geraldine
and the Eastern Maine Music
Morton, Betty Leland, and Aud
Festival Association.
rey Smith, butterflies; Craig Sim
Classification is based on a threeyear High School enrollment: mons, a bug.
Neil Welt, an egg; Dotty Dow,
Class A,750 and up; Class B, 251749; Class C, 101-250; Class D, 100 Bo Peep; seven fine boys, seven
and under. Junior high school apples; Ellen McPheters and Judy
players may be included as mem Gray, silver bells; Patricia Simonton
and Sandra Upham, cockle shells;
bers of the High School groups.
Members of the Festival Com Darrell Pound, scarecrow; Pam
mittee will meet with Prof. Niven Cripps, Puff, the Breeze; and Linda
for luncheon at his home Saturday, Whitney. Mary, Quite Contrary.
Starting Friday afternoon, there
March 15, and a meeting of the
Eastern Maine Festival Association will be "The Florist Window” by the
will be held later at 2.30 p. m. in Third and Fourth Grades. Taking
part in this are: Kenneth Weidaw,
the Carnegie Hall Foyer.
Maurice Kennedy, James Moore,
Camden—Denny Shea, Betsy- and Steve Goodridge, the florists;
Jo Ruiter, and Nancy Harmon, Michael Gray. Wendell Dennison,
members of the Freshman Home Jimmy Gratfam, Howard Apollonio.
Economics class, have been enrolled Richard Sims, Carl Dyer, Jimmy
in the "National Live Stock and Annis, and Donald Simonton, the
Meat JBoard" 1952 high school pos green bugs; Kenneth Weidaw,
ter contest. These girls are making Lawrence Frye, Richard Andrews,
posters pertaining to "The Impor Maurice Kennedy, Peter Wheeler,
tance of Meat in the Diet at All Steve Goodridge, Jon Ladd. Timmy
Tolman, San Pendleton, and Den
Ages."

nis Merrill; bumblebees.
Shirley Marston, Dorothy Ulmer,
Linda Spear, Ruth Ann Erickson
and Edria Dow, roses; Deborah
Hanna, Susan Goodridge, Beverly
Clough, and Carol Dennison, pan
sies; Barbara Smith, Brenda Smith,
Sandra Morton, Arlene Watts, and
Nancy Young, daffodils; Leona
Gagne, Geraldine Pound. Linda
Ames, and Shirley Marshall, vio
lets, and Meg Dietz, mustard flower.
“Sailors! Ahoy! will be on the
program for Friday afternoon, in
addition to the other acts. In this
there will be: Charles Crockett,
Steve Dietz, Charles Eaton. John
Erickson, Clement Farnham. Rich
ard Turner, Maynard Graffam, Jr.,
George Hoche, Herbert Hoche,
Lauri Monden Jr., Walter Pendle
ton, David Pound, George Prentiss,
Carl Rhodes, Gary Simonton,
George Starr, Jr.. Kenneth Went
worth, Jr., George Winslow, Robert
Thompson, and Frank Bivona, all
sailors.
Also, as the girls, there will be:
Jean Frye, Joyce Gregory. Beatrice
Thibodeau, Virginia Ulmer. Judith
Young, Judith Spear, Brenda Spear,
Janice Small, Cyrene Andrews,
Alberta Eaton, Marietta Erickson.
Florence Frye, Norma Heath, Ger
aldine Lovejoy, Janet Meservey,
Barbara Rhodes, Joanne Morton,
Greta Norbeck, Helen Pierce, and
Nancy Prentiss.

Grade 3, Mrs. MacDougal
During Allred Miller's stay at
the Knox Hospital, his classmates
have sent cards, written individu
al letters in class and brought
money with which books, games
and candy have been bought.
Joanne Marshal did an accurate
job of collecting the lunch money
this week.

Grade 4, Mrs. Paulitz
Corinne Simmons has returned to
our class after spending the Winter
in Florida.
Patricia Stratton brought a nov
elty seed card for the class to
watch parts of the picture grow’.
Susan Eaton, Harriet Epstein,
Carol Ann Bicknell, Linda Morey,
Kathleen Sylvester. Donna Penny,
Donald Gregorj- and David Greg
ory brought reports for our science
lessons this week.
Arthur Stilphen brought views of
Indians showing their sand paint
ing and ceremonies that related to
our social studies.
Grade 4, Mrs. Hall
Richard Steeves, Richard Engleson. Harriet Sleeper and Raeberta
Jordan brought their miniature
landscapes for us to see. Dolls are
now being made from egg shells.
Some of the faces and clothes are
very good.

Grade 5, Mrs. Spring
During our study of Maine his
tory some interesting articles have
been brought by Mary Soule, Mary
Brown, Albert Tidd and Rowland
Wasgatt.
Mary Soule brought some excel
lent musical recordings, and we
Rockland—On Monday Mrs. Har were able to have several music ap
old Greene spoke to a group of preciation periods.
Freshmen concerning the applica
Harriet Ladd brought the first
tion of cosmetics.
pussywillows and recently we used

* NEW 160 NP. "BBGKET"!

THE VALUE 10 TOP

(amden—Joan Bennett, ’53 who
won the C.H.S. elimination contest
at foul shooting, is entered as a
contestant in the girls' state tourna
Two girls have been awarded the ment on Saturday, at tbe Cathe
highest honor parts at Camden dral High School gym in Portland

High They are Ruth M Sims of
Lincolnville who won the valedic
torian's role with a scholastic
average of 96 13. and Gail Wiley
who took salutatory honors with
an average of 93.42. She also is
from Lincolnville.
Miss Sims is the daughter of
Kenneth Sims of Lincolnville and
is assistant editor of the school
yearbook. She has taken part in
school plays and is a member of
Tranquility Grange.
Miss Wiley is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Colburn Wiley.
She was the DAR Good Citizenship
candidate, a member of the play
cast, and is active in 4-H Club work.
She won a trip to the 4-H con
vention in Orono this year as a
member of the Hopeful Home
makers of Hope.

Award Winners

Three Camden Girls Due To
Be Presented Awards By
Public Utilities
Saturday, Mary Atkins. Elizabeth
Johnson, Gwen Norwood, Emily
Randlett, Betsy-Jo Ruiter, Thelma
Small, Lorraine
Snowdeal and
Alice Whitehouse accompanied by
their KHA. advisor, Miss Ethel
Fowler will attend a banquet at the
University of Maine. The affair is
sponsored by the Public Utilities cf
Maine as a result of the essay con
test recehtly conducted by the
group.
Knox County award winners from
Camden High School are Gwen
Norwood, Lorraine Snowdeal, and
Alice Whitehouse. They will re
ceive their awards at Saturday s
banquet

Foul Shooters
Rockland, Rockport, Cam
den Girls In Portland On
15th For State
Tourney

NEW HYBBA-MATIG SBPEB BB/YE

ALE VALUES!

NEW GM HYBBABUG STEEBING I

Compare it feature for feature, fact for fact, with any car near its class!
Oldsmobile alone has the "Rocket” Engine! 160 flashing horsepowernew Quadri-Jet Carburetor—new high-lift valves! Look over the Body

by Fisher, the styling and trim by Oldsmobile—a perfect blending of
roomy comfort and smartly tailored style! The "drive ’ is Oldsmobile

Hydra-Matic Super Drive*—quicker, smoother than ever this year
with new "Super” Range. The steering is new GM Hydraulic*—tops

for safety, for handling ease! Compare Oldsmobile's dashing new Super
"88” with any car. You'll discover you can't match it ... for VALUE!

SEE

YOUR

NEAREST

"ROCK IT*

OLDSMOBILE

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, WINTER STREET

Thomaston—Tuesday, the Fresh
man class stayed after school, to
rehearse for their forthcoming
musical.

Searsmont—Those pupils of the
, Village Intermediate School not
j ahsent from November to the first
of March were: Lois Cross, Perry
Davis, Jr., Carol Gelo, Arthur Leadbetter, Kenneth Marriner, Joan
Nisbet and Roberta Robbins.
Rockland—Participating in the
Junior High assembly March 5
were; William Flanagan announc
er; Annette Gould, piano soloist
singers,
Annette
Bisbee,
Ros
alie Halligan, Frederick Favreau,
Beatrice Harvey, Robert Oxton and
Dennis Teel. Jokes were given by
Donald Farnsworth and Wendell
Orcutt gave a trumpet solo.

Rockland—Certificates awarded in
shorthand recently were: 120-word
rate, Louise Allen; 100-word rate,
Carol Elwell, Priscilla Skinner,
Mary Glendening, Christine Naum
and Louise Allen.

Searsmont—Recently the Village
Rockland—Pupils and teachers
School held its annual magazine are sorry to learn of the illness of
drive. Those pupils selling the most Mr. Holmes.
subscriptions were Beryla Nisbet
Thomaston—The French Club will
and Vincent Marriner.
hold a meeting Friday.

Rocgland—Members of the Rock
land school system, who are work
ing with the New England School
Development Council,
are
in
Brunswick today attending a meet
Camden—The FH.A has recently
ing. Those making the trip are
made plans [or a busy Spring with
Mr. Noonan, Mr. Russell, Mrs. Viik,
a food sale shortly, social evening
Mrs. Keller and Mrs. Parsons.
and spaghetti super, another square
Rockland—Robert Gardner and
dance with Howie Davidson, and a
Mother-Daughter
banquet
and Justin Cross took the Bowdoin
style show Already plans are being scholarship exams on Monday in
made to attend the state convention the superintendent's office. The
at University of Maine this Spring. exams were given by Paul Hazel
Rockland—Mr. Noonan talked to
Mrs. Viik’s College English Class
on London, recently.

Thomaston—F. L. S. Morse
gave a talk to the entire school,
on Temperance, Friday afternoon.
Searsmont—The leaip year party
given by the Village Grammar
School was held Friday night. Girls
took advantage of their opportun
ity to escort boys to the entertain
ment. Games under the direction
of Sally Lewis and Marion Hemen
way, were enjoyed. Refreshments
were served by Faith Harriman
and Muriel Ratten.

Rockland—An educational movie
from the Goodyear Rubber Com
pany on the theme "Defense of
United States Free Enterprise”
was shown to the Junior High
Eighth Grades.

' Rockland—Winners in Room 8
spelling bees this year have been
Constance Raye, Barbara Whitehill,. Margaret Lindsey and Ronald
°r^t

Rockland—An average of 50 stu
dents have been absent from the
High School for nearly two weeks.
On Friday more than 100 students
were absent from Junior and
Senior High. Three teachers were
also absent.

AT ALL DAY'S JEWELRY STORES

YOUR OLD SHAVER
IS WORTH at DAYS
AS A

Camden—Camden schools closed '
at noon Monday in order to give !
the teachers an opportunity to at-1
tend town meeting.

TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE

ON THE...

Rockland—The English Depart

tion with this assignment a study
of the life of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow is being made.

them in an art lesson.

Our grade provided the program
for the assembly. As the first Fri
day in March is set aside for Tem
perance Day to be observed in our
schools, our theme was based on
temperance. The following took
parts: Jacquelyn Kaler, Janice
McIntosh, Joan Hudson, Sandra
Newman, Joan St. Peter. Richard
Esponette, Arthur Lawrence, Sam
uel Glover and Elmer Witham.
The following girls were chosen
for Scout Patrol duty for the com
ing six weeks: Joan St. Peter, Ann
Ingraham, Anne Peterson, Margo
Guay, Jacquelyn Kaler and Norma
Carlson.
INDEMNITY INSURANCE COM
PANY OF NORTH AMERICA
Philadelphia, Penn.

• Hydra-Matic Super Drive and CM Hydraulic Steering optional at extra cost.
Equipment, accessories, and trim illustrated subject to change without notice.

Rockland—Class parts will be an
nounced tomorrow at assembly

Rockland—Mrs. Ivy Hart of the
High School on Monday He is a
student at Providence Bible Insti Senior High met with Mrs. Leavitt'i eighth grade March 6 and
tute.
gave them a fine introduction to
Camden—The Freshmen Home the gtudy of plant life, a new unit
Economics girls art still conducting in eighth grade Science. Mrs. Hart
the ‘‘Children’s Story Hour” at the gave grapic illustrations of simi
Library every Saturday morning larities between plant and animal
from 10 to 11 a. m. All children up life. She explained the four big
to and including 10 years of age classifications of plants: and with
are welcome. Many children have the use of charts she gave a pic
attended every Saturday, and we ture-story of pollination. The ac
urge these young folks to bring companying work with a microtheir friends and enjoy the stories srope added to the interest created
the girls tell.
by Mrs Hart’s talk.

Three Knox County girls have ment met Monday after school with i
been picked by their schools to com Mrs. Viik serving coffee. Plans
pete in the Girl’s State Foul Shoot were made for a series of movies,
ing competition to be held in Port which will be shown periodically
land Saturday. Each girl will have from now until June. Classics were
35 shots with the highest total ) chosen and the most popular were
winning.
voted on. Other business conclud
Rockland High will sent it’s co ed the meeting.
captain, Jeannine Leach, who was
Thomaston—The General Science I
high scorer in many of her games.
She has been a team member for class saw a movie on “Plant
Growth,’ 'March 6.
four years.
I
Rockland—In Miss Hughes Eighth
Another co-captain, Doris Rich
ards will go from Rockport. She is Grade reading class the poem
also a Senior with four years ex 1 “Evangeline” Is being read and
perience as a forward and has sunk studied. There are 10 beautiful
better than 50 percent of her foul posters relative to the poem on ex
hibit and these provide historical
attempts during the year.
Joan Bennett, a Junior, wil] rep background and synopses for the
resent Camden She shared a for development of understanding of
ward berth with her sister Mary on poem. These pictures give accurate
the championship Crimson Tide representations of colonial dress,
customs and dwelling. In connec
this year.

Grade 6, Mrs. Barter

NEW BBABBNET GABBBBETBB !

ton. assistant director of admissions
at Bowdoin.

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

Searsmont—Pupils of the Village
Grammar School maintaining per
fect attendance records throughout
February and the earliest part of
March were: Sheila Bowles, Rob
ert Cushman, Warren Heath, Ben
jamin Hemenway, Jr., Marion Hem
enway, Howard Keene, Lorraine
Leadbetter, Dale Marriner, Vincent
Marriner, Beryia Ntrfbet, Grace
Ripley. Charlotte Ryan, Muriel
Ratten, Mildred Thomas. Terrill
Wilson, Muriel Wing.
Camden—Sixty-one girls have
signed up for bowling under the su
pervision of Miss Ethel Fowler. The
girls will bowl on Wednesday and
Friday nights directly after school.

Rockland—Don Taylor visited the

PAWTUCKET MUTUAL FIRE
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1961
INSURANCE COMPANY
Bonds,
$54.652,929 64
Pawtucket, R. I.
Stocks.
61.034,769.13
ASSETS. DEC. 30, 1951
Cash and Bank Deposits, 5591,163.28
Bonds.
$3313388.09
Agents’ Balances or
1,11891760
Uncollected Premiums, 7,052,722 78 Stocks,
142,06332
Other Assets,
2,707,740.33 Real Estate Owned
Mortgage Loans on
Real Estate,
1924750
Total Assets,
$131,039315.16
Cash and Bank Deposits, 534962.60
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
Agents’ Balances or UnOTHER FUNDS
Collected Premiums,
31537199
Reserve for Losses.
$44286388 00
Other Assets,
31,750.75
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
6377350.00
Total Assets.
$5975,775.34
Reserve for Unearned
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
Premiums,
30551,847.00
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Taxes,
2,142,464.33 Reserve for Losses.
$240,422.70
All Other Liabilities
1,847,42760 Reserve for Loss Ad
justment Expenses,
17,005.13
Total Liabilities,
$85506,67633 Reserve for Unearned Pre
Special Surplus Funds, $20532.638.23
miums.
2364.405.45
Capital Paid Up or
Reserve for Taxes.
90997 47
Statutory Deposit,
5,000,000.00 All Other Liabilities . 18496738
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
20,000,000.00
Total Liabilities.
$3515,788.13
Surplus as Regards
Special Surplus Funds,
314,40693
Policyholders,
43532.63823 Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
2,14550028
Total,
$131639306.16 Surplus as Regards Policy
LEROY A BLACK. Agent,
holders,
$2.45990721
faike Avenue,
Rockland. Maine
Tolai,
Tel. 1494
32-Th-38

32-Th-08’

w ELECTRIC SHAVER

NO DOWN PAYMENT
14 DAY FREE TRIAL
Jusi bring us any standard electric shaver you own — regardless
of make or condition . . . we'll give you up to $7.50 trade-in

allowance toward the purchase of a new Remington ‘'60'* . . .
the world's fastest, smoothest eledric shaver. We know you'll
wont a new Remington “60” ... We want you lo own a new

Remington "60"! Bring in your oldthaver now!

THE EASIEST credit
FOR CREDIT TERMS IN TOWN!!

S?TRa

33s
4 JEWELERS

OPTICIANS

378 MAIN ST., Rockland, Maine
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
29Th-38
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CLASS

jt

tin
Elizabeth Adams
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Spiro Adams

Son of Mr. and Mrs. Steve .Alex

Louise Allen
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold Allen

Maynard Bray

Richard Burby

College Course

College Course

Son of Mr. and Mrs. I. Law ton Brav

Son of Mrs. Eugene Burby

George Alex

Vocational Course

Robert Annis

Adelaide Bartlett

College Course

General Course

Son of Dr. Blake Annis

Daughter of Mrs. Evelyn Bartlett

...
Gloria Bohn *
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Bohn

THOMASTON INTRAMURAL TOURNEY

Courier-Gazette To Publish Photographs
Oi All Graduates In Coining Weeks

Moody's, Ward's Wizards, Ifemy's Mack

other High Schools will follow in
order from Camden. Rodfcjxtrt,
erels, Mayo's Manglers Victors In
Union, Appleton, Wanen,
boro. Thomaston, St, George. Vi
Week's Play
nalhaven and North Haven.
Photographs used will be those
taken especially for the several
gram continues with four more
intramural
school year books and graduation.
games played during thc week, two
In each instance, the name of
boys and two girls.
the student, his or her course in names will be published as they
The Moodys had an easy time of
High School and the parents' are with the nhotos above.
it in winning over the Jamesons by
42-27. David Stone was high for
the game at 20, playing for the win
ners.
In the other boys' game Ward’s
Wizards took over the Gordon AllStars by 38- 24. The rival captains
shared scoring honors at 16 apiece.
Tinker Ifemy's Mackerels easily
1 beat Babe Glidden's Bruisers 45-16
I as Faustina Gushee tossed in 25
i points for the winners.
Tinker
lfemy and Julie Sheffield were next
VALUES THAN EVER BEFORE! LARGE SELECTION - SMALL COST i high at 12.
In the second girls’ game, Mayo's
Mangler’s edged Edward's Amazons
cp£Cl AL
34-32 Joan Edwards had' high of 19.
| Scores:
Mooodys (42): Moody 4; Stone
10; Fetterolli, 2; Pease 1; A.
Stone 4.
James (27): Jameson 4; Levan,
4; Palmer 2; Thompson 1; Elliot.
Ward Wizards <38): Ward, 8:
Sizes 2 fo 8
'Spaulding, 3: Thompson .1, Chad' wick, 4: Wyllie 1 (1); Elliot, 2.
Gordon All-Stars (24). Gordon, 8;
It's time to
Benner, Clark: Levan 2 (1); Fet
stock up on
terolli, 1; Palmer.
these indisGirls’ scores:
p e n s a b I e,
Mackerels (45i: Gushee 25; K
striped crew
I Sheffield, 8, Seekins; lfemy, 12;
neck cotton
Keizer, Benner. Libby.
In colorful blazer stripes Cor
* polo shirts. In
' Bpuisers (16): J. Sheffield, 12;
dovan, navy,
assorted col
camel, blue,
! Spaulding, 2, Jack; Robinson, 2,
maroon, grey.
, Glidden Putnam.
ors and pat
I
In sizes from 7
Manglers (34): Mayo 9; Harriterns. 2 to 8.
to 10%.
I man. 7; J. lfemy, 7, Kalloch, Mek. lin, Harjula.
Amazons (32): Edwards 9 (1);
Here's style and value far
| Putnam, 6 (1); Whitten, Adams,
1
in excess ef the low tost!
| Keizer, Ring.

With this edition of the KnoxLincoln School News Pages, The
Courier-Gazette starts publication
of the photographs of each gradu
ate in each High School of the
area.
The first 16 to be used are those
of the Class of 1952 at Rockland
High School. When the Rookland
series is completed, graduates of

BETTER

Adonna Burch
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Burch

'

Barbara Bay
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Bay, Ash Point

David Bird
t ollege Course

Son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Bird

Patricia Bisbee
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Bisbee, Jr.

i......

Beverly Burgess
College Course
Daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Bradford Burgess

hold its March meeting Monday at
7.30 p. m„ at the school. President
Theodore Sylvester will conduct
the business meeting.

Gerard Burns

Alice Caven
Commercial Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Caven

General Course

Son of Mr. and Mrs. Erroll Burns

College Course

Son of Mr. and Mrs. John Chisholm

Shop will give a demonstration on,

All parents and interested friends ents at the February meeting.
"Flower Arrangement.” Parents of are invited.
pupils of Miss Luce, 5th Grade
Mrs. Pendleton, 4th Grade teach
MORE SCHOOL NOTES
room will provide refr^hments, er. enjoyed an attendance pany,
ON PAGE TWELVE
Walter Morse of Silsby's Flower Mrs. Josephine Sulin, chairman
liaving the largest number of par-

Be your own car expert!

oat 4

—• or u,

-rov won,

-

"»«r fcj,

, w "”OV . ,
..... ;•••-: .....

NEW SHOW DOWVWU
lets you compare cars feature by feature!

polo shirts

slack hose

19

I

CHILDREN’S SOLID COLOR

Purchase St. PTA

BOY’S

' ZIPPER
Sanforized
POPLIN

dungarees
Sanforized
blue denims
with copper
rivets, 4 pock els, bock zip
per styles.
Made for fhe
hardest-play
ing cowboy,
with reinforced seams.
Full cut sizes
6 lo 16.

55

JACKETS ”

Flower Arrangements Are
To Be Demonstrated By
Florist Walter Morse
The newly-organized Purchase
Street Parent Teachers Group will

car value.. .. .. .. and save money!
BUY THE TIRES

YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as
I wear, more v
Sturdy poplin, two 1
pockets. Brown, I

I

navy, green, rod.

lou get the facts you need to judge
ow you can be your own ex
safety, convenience and economy
pert on ear value. The Dodge
. . . with cars costing hundreds
“Show Down” booklet gives youof dollars more.

N

proof

instead of “sell.”

For example, vou can compare
Dodge head room, seat width,
easv-entrv doors, wheelbase . . .
and manv. many other specific
features that mean extra comfort.

Come in today for vour copy of
this valuable, free “Show Down”
booklet. Take it home and make
(he monev-saving comparisons at
vour leisure. There are no “strings”
... no obligation to this offer.

NOW

j.

J. NEWBE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Y

CO.

ON

52 DODGE
Specifications and equipment subject to change without notice

DISPLAY

NELSON BROTHERS-515 Main Street, Rockland

ftfl> Twelve
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I NORTH HAVEN COURT PROBLEMS
Lack Of Practice Facilities Handicap the
Squads; Home Games Not Possible—
Lamont Fund May Supply Gym
The North Haven High School
boys’ and girls' teams concluded
their season a week ago Friday in
games with Islesboro High at the
Rockland Community BuitLng. The
boys lost their game 01-24, but the
North Haven giris came through
with a 23-19 win to boost their
seasonal record to 12-3.
Probably no teams in Maine face
greater handicaps in basketball
than do North Haven’s. They have
no home court of any kind and
many times have swept the snow
from an outdoor area near the
school, so that they might have
same sort of practice. Except for
that, the only practice time they
have is, before games, which, of
course, are always away from home
This adds a big expense for trav
eling.
Money for their sports program
is raised by food sales, plays, etc.,
or it taken out of their own pock
ets, as the money for athletics
raised by the town never covers a

By Ralph W. Tyler

You can most always read a para
graph or so in the Gerald P. Coop
er survey of the fishing waters of
this area and come up with some
thing to think about when you go
Ashing
For instance, back in 1941 when
Prof. Cooper and his staff of bio

logists were giving our lakes and
ponds the “I.Q.” seines and gill nets
were used to determine what spe
cies of fish was living here and
there. During the -period of ap
praising and testing, there were
among other fishes, a total of 17
land-locked salmon taken by these
methods.
Age, sex and physical condition
of these salmon were recorded, and
carrying the examination to com
pletion, it was noted that these 17
salmon had in their stomachs a
total of 79 smelts. The record fur
ther stated that these samon in
the few hours before be.ng caught,
had eaten nothing else.
From the same waters in which
these salmon were netted the bio
logists also caught numerous black
bass and white perch which had
also eaten smelts. The difference
being that the two latter species
had also eaten various other aqua
tic foods.

Now think this over:
Only two smelts which the samon
hod eaten were over three inches
long; 14 were between two and
three inches, 48 were between one
and a half and two inches and the
remaining 15 smelts were less than
ond and a half inches long.
If you make conclusions hastily
you might say there was a shortage
of large smelts where the salmon
were caught. Most fishermen be
lieve a salmon prefers a goodsized bait.
No, there was no shortage of large
smelts, for from the stomachs of
the black bass taken from the same
waters the biologists removed 19
smelts, between three and four in
ches long and from the white perch
they found 68 smelts over three
Inches long and one over four in
ches long
“What does this prove?" you say.
Probably nothing, but it’s a
strong indication that a smelt by
any other name woud smell as
sweet to a salmon and the nearer
two inches the better.
You will admit it proves without
a doubt that the feed load which
tbe smelt carries for these three
species of fish is a heavy one, par
ticularly when they share the same
take.
I don’t care how many smelts
there are in any game fish water,
there never is too many.
Did you ever read or hear about
Lake Pend Oreille, Idaho's largest
body of wiater. that produces those
“out of this world" rainbow trout?
The story of the Kamloops reads
like a chapter out of Flash Gorden’s most unbelievable experiences.
Trout that grow at a rate of 15
pounds in a single year. Can you
picture a rainbow 40'- inches long
and 29ii inches around the belly?
Yes, no doubt the mineral and
chemical constituents of the water
have something to do with it, but
believe me these fish get enough
to eat. The lake swarms with the
blue-back salmon upon which they
feed. Dolly Varden and cut-throat
trout are also caught in Pend

!

,

Oreille.

Now we haven’t got any such
fabulous water in our area, but we
do have a couple or three fairly
good salmon lakes where we plant
our stock fish with the greatest of
care. But come Spring we will find
a score of our most enthusiastic
anglers taking the salmon's most
potential food supply away from
them by dipping the spawning
smelts on the very threshold of
their attempt to augment the food
supply naturally.
I get a kick out of catching a
Salmon with any kind of bait if
he’s got size enough and strength
enough to put up a good scrap, but1
there are more conservative ways j

of assuring his health and prosper
ity than to hand him his smelts
with a hook in them.
• • • •
Got to talking with Floyd Gushee
and Leland Briggs of Appleton the
other day. They tell me there are
brokn trout in Georges River both
above and below Sennebec Pond,
they've seen ’em. I can’s believe
too many browns are playing
• hookey" out of Sennebec on the
down river side, but I wouldn’t be
surprised to find any quantity of
them going up stream, and a feller
fishing up river as far as North
Appleton just as soon as water con
ditions permit after opening day
might get surprised. Trout found
below the pond could easily have
come from North or South Ponds,
which have been heavily stocks.
Honors At Maine
One of my fondest dreams would
be realized if I could see Hugh
McCorrison fasten onto a brown Knox County Well Repre
trout that measured four inches
sented On Dean’s List At
between the eyes, off Appleton
the University
bridge some fine day.
♦ • • •
Fourteen students received all-A
The oldest feline member of my grades and 525 were named to the
family died last week of old age. : Dean’s List for the Fall semester
He was "Tige,” a gentleman cat at the University of Maine, accordand the only shaggy offspring of ing to an announcement issued to
an early cartload of kittens which day by the University. In order to
our old mother cat had during the be named to the Dean’s List a stu
middle 30s.
dent must receive grades of B or
I have no doubt but his demise better in each course.
came at the end of his ninth life
Those receiing all-A grades infor he had been struck three times I eluded Karl H. Brooks of Thomasby cars and given up for dead and : ton.
has been in various other accidents, l Those from the Knox County area
once dislocating a hip which gave [ named to the Dean's List were:
him a slight but permanent de ! Earle E. Gavett. Rockland; Phyllis
formity.
I. Anderson, Rockland; Mary R.
Most of the dogs of the neigh Carrillo, Rockland; Robert T.
borhood remember him well for he Smith, Rockland, Joseph J. Majors,
delighted to ride them baretoack off Rockland1; Sally M Gillchrest,
the premises; but in a cat fight he Thomaston; Karl M Brooks, Thomwas quite a coward
! aston; Barbara M. Burrage, Cam
His lifetime saw the coming and den; David L. Brown, Camden;
going of numerous other family Sylvia A. Farris, Union; David C.
pets in which he usefully and Hardy, Hope; Elizabeth K. Melchpeacefully outlived them all.
ing, Camden; Lincoln W Abbott,
• • • •
Camden.
Spring is practically upon us.
Three big geese alighted in 'Keag
MEDOMAK
Pond today and I heard others
Wilson
Collamore
who has been
out over the bay.
Already I am anticipating the working at Hartford, Conn., has re
first "mess” (down East vernacu turned home.
lar) of dandelion greens and next
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kaler and
week I am taking my bird houses daughter Nancy were at Bath, Sat
down for annual Spring cleaning. urday.
If this snow doesn't melt pretty
L. W. Osier is driving a new
soon and let us down to grass-roots Ford car.
some one is going to be wondering
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Flagg of
where to get a can full of angle
Gardiner were Sunday callers at
worms come opening day for trout . Raymond Little's.
fishing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Keene and
•• • •
If we are to believe all we read Mrs. Janie Keene otf Nobleboro,
there will be an extra day in which were visitors at L. W. Osier's Sun
to fish Maine lakes and ponds this day.
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Willey and
March Hunting and Fishing Mag son Carroll of South Waldoboro
azine tells us that open water fish were recent callers at Astor Wil
ing here is "legal" from iceout to ley’s.
Sept. 31. Doubtless a type setter's | Mr. and Mrs. Lester Teele and
error, but quite as acceptable as i Mrs. Burton Teele were at Augusta
29 days in February.
last Wednesday.

normal sports program
The problem may be solved by
the Thomas Lamont will which left
the sum of 150,000 to be spent for
their benefit A committee of 10
citizens is now looking into the pos
sibility of cinstructing some sort of
municipal building, which would
enable the school to carry on a
balanced sports program.
Captain Bodine MacDonald led
North Haven scoring in the final
game, tallying 12 points. She prob
ably would develop into an out
standing player with normal prac
tice opportunities. Others on the
squad are Charlene Ames, Nancy
Sherer, Marilyn Sherer, Ada Bab
bidge, and Roseanne Burgess, Their
winning record is based on team
work.
Members of the boys team are
Captain Fletcher Burgess, Elliot
Brown,
Bobby Staples,
Eddie
Beverage, and Jimmy MacDonald.
Brown will be lost by graduation,
but MacDonald, Staples and Bev
erage are Freshmen.

GROSS NECK

Mrs, Nelson

Roger Carlson, Mildred Barter,
Sandra Peterson and Wayne John
son received perfect scores in the
four week spelling test.
Elinor Emery has brought several
Jack ar.d Jill magazines for the
reading table.
Wayne Johnson brought some
coffee beans to exhibit in social
studies class.

a month.
John Castner spent the week-end
at home from Bowdoin College.
Patricia Kimball is spending
three weeks with relatives in Dor
chester.
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy of
Friendship were the recent gpest
of their daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell Carter.
Amy Willey spent Saturday with
her sister, Katie Eugley at Wal
doboro.

Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette

CARS and TRUCKS
• UP TO

18 MONTHS TO PAY

* LIBERAL TRADES

and ALLOWANCES

* ALSO QUALIFIED VETERANS' PLAN
• CARS

ON

HAND

READY

FOR

YOU

BUY YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW!
1951 Cadillac "62" Sedan, R&H

1946 Nash “600" Sedan, R&H

1951 Dodge Coronet Sedan, R&H&Gyro, (2-tone)

1946 Mercury Sedan

1951 Dodge Meadowbrook Sedan, R&H

1946 Pymouth Special Deluxe Sedan, R&H

1951 Dodge Coronet Club Coupe, H&D&Gyro

1946 Plymouth Deluxe Sedan, H&D

1951 Plymouth Cambridge Sedan, H&D

1946 Ford 2 Dr Sedan, H&D

1950 Plymouth Special Deluxe Sedan, H&D

1946 Ford Super Deluxe 2 Dr. Sedan, H&D

1950 Studebaker Champion Regal Del. C. C. R&H

1946 Ford Super Deluxe Club Coupe

1950 Dodge Coronet Sedan, R&H&Gyro

1942 Plymouth Special Deluxe Sedan, R&H

1950 Dodge Coronet Sedan, R&H

1941 Dodge 4 Dr. Sedan

1950 Dodge Meadowbrook Sedan, R&H

1941 Plymouth 4 Dr. Sedan, R&H

1950 Dodge Wayfarer Roaster Coupe, H&D

1941 Hudson 2 Dr. Sedan

1950 Dodge Coronet Convertible Coupe, R&H

1941 Dodge Convertible Club Coupe, R&H

1950 Pontiac Sedan Coupe, R&H

1941 Dodge 4 Dr. Sedan

1950 Nash Statesman Sedan, H&D

1940 Pontiac Coupe

1950 Chevrolet Styleline Special 2 Dr., R&H

1940 Nash 4 Dr. Sedan
1940 DeSoto 4 Dr. Sedan

1949 Ford DeLuxe 2 Dr. Sedan, H&D

1940 Plymouth 2 Dr. Sedan

1949 Ford Custom Sedan, R&H
1949

Dodge Coronet Sedan, R&H&Gyro

1949

Dodge CoronetSedan, R&H

1949

Dodge CoronetSedan, H&D

1949

Dodge Coronet Club Coupe, R&H

1949

1940 Dodge 4 Dr. Sedan
1940 Hudson 4 Dr Sedan
1939 Chevrolet 2 Dr. Sedan
1939 Plymouth 4 Dr. Sedan
1938 Buick Special Sedan, H&D

Dodge Coronet Club Coupe, H&D

1949 Oldsmobile "88” Club Sedan, R&H&Hyd.

1937 Dodge Coupe
1936 Ford Station Wagon

1949 Mercury 4 Dr. Sedan
1949 Plymouth Special DeLuxe Sedan, H&D

1934 Plymouth 4 Dr. Sedan

HALL & CAIN

1951 Chevrolet Panel

1948 Buick Super Sedan, R&H

1951 Dodge y2 ton Pickup

1948 Dodge Custom Sedan, R&H

1950 Dodge % ton Express

1948 Pontiac Torpedo Sedan, R&H

517 OLD COUNTY ROAD — ROCKLAND

And will continue at this same location.

I have

1948 Chevrolet Convertible Coupe, R&H
1948 Chevrolet Stylemaster 2 Dr, Sedan, H&D

had 12 years experience in this line of business and

1948 Chevrolet Fleetmaster Sedan
1948 Plymouth Special Deluxe Sedan, H&D

I will

continue handling the same lines of equipment and

1948 Ford Deluxe 2 Dr. Sedan, H&D

supplies as handled by Hall & Cain.

1948 Ford Convertible Coupe, R&H

CHARLES W. SHAW
RES. TEL. THOMASTON 116-4
31-33

Precious Heirlooms

Can be Used-Now
Give your

living room a lovely

now in the attic.

1949 Ford 1 y2 ton Hyd. Dump
1948 Dodge y2 ton Panel
1949 Chevrolet 2 ton LWB

hold a State Master Plumber's License.

BUSINESS TEL. 468-M

TRUCKS

1949 Chevrolet Fleetline DeL. 2 Dr. Sedan, R&H

I Have Acquired the Business Formerly
Conducted by

Bird Block - Tillson Avenue

31-33

Next to an electric organ, I think
a oowl of artificial bananas is most
repulsive.

150 NEW AND USED

1949 Chevrolet Fleetline DeLuxe Sedan, H&D

mellow touch with that antique

COURT HOUSE

First successful operation inside
the living heart was performed in
1949. Contributions to the Heart
Fund will help physicians bring the
latest advances to all sufferers from
heart disease.

WE OFFER

Temperance Day was fittingly ob
served last Friday at the Tyler
School by an Assembly in which
all otf the six grades participated.
After the morning exercises,
poems, songs and exercises per
taining to the significance of the
day were well rendered.
Mrs Rogers read a Temperance
story and the program closed with
singing of the Tyler song by the
school.
Guests included Mrs. Ethel Col
burn, a representative from the
Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union.

Benner Hill School

indirectly at least, to the idea of a
$10 billion cut.
The biggest item in the budget is
over $51 billion for U. S. military
services. The average member of
Congress is not enough of a mili
tary expert to feel he can appraise
so large a defense appropriation
competently. And he shies from the
possibility of being accused later of
endangering national defense by
supporting big military budget
cuts.
Next largest budget item is for
eign aid, a conspicuous target.
Chairman Richards (D-S. C.) of
the the House Foreign Affairs
Committee says the Adminstration
will be lucky if Congress cuts no
more than $1 billion from the $7.9
billion figures.

WHILE THE PRICE IS LOW

Made Fitting Observance Of
Temperance Day—Six
Grades Took Part

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

NOW AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL

F. H. WOOD

Today federal spending is at a
record peacetime peak. Tax rates
are at all-time high levels for
peacetime. Voters are increasingly
Unking spending and taxing in
their minds and, feeling the effects
of higher taxes, are calling for fed
eral economy. Members of Con
gress are acutely aware of the sit
uation in this national election
year.
To be sure, 1948 also was a na
tional election year. But it brought
a tax cut, rather than increases
such as Congress has voted during
the last 18 months. Spending for
the fiscal year that began in mid1948 was $40 billion, compareed to
the $85 4 billion Mr. Truman asks
for the coming fiscal year And the
Marshall Plan was proposed and
accepted as a temporary program
to get Europe on its economic feet.
Today, four years later, Presi
dent Truman says: "This (the
latest program) is a program for
getting the other free nations on
their feet ... ” He also says he
cannot state how long the U. S.

will have to continue tins type oi
program.
Thus it can be seen that the sit
uation as regards foreign aid is
hardly similar to what it was ln
1948.
Last year when it handled this
type of legislation Congress made
the biggest cut in economic aid for
Europe. Anticipating similar aciton this year, Mr. Truman did not
request economic aid for Europe.
What he asked for instead, in addi
tion to direct military aid, is what
he terms “defense support" aid.
It appears doubtful that the
switch in terminology will deter
Congress in its efforts to whittle
down strictly non-military assist
ance. It will still be economic aid
so far as most members of Con
gress are concerned. And, as such,
it will be a favored target for bud
get cutting.
There is strong determination in
Congress to cut the $85 4 billion
budget—for
appearance's
sake,
among other reasons—this year.
The demands for economy are too
strong to be resisted by an electionyear Congress.
Even so staunch an Administra
tion supporter as Sen. O'Mahoney
(D-Wyo.) has given his blessing,

1949 Nash Ambassador Sedan, H&D

Things cannot be entirely satis
factory until some plan is invented
by which both the motorist and the
pedestrian can have the right-ofway at the same time.

First Floor Available For Rent at $60. per
month. Dimensions 70’ x 100’. 60 days notice
to vacate in event of sale. Contact

It seems safe to predict at this
point that foreign aid will experi
ence its roughest sledding ever in
Congress this year.
Most people around Capital Hill
believe Congress will reduce the
nearly $8 billion which the Pre6dent is requesting for foreign as
sistance in the coming fiscal year
Chairman Connally (D-Tex.) of
the powerful Senate Foreign Re
lations Committee, which must
pass on loreign aid, says he belives
the amount can be cut. But he is
not sure how much.
That is the big question—how
much can and should the amount
requested for foreign aid be re
duced? It will produce one of the
fiercest fights of this Congressional
session.
Connally seems to find some
comfort in the fact that the Presi
dent's foreign aid request this year
is below the $8.5 billion of last
year. Congress chopped last year's
request down to $7.3 billion.
Meanwhile where foreign aid is

You And Your

Tyler Assembly

In 175 years of wars a million
Americans were killed. Last year
three-quarters of this number died
of heart and circulation diseases.
Gifts to the Heart Fund will help
Mrs. Joe Palino and two sons find the causes, new methods of
have gone to East Boston to spend care, treatment and prevention.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley of
West Waldoboro were Sunday guests
of their daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and
family.
James Richards of Friendship
spent one night last week with his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Melviq
Genthner and family.
Mrs. Everett Carter and son
Bernard are visiting relatives on
Swan's Island.
Mrs. Eldora Gross with Mr and
Mrs. William K. Winchenbach of
Dutch Neck was in New Harbor
Sunday.
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler’s
Corner visited Sunday with her
sister, Mrs. Ida Waltz.
Maynard Winchenbach of Friend
ship was a dinner guest of his
grandmother, Mrs. Eldora Gross
Monday,

Congress

concerned, this year is not like 1651
—or any other year since this
country got into postwar foreign
asistance on a large scale with the
Marshall Plan in 1948.

1948 Dodge 1 ton Stake
1948 Dodge 1 ton C&C
1948 Dodge 1 ton Pickup

1948 Ford 11/2 ton LWB

1948 Nash Ambasador Club Coupe

1947 Ford y2 ton Pickup
1947 Hudson Commodore Sedan, R&H

1947 Chevrolet Sedan Delivery

1947 Pontiac Streamliner Sedan

1947 Dodge y2 ton Pickup

1947 WiUys Station Wagon, H&D

1946 Dodge y2 ton Pickup

1947 WiUys Station Wagon, H&D

1946 Chevrolet % ton Van

1947 Ford Station Wagon, H&D

1946 Dodge iy2 ton Hyd. Dump

1947 Chevrolet Fleetmaster 2 Dr. Sedan, H&D

1946 Chevrolet % ton Stake

1947 Plymouth Special Deluxe Sedan, R&H

1946 Chevrolet t/2 ton Pickup

1947 Mercury Club Coupe, R&H

1945 Ford iy2 ton LWB

1946 Oldsmobile “78” Sedan

1945 Dodge 2 ton LWB

1946 Oldsmobile "78“ Club Conpe, R&H&Hyd.

1935 Ford y2 ton Pickup

Just send it to

mo for expert refurbishing at mini

mum east.

I

HAROLD C. RALPH

H. JOHN NEWMAN

48 MASONIC STREET
TELEPHONE 1106-M
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Dodge and Plymouth
Route 1, Waldoboro

Telephones 190 and 191

